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CITY OF LACOMBE

introDuCtion

introDuction

The story of Lacombe includes a rich and varied legacy 
of many activities, including: First Nation settlements, 
agriculture, business and entrepreneurialship, and the 
development of many important transportation links and 
networks. 

Lacombe boasts many historic sites that span from 
residential, to commercial, to cultural, to spiritual, and 
some that extend over many of these categories. These 
heritage resources provide a sense of connection between 
the community and the landscape, the past and lived 
experiences. They provide a tangible, and irreplaceable, 
expression of Lacombe’s identity and are a reflection 
of the diversity of the community experience that has 
unfolded over time. 

Through a multi-phase process, the City of Lacombe has 
begun to establish a heritage management program. Phase 
1 of this program was undertaken in 2009 and involved 
the survey and documentation of all the heritage sites 
in the community resulting in 300 sites added to the 
Heritage Survey.  From this list, a more refined Places 
of Interest List (poIL) of 109 sites was selected, which 
serves as the basis for future Heritage Inventory work. 
Phase 2 entailed a two-year, phased program to develop a 
Heritage Inventory.  Phase 2a, which began in the summer 
of 2010, developed a Thematic Framework and Historic 
Context Statement for Lacombe and established a Heritage 
Inventory of 25 sites. The first phase of the inventory 
focused on commercial buildings in the downtown core.  
Phase 2b, beginning in the summer of 2011, added an 
additional 30 sites to the Heritage Inventory, primarily 
focused on residential and institutional buildings. This 
document includes the Thematic Framework, the Historic 
Context Statement and the full Heritage Inventory of 55 
sites. 

Historic sites added to Lacombe’s Heritage Inventory 
were documented through a Statement of Significance, 
the official document for recording heritage value of a 
site for inclusion on the Canadian Register of Historic 
Places, the Alberta Register of Historic Places and the 
Lacombe Municipal Heritage Inventory. The three-part 
SoS contains:

• A brief description of the historic place

• An identification of the key heritage values assigned to 

the historic place based on the Thematic Framework for 
the City of Lacombe, and

• A list of its Character Defining Elements - the principal 
materials or elements that can be attributed to the value(s) 
of the resource.

The province of Alberta also requires a Statement of 
Integrity, which outlines the current architectural integrity 
for each resource. 

Globally, there has been a shift in heritage conservation 
towards a “values-based approach” that recognizes the 
importance of embedded historical and cultural values 
as the basis for understanding our heritage. The former 
evaluation system placed a numeric or alphabetical 
valued based almost solely on architectural value, with 
little to no community input. The values-based approach 
stresses the importance of different interpretations of 
heritage value and considers a broad-based view that 
goes beyond just architectural value. A values-based 
assessment of heritage also looks at environmental, 
social/cultural, economic and even intangible aspects 
of the shared historic experience. In the Standards and 
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada, Heritage Value is defined as “the aesthetic, 
historic, scientific, cultural, social, or spiritual importance 
for past, present or future generations.” It is important to 
consider that values are multivalent, and that a historic 
place can illustrate more than one value.

This evolving view of heritage also recognizes emerging 
trends in urban development and the need for integration 
and sustainability and energy efficiency in community 
planning. This approach recognizes the environmental, 
social/cultural and economic importance of sustainability 
initiatives. Heritage conservation strongly supports all 
three pillars of sustainability.

This Thematic Framework and Historic Context 
Statement are important steps in the establishment of 
a comprehensive heritage program for Lacombe. The 
primary goal of this component of the project was 
to identify major factors and processes that shaped 
the built environment of Lacombe to the present day, 
guided by informed community input. The Thematic 
Framework is a chart that illustrates the City’s major 
themes of development that has led to the breadth of 
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historic resources visible in Lacombe today. each theme 
is represented by examples of local heritage sites and 
sites from the poIL. The Thematic Framework is based 
on the parks Canada Systems plan and the provincial 
Alberta Thematic Framework (In Time and Place), which 
identify the major themes that influenced development 
in Canada and Alberta. The parks Canada Systems plan is 
used as an overarching guide; each national theme is then 
filtered through the provincial then the local level, and is 
modified or added to in order to suit the local context. A 
Historic Context Statement is a document that summarizes 
the major events and movements of a community’s history 
and development. The final product helps to define a 
sense of identity and ownership of Lacombe’s heritage 
resources and directs future additions to the municipal 
Heritage Inventory.

The preparation of 55 historic sites from the places of 

merCHANT BANk CorNer (LDHS 90.1.2379) 

Interest List has involved an extensive research and 
consultation process. The City of Lacombe, with a 
financial contribution from Alberta’s Municipal Heritage 
partnership program (mHpp) worked with heritage 
consultant, Donald Luxton & Associates, to research and 
prepare reports for both phases 2a and 2b. The team met 
with the Heritage Steering Committee, a heritage advisory 
board to Council, over several meetings to develop the 
City’s key themes and select and workshop sites added 
to the municipal Heritage Inventory. The Thematic 
Framework developed in phase 2a, was used as a guide to 
select sites for addition to the Heritage Inventory.

The team then undertook research and site reviews for 
the 55 sites and produced Statements of Significance and 
Statements of Integrity for each site. 
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introDuction

Phase 2a also included Lacombe’s first formal heritage 
event: An Evening of Heritage on october 20, 2011. 
The event, organized by the City of Lacombe, brought 
together heritage resource owners, professionals, trades 
and enthusiasts to celebrate Lacombe’s rich built heritage. 
The successful event included presentations from keynote 
speaker David Holdsworth, principal Heritage planner 
at the City of edmonton, and presentations by Donald 
Luxton & Associates on Lacombe’s heritage program and 
an historic window’s demonstration.

C.J.C ADmINISTrATIoN BUILDING, CA 1933 (ImAGe CoUrTeSy oF 
CANADIAN UNIverSITy CoLLeGe)
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GrAIN eLevATorS IN LAComBe (LDHS 90.1.839) 

exHIBITIoN GroUNDS AT LAComBe, eArLy 1900S (IpeeL’S prAIrIe 
provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC010593)

eArLy poSTCArD From LAComBe, 1907 (peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe 
prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003839) 
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Below is the parks Canada National Historic Sites System 
plan diagram, which outlines Canada’s overarching 
historical themes. The development of a thematic 
framework for Lacombe involved drilling down from the 
national themes, connecting to the provincial themes in 
Alberta’s 2005 Thematic Framework, In Time and Place, 
and then determining the themes with relevance at the 
local level in Lacombe. Historic sites in the community 
often illustrate more than one of the themes, but may 

DevelopMent oF tHe tHeMatic FraMework

CITY OF LACOMBE THEMATIC FRAMEWORK AND HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENT 
DRAFT 

Donald Luxton & Associates Inc., March 2011 
3 

THEMATIC FRAMEWORK 

 

Development of the Thematic Framework 
 
Below is the Parks Canada National Historic Sites System Plan diagram, which outlines Canada’s 
overarching historical themes. The development of a thematic framework for Lacombe involved 
drilling down from the national themes, connecting to the provincial themes in Alberta’s 2005 
Thematic Framework, and then determining the themes with relevance at the local level in 
Lacombe. Historic sites in the community often illustrate more than one of the themes, but may 
best represent one particular category or sub-theme. This comprehensive framework will 
enable the community to articulate its unique heritage values and identify historic resources 
based on these values.  
 
 
Parks Canada National Historic Site System Plan 
 

 

best represent one particular category or sub-theme. This 
comprehensive framework enables Lacombe to articulate 
its unique heritage values and identify historic resources 
based on these values. 

The diagram on the facing page represents the adaptation 
of the parks Canada National Historic Sites System plan to 
the Lacombe Thematic Framework. 

pArkS CANADA NATIoNAL HISTorIC SITe SySTem
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ThEMATIC
FrAMEwOrk

CREATION OF A 
lACOmbE HERITAGE 

mANAGEmENT 
SYSTEm

hIsTOrIC 
COnTExT 

sTATEMEnT
CITY OF LACOMBE

hIsTOrIC COnTExT 
sTATEMEnT And 

ThEMATIC FrAMEwOrk

tHeMe 1: 
PEOPLInG 
ThE LAnd
1.1  first nations of Lacombe

1.2  Settlement and pioneer  
families

tHeMe 2: 
dEVELOPInG
ECOnOMIEs
2.1  transportation networks
2.2 Local Commercial Centre
2.3 Local industry
2.3 agriculture and research

tHeMe 3: 
BUILdInG sOCIAL
And COMMUnITY LIFE
3.1  Community Life
3.2 education, health and 

Welfare
3.3 Spiritual Life

tHeMe 4: 
LOCAL 
GOVErnAnCE
4.1  building the City

tHeMe 4: 
ExPrEssInG 
InTELLECTUAL 
And CULTUrAL 
LIFE
5.1  Lacombe 

architecture
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Canadian 
Theme

Canadian 
sub-theme

Alberta 
Theme

Lacombe 
Theme

notes Examples

1.0
peopling the 
land

Canada’s earli-
est inhabitants

prehistoric
alberta 

fur trade

aboriginal 
Life

firSt 
nationS of 
LaCombe

this theme articulates 
the ancient and continu-
ing first nation presence 
in Lacombe for over 
12,000 years, the La-
combe area had a signifi-
cant plains and Wood-
land Cree population. 

• Sites of First Nation settlements 
/ activities

• Archaeological sites
• Cultural landscapes or sites of 

major events

1.0
peopling the 
land

people and the 
environment

agricultural
Development

SettLement 
& pioneer 
famiLieS

this theme articulates 
the impact made on the 
Lacombe area by the 
first residents includ-
ing pioneer farmers and 
settlers.

• Sites of original homesteads: 
haydon house, Mair residence

• Site of early business activity: 
blacksmith Shop, pioneer cairn

• Sites associated with ethnic 
groups who immigrated: puffer 
chung building

2.0
Developing
economies

Communica-
tions and 
transportation

transporta-
tion

tranSporta-
tion 
netWorKS

this theme articulates 
the different forms of 
transportation that influ-
enced the development 
of Lacombe including 
rail, motor and air.

• Highways
• C&E Trail
• Highway 12 Trail
• CPR rail
• Airport

2.0
Developing
economies

trade and 
Commerce

urban
Development

LoCaL 
CommerCiaL 
Centre

this theme articulates 
Lacombe’s role as a lo-
cal commercial centre 
located between edmon-
ton and Calgary.

• Early stores and businesses: 
lacombe appliances and Hard-
ware, S.M. Murray general Store, 
M&J Hardware, royal bank, 
union bank, Flat iron block, 
Fraser-MacDonald agency, Fol-
lis Drug Store, corner business 
block, Hotson block, lacombe 
Safeway, campbell block, 
urquhart block

• Hotel: lacombe Hotel
• Post Office

2.0
Developing
economies

technology 
and engineer-
ing/
extraction and 
production

resource
Development

LoCaL 
inDuStry

this theme articulates 
the development of local 
industries in Lacombe, 
all of which help support 
the development of the 
community.

• Brickyards
• Automobile garages: Saunders 

Service garage building
• Livery stables
• Newspapers: the lacombe 

globe
• Photography Studios: ben cam-

eron’s
• Gravel pit

2.0
Developing
economies

technology 
and engineer-
ing/
extraction and 
production

resource
Development

agriCuLture 
anD 
reSearCh

this theme articulates 
the impact of agriculture 
on the Lacombe area 
and the importance of 
agricultural research in 
the community.

• Dairy farms and creameries
• Abattoirs and meat packing
• Farms/homesteads
• Lacombe Nurseries
• Doef’s Greenhouse
• Agricultural Research
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Canadian 
Theme

Canadian 
sub-theme

Alberta 
Theme

Lacombe 
Theme

notes Examples

3.0 
building 
Social and 
community 
life

education and 
Social Well-
being/Com-
munity orga-
nizations

Work and Lei-
sure

intellectual 
Life

Community 
Life

this theme articulates 
the impact of activi-
ties and organizational 
arrangements for the 
provision of social 
groups and activities in 
Lacombe.

• Lest We forget park
• lacombe cenotaph
• Lacombe Memorial Centre
• Site of old community centre(s)
• Day block
• lacombe billiards
• Service group buildings

3.0 
building 
Social and 
community 
life

education and 
Social 
Well-being

health

education

intellectual 
Life

eDuCation, 
heaLth anD 
WeLfare

this theme articulates 
the activities associ-
ated with teaching and 
learning by children 
and adults, formally and 
informally as well as 
activities and processes 
associated with the pro-
vision of social services 
by the government.

• Site of Lacombe’s first log 
schoolhouse

• Site of Lacombe’s second 
schoolhouse

• Site of Nelson School
• nelson School bell
• Canadian University College
• Location of current schools
• Site of old Lacombe Hospitals
• Lacombe hospital
• Dr. e.M. Sharpe residence
• campbell residence

3.0 
building 
Social and 
community 
life

religious 
institutes

Spiritual Life SpirituaL 
Life

this theme articulates 
the activities associated 
with the spiritual life of 
the people of Lacombe 
including organized 
religions.

• lacombe Fairview cemetery 
• Churches: St. andrew’s, 
   St. Stephen’s, St. Cyprian’s

4.0 
governing 
canada/2.0 
Developing 
economies

politics and 
political 
processes/ 
government 
institutions/
Security and 
Law

politics and 
government

Law 
enforcement

urban 
Development

buiLDing 
the City

this theme articulates 
the development of 
Lacombe as it went from 
a settlement, to a village, 
to a city. this theme also 
articulates the devel-
opment of Lacombe’s 
municipal government 
and the development of 
infrastructure and essen-
tial services.

• City hall
• Municipal Buildings
• Downtown commercial buildings
• Irregular lots
• roads

5.0 
expressing 
intellectual 
and cultural 
life

architecture 
and Design

urban 
Development

the face of 
alberta

LaCombe
arChiteC-
ture

this theme articulates 
the vernacular architec-
ture of Lacombe and 
activities associated with 
the production of archi-
tectural works, as well as 
activities that inspired 
architectural design.

buildings that define the heritage 
character of Lacombe, including 
the many brick buildings Down-
town, the square plan houses with 
pyramidal roofs, and the many 
grand residences of the commu-
nity that represent the wealth and 
prosperity of the early develop-
ment of Lacombe
• Mclear block
• Denike block

* Highlighted sites have been added to the lacombe Heritage inventory
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firSt nationS peopLe of LaCombe
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HiStorical context 
StateMent
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FirSt nationS oF lacoMbe

The area that would eventually become Lacombe has a 
long and rich history, stretching back thousands of years. 
In fact, there is evidence of human activity in the Alberta 
plains dating to over 12,000 years before present. Though 
no archaeological artifacts or sites have been recorded 
within Lacombe, five archaeological sites have been 
recorded just outside the Lacombe city limits, indicating 
prehistoric use of the area by the First Nations population. 
By the time of the fur trade, plains and Woodland Cree, 
extending from the northern portion of the province to the 
red Deer and Battle rivers, populated the area. Following 
the arrival of the europeans in the late eighteenth century, 
the First Nation people actively participated in the 
economic development of the area. The plains Cree were 
involved in the lucrative fur trade by providing supplies 
to the fur traders such as clothing and food, while other 
First Nation people who lived in forest and parkland 

areas supplied valuable beaver and muskrat pelts to the 
european traders. The Lacombe area would have seen 
activity from both such groups. 

Beginning in 1871, First Nations of Western Canada 
began signing treaties with the government, exchanging 
land for payment and other benefits. Treaty 6 was the 
treaty signed by the plains and Woodland Cree in most 
of the central area of Saskatchewan and Alberta in 
1876. The treaty gave families their own land, money, a 
horse, harness and wagon (or 2 carts) as well as yearly 
monies. It also freed up land to be purchased by settlers. 
The First Nations in the Lacombe area at the time were 
the ermineskin Tribe, the Louis Bull Tribe, the montana 
Band and the Samson Cree Nation.1 It was the signing of 
these Treaties that made it possible for settlers to move to 
Alberta as First Nation groups occupied land proposed for 
the western expansion of the Cpr.

“INDIAN WAr DANCe LAComBe ALTA” (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS NA-535-1)

1 Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, www.ainc-inac.gc.ca
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SettleMent anD pioneer FaMilieS

The man credited with “discovering” the Canadian 
prairies was Henry kelsey. Working for the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, he travelled to the prairies from 1690 to 1692 
in an attempt to source more suppliers of furs. During 
his journeys he left a journal behind – it was apparently 
written in the form of poetry and was not detailed.2 
According to The kelsey papers, the best approximation of 
his travels from his journal has him travelling up the Hayes 
river to the Fox and then to Saskatchewan – possibly near 
what is now Battleford. This journey opened the prairies 
up to further exploration.3

In the late 1700s, Anthony Henday, the first man of 
european descent to enter into what is now Alberta, and 
his guides travelled through the Lacombe region – likely 
to the west of what is now the city.4 In 1800, David 
Thompson, one of Canada’s most famous explorers, 
who was mapping the prairies in the employ of the 
North West Company, was in the Lacombe area when 
he surveyed through what is now Alberta on his way to 
rocky mountain House. It is unknown whether he saw the 
actual site of Lacombe, but may also have passed by the 
southern tip of Gull Lake.5

Fur trade forts were established throughout the province 
including at rocky mountain House and edmonton. 
These forts encouraged the local population to trap furs 
and bring them in for trading. This was the start of the 
first currency economy to take place on the prairies and 
was the true beginning of the non-Native influx into the 
province. In 1873, John morley established a trail that 
connected Fort edmonton to Fort Calgary. This trail was 
an important transportation route, which lead to the 
establishment of the City of Lacombe. 

missionaries also came to the prairies to bring Christianity 
to the First Nation people and to maintain the spirituality 
of the traders. The most significant of these Catholic 
missionaries was Father Albert Lacombe. He travelled 
throughout Alberta during the nineteenth century, helped 
maintain peace with the First Nation people, and founded 
the mission at St. Albert. His influence in Alberta was 
profound, and this settlement was named in his honour, 
as “… the Cpr whose line across the prairies was made 
possible by Father Lacombe’s intercession with the 
Indians”6 who had been “… violently opposed to the 
building of the railway.”7 

Beginning in the late 1870s and with the coming of the 
transcontinental Canadian Pacific Railway, the railway 
and the Canadian government began a campaign in 
eastern Canada, and europe to entice immigration into 
the prairies and slowly, groups began to immigrate and 
settle in the area. The region now known as Alberta 
became part of the Northwest Territories in 1870, and 
as such was under the jurisdiction of the Dominion 
of Canada.8 In 1871, the Homestead Act was passed, 
providing for the legal division and ownership of prairie 
land.9 Land surveying in the Lacombe area began in 1880 
and continued until 1893.10 Under the Homestead Act, 
approximately 160 acres were offered to immigrants for a 
$10 deposit. 

The first non-Native person to set up residence in the 
Lacombe area was ed Barnett. After serving three years 
with the Northwest mounted police from 1878 to 1881, 
Barnett was apparently persuaded to stay in the area to 
help open up the area to settlement. moving north, he 
partnered with robert mcLelland and Bill Buchannan, 
who had worked with the first government surveyor in 
the area. Together, the men built a cabin for the winter of 
1882 to 1883 along the red Deer river. 11

Later in 1883, influenced by the advice of McLelland 
and Buchannan, Barnett alone moved further north and 
was granted property that would later become part of the 
townsite of Lacombe. on this property he built a log barn 
and a log house that became the basis of a cattle ranch. 
The house also served as a stopping house along the 
Calgary-edmonton Trail. After construction was complete, 
Barnett travelled back to Calgary to buy horses and cattle 
– the beginnings of his herd.12 

2 richardson 2007:5
3 www.mta.ca
4 www.biographi.ca
5 LDCC 1982:1
6 LDCC 1982:vii
7 LrHC 1972:469
8 ACmH n/d:intro 
9 ACmH n/d:intro; LDCC 1982:3
10 LDCC 1982:3
11 LDCC 1982:2, 13
12 LDCC 1982:13
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Barnett’s wife, elvie Green, moved west with her parents 
and became the second teacher at the town’s first 
schoolhouse. She began the position in march 1894 
and apparently taught for a year before marrying ed.13 
The couple had five children; Bill, Pearl, Cecil, Ralph 
and Agnes.14 By 1892 Barnett had built a much larger 
wood frame house in order to accommodate his growing 
family.15 In the early 1900s, ed Barnett moved to a larger 
property on Buffalo Lake. ed’s brother, John (Jack) Barnett 
and his wife Lucy, joined him in 1888 and his brother, 
Welland came around the same time. 16

In 1883, when C.A. magrath was surveying the area, he 
noted 12 settlers clustered in an area not far from ed’s 
stopping house.17 The first settlers to join Ed Barnett in the 
Lacombe area were ephraim matthais, Hiram Adams, Jake 
Dolmage and Andrew Glass who all arrived in 1887.18 

iMMigrant groupS in lacoMbe
Lacombe’s location on the Calgary & edmonton Trail 
and superb farming conditions led to a broad range of 
settlers within Lacombe. Immigrants from eastern Canada, 
europe, United States and as far away as China, settled in 
Lacombe, coming in waves first with the Homestead Act 
and the coming of the Cpr, then the edwardian Boom 
in the early 1900s, and later, the post Second World 
War boom in the 1950s. It was not uncommon in the 
prairies to have communities made up of people from the 
same area or town in eastern Canada, the United States 
or Europe. Some of the first settlers after Ed and Jack 
Barnett were friends and relatives from their hometown 
of Almonte, ontario, including robert mcNaughton 
and Andrew Glass. By the fall of 1892, the number of 
Lacombe settlers from the Almonte locale was 19 adults 
and 16 children, which made up the majority of the 
people in the area.19 Hop Chung, one of Lacombe’s first 
Chinese residents, operated a laundry in the community. 
When a fire destroyed the Victoria Hotel in 1911, Chung 
and William puffer constructed a brick building to house 
both of their businesses (puffer Chung Block). 

eD BArNeTT’S WooD 
FrAme HoUSe CA. 

1895  
(GLeNBoW ArCHIveS 

NA-309-2)

LArGe Work CreW IN FroNT oF A STeAm TrACTor, CA. 1914   
(IpeeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003866)

eD BArNeTT’S SToppING HoUSe (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS NA-318-1)

13 LrHC 1972:479;  
    LDCC 1982:421  
14 LrHC 1972:479
15 LDCC 1982:13
16 See photo LDBT 1967:9
17 LrHC 1972:469
18  LrHC 1972:469
19 LDCC 1982:13
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tranSportation netWorKS 

tranSportation networkS

early in Alberta’s development, Lacombe held a strategic 
location on the area’s central transportation networks. This 
position contributed to early settlement and development 
of businesses to support those travelling along these trails 
and roads. A number of communities and stopping houses 
were built along the trail, including Barnett ranch in 
the 1880s, which eventually developed into the town of 
Lacombe.

c&e trail
By the 1860s, a north-south trail linked the Calgary 
area to Fort edmonton. Likely based on an existing First 
Nations trail, the Calgary-edmonton Trail became the 
primary route between the two sites until the railway was 
built. missionaries, North West mounted police (NWmp), 
cattle trains, First Nations and anyone else travelling in 
the area utilized this trail, which ran through the future 
City of Lacombe. In fact, the trail was a major limitation 
when town plans were drawn up. A section of the C&e 
Trail was removed in the late 1940s to accommodate 
the development of schools on 50 Street, which greatly 
affected traffic patterns and eliminated an east-west road 
alignment that could serve as an alternate to Highway 12.20 

railwaYS
As the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) was built west 
across Canada between 1881 and 1885, arriving in 
Calgary in 1883, it became apparent that another line 
would be built north from Calgary to edmonton. In 1891, 
the C&e railway made it as far as Barnett’s property. It 
was at this time that a boxcar was parked at Barnett’s site 
and the stop was named the railway siding “No. 12”. The 
name was later changed to “Barnett Siding”, before it was 
changed to Lacombe.21 

Construction of the transcontinental railway was supported 
by a strong  campaign by the federal government to 
settle the prairies as a protectionist move to keep Canada 
together. The railway brought in many settlers to the west 
and to the Lacombe region after it connected to the C&e 
railway. most early development in this area happened to 
the west of the C&e railway, mostly because the area to 
the east of the railway tended to be waterlogged part of the HISTorIC mAp oF C&e TrAIL 

(HTTp://WWW.SprINGBrookWASkASoo.Com/mAp7-HISTorIC-
CALGAry-eDmoNToN-TrAIL.HTm)

20 Jenkins 2007:12, 13
21 LDCC 1982:13

year. Because of this, the majority of the residential and 
business districts are still located to the west of the rail line. 

The development of Lacombe was further fuelled 
by the 1905 Cpr branch line from Lacombe to Alix, 
later extending through Coronation and then east to 
Saskatchewan and eventually Winnipeg.22  
Not only did this provide better access to markets further 
east, but construction of the rail resulted in a local 
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economic boom as 
experienced by settlers 
who marketed hay and 
grain to the contractors.23 

Lacombe was further 
connected in 1913, when 
a rail line was built from 
Lacombe to Gull Lake 
and Bentley through to 
Blindman valley. The First 
World War interfered 
with its construction, 
and it was not completed 
until 1917. The line was 
extended as far as Breton 
in 1929. That same year, 
the line was sold to the 
Cpr who extended it to 
its main line in Leduc.24 

HigHwaYS
From Lacombe’s inception, transportation routes 
connecting the major centres in Central Alberta went 
directly through the city, bringing a continuous source 
of economic drive to the community. The first vehicular 

highway, what is now Highway 2A (originally Highway 
2), was constructed in 1948 just east of the city.25 This 
highway replaced the Calgary-edmonton Trail as the main 
corridor between Calgary and edmonton. The highway 
ran virtually parallel to the rail line along what was at 
one point railway Street. However, in 1968, the current 
multilane Highway 2, west of Lacombe, was completed 
creating a straighter, faster route between Calgary and 
edmonton. In the process, it bypassed many of the smaller 
central Alberta towns. on may 23, 2005, in honour 
of the Queen’s visit to Alberta during our centennial 
celebrations, Highway 2 was renamed the Queen 
elizabeth II Highway. 

In 1928, the automobile had become so popular, and the 
city large enough, that three Lacombe road signs were 
commissioned for installation on the highway east of the 
city. Soon there were so many travellers along the route 
that the Board of Trade became involved in arranging 
accommodation, repair services, maps and advertising 
pamphlets.26 Lacombe was an important stopping point 
between edmonton and Calgary, located almost directly 
mid-point between the two cities. Its prominent location 
just off the highway was a draw to business people and 
travellers. 

other routes of importance include Highway 12 Trail, on 
the northern edge of Crescent Lake west of the city, which 
was established in approximately 1900. The trail linked to 
a gravel pit on the Staack Farmstead and was instrumental 
during the early development years in Lacombe. The 
trail operated until 1949, after which Highway 12 was 
constructed through Crescent Lake as a two-lane road. 

airport
Lacombe has its own airport located north of the city, 
which began with the “Flying Club’s” purchase of 10 
hectares of land in 1962. As of 2010, the airport is owned 
by the city. It has 914 meters of paved and lit airstrip, 
service facilities and approximately 18 hangars. It is used 
primarily for recreational flyers.27 

 
LAComBe Cpr STATIoN (WISH yoU 

Were Here - SASkATCHeWAN poSTCArD 
CoLLeCTIoN 32737)

22 www.paulpettypiece.com; 
   www.fourthjunction.com 
23 LrHC 1972:498
24 LDCC 1982:123
25 LDCC 1982:22
26 LDCC 1982:98
27 Town of Lacombe 2003

LAComBe & BLINDmAN vALLey 
rAILWAy STATIoN (LDHS 90.1.1493)
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LoCaL CommerCiaL Centre 

local coMMercial centre

The flow of capital that enabled the rapid maturation 
of the frontier communities was very different than the 
banking and investment system that we know today. 
The earliest settlers arrived before financial institutions 
could be established. Speculative land development 
happened quickly and with little regulation, and those 
who took risks could make quick profits, which suited 
admirably the aspirations of those who had moved to 
this area to make their fortune. much early development 
was backed by British investment, as the great majority of 
the western settlers had ties to the mother Country, and 
despite potential risks, overseas investments were often 
surprisingly lucrative. At this time of Imperial expansion, 
there was a general sense of optimistic entrepreneurialism, 
fuelled by seemingly unlimited available land and natural 
resources. Spurred by the completion of the Calgary 
& edmonton railway in 1891, the local agricultural 

WILLIAm pUFFer AND THreSHING CreW  
(LDHS  90.1.562)

28 LDCC 1982:18

industry was one of the most influential factors in 
the early success of Lacombe as it brought workers, 
amenities and infrastructure into the area. As Lacombe 
continued to be settled and developed, a local culture of 
commerce began to evolve. The earliest businesses, all in 
operation by 1893, included two stores, a livery stable, a 
barbershop/meat market, and the Albion Hotel.28 Small 
two-storey commercial buildings constructed to support 
local businesses began emerging on 50 Street beginning 
in the early 1900s with businesses such as a pharmacy, 
hardware stores, a butcher shop, a jeweler, a Chinese 
laundry, billiard halls, departments stores and grocers.

Agriculture was the primary industry in Lacombe. 
Lacombe was founded due to agriculture, and it continues 
today to be an integral part of the city’s economy. 
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bankS
Banking institutions played an integral role in the early 
development of Lacombe, providing much needed 
financing to the influx of settlers in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. The first bank to appear in Lacombe 
was the merchants Bank of Canada, which opened 
on February 28, 1901. Initially run from a room in the 
victoria Hotel, the bank moved to a rented room in the 
school 10 days later. It moved to permanent quarters in 
the new brick Flat Iron Building which opened in 1904. 
This was followed by The Union Bank of Canada opened 
in 1911 and the royal Bank in 1912.29 The royal Bank 
building was constructed on the lot of the old victoria 
Hotel, which burned down in 1911. It was constructed in 
1913 and opened in 1914.30 

HotelS
The first hotel in Lacombe was the Albion Hotel, built 
circa 1893.  The victoria Hotel was an important 
building in the early years in Lacombe. It was built in 
approximately 1894, and by 1896 was enlarged by 
extending dormer windows through the roof. In 1901 it 
doubled in size through a large extension. In 1906, the 
building was altered and further enlarged by installing 
a flat roof and siding with brick – the latter being a 
precautionary move to prevent fire damage which was 
demanded by a new by-law. The building’s short life was 
ended New year’s night, 1911, when it was destroyed by 
the town’s second fire in five years. 

The extant Lacombe Hotel (originally called the Adelphi 
Hotel), located on a prominent corner across from the 
railway station, was built in 1907-08. This building has 
been altered significantly from its original handsome 
Italianate style. 

poSt oFFice 
The first post office in Lacombe was situated in a log 
shack owned by Jacob Dolmage. It was located where the 
middle of Highway 2A now is, just south and east of the 
Lacombe Hotel. After Dolmage died, George Jamieson 
took over the position of postmaster, with the post office 
located at the rear of his store. In 1895, William Burris 
became postmaster with the post office on Barnett Avenue 
adjacent to reid’s Hardware. His son took over from him 
and held the position until 1928. From 1928 until 1951, 
the post office was located on the main floor of the old 
Union Bank on Barnett Avenue. In 1951 it was situated in 
a building that was Stedmans in 1982.31 Construction of 
the current post office and government building began in 
october 1961.32 

 

royAL BANk INTerIor (LDHS 90.1.798)

UNIoN BANk INTerIor (LDHS 90.1.799)

29 LDCC 1982:18 
30 LDCC 1982:32
31 LACC 1982:421
32 LACC 1982:273
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LoCaL inDuStry 

local inDuStrY 

The steady settlement that had been occurring in the 
area between the 1890s and the early 1900s increased 
exponentially as numerous contributing factors led to 
a mass exodus from europe, especially from england 
and Scotland. The devastating effects of the agricultural 
depression of the second half of the nineteenth century 
drove many to seek a new life in the colonies. Between 
1870 and the turn of the twentieth century, 700,000 
British farmers and farm workers emigrated to start a new 
life. It was the presence of the successful agricultural 
industry in the Lacombe area that attracted newcomers 
and solidified the community as an agricultural capital in 
central Alberta. Smaller industries emerged to support the 
growing economy, with the city emerging as a sustainable, 
self-sufficient community. 

brickYarDS
Brick was a commodity in great demand in the early 
1900s due to its fire resistance qualities. Lacombe was 
not the only community deciding that brick was a safer 
material than wood to build with, and with the influx 
of many people to western Canada, construction was 
booming. Brickyards sprung up in towns all over the 
province, including Lacombe. various small brickyards 
were in business prior to 1907, the Fletcher Brickyard 
being one, but none were as large or successful as the 
Lacombe Brick, Tile and Cement Co. Included in their 
work was an order for 250,000 bricks used to build the 
mental hospital in ponoka.33 They were in business until 
1914, when the outbreak of World War one caused many 
brickyards to close.

blackSMitHS
Blacksmith businesses were important in any frontier 
town for the services they provided, including metal 
smithing, farrier services, and implement, equipment and 
vehicle repair.  They were vital to the transportation and 
agriculture industries in Lacombe. The town blacksmith 
shop, located on 49 Street, was constructed in 1904 and 
is the oldest extant blacksmith shop in Alberta. 

autoMobile garageS
With the growing acceptance and availability of the 
automobile, livery stables slowly went out of business 
and were replaced by automobile garages, that 
provided fuel and well as service for the new “horseless 
carriages.” There was rapid growth and development 
in the automobile industry after the end of World War 
One, as the refineries turned to domestic rather than 
wartime production, and factories were freed up to start 
mass production of “cars.” often these garages sold 
automobiles as well as providing service, and were either 
independently operated or allied with larger chains, such 
as Texaco or Imperial oil. Since that time, garages have 
been a staple business in any community. Sage’s Livery, 
Laird motors, Central Garage, Saunders Garage, Texaco, 
and park’s Garage were just a few of the garages in 
business prior to 1950.

 

 
newSpaperS

CeNTrAL GArAGe  
(LDHS 90.1.801)

SAGe’S LIvery  
(LDHS 90.1.817)

LAIrD moTorS  
(LDHS 90.1.808)

TexACo  
(LDHS 90.1.921)

33 LDCC 1982:18-19
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The first newspaper in town, the Lacombe Weekly Press, 
was started in 1899 by W.D. pitcairn. The Lacombe 
Advertiser and the Western Globe both came along 
in 1900, started by J.D. Skinner and Frank Schooley, 
respectively.34 Charles B. Halpin bought the Globe in 
1905, and then bought the Advertiser in 1910. Combined, 
they operated as The Globe, which was sold to Harry Ford 
and L.S. Walker in 1935.35 Walker left the partnership not 
long after it started.36 Under the ownership of the Ford 
family, the Lacombe Globe won a pulitzer prize for an 
editorial in 1938.37 The Lacombe Globe was sold to Sun 
media in 1989.38 The newspaper continues to operate 
under the same name today.  

pHotograpHerS
Ben Cameron, arguably the most prolific photographer in 
the early years of Lacombe, took over John Scales’ photo 
studio in 1910. At that time he was operating two other 
photography businesses – one in Bentley, the other in 
ponoka. He consolidated the three businesses into one in 
1935.39 Cameron’s collection of photographs chronicles 
the early life of the community, and is an invaluable 
source for the study of the city’s history.

 

 

LAComBe GLoBe INTerIor  
(LDHS 90.1.948)

BeN CAmeroN’S STUDIo  
(LDHS 90.1.791)

34 LrHC 1972:470; LDCC 1982:17
35 LDCC 1982:17
36 LDCC 1982:263
37 Luxton 2009:11; 
38 Lisa Joy, pers comm 
39 Luxton 2009:8
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Lacombe was a leading centre in agriculture in central 
Alberta. The area’s rich agricultural landscape enticed 
farmers to settle in the early years of development 
and lead to the development of industries, businesses 
and social networks to support agriculturalists in the 
community. The success of agriculture in Lacombe , in 
combination with heavy promotion from the Board of 
Trade, were the impetuses to establish a federally run 
experimental farm in the town in 1907, which became the 
foremost instructor of prairie farming practices. 

DairY FarMS anD creaMerieS
In 1904 a creamery was established in Lacombe. The 
business changed hands many times over the years, but 
was very important for the Lacombe, providing much-
needed income for local farmers.40 In 1935 the business 
was leased to Independent Creameries. The building 
housing the creamery burned down in 1959 and was 
quickly rebuilt. In 1964, the Creamery and the Creamery 
Ice Cream parlour were established in the new building, 
with the creamery continuing to be one of the three dairy 
distributors in the province.41 The Ice Cream parlour was 
sold to a local cinema across in 2004 and the building 
was torn down in 2005 after the property was sold to the 
UFA.42 It now houses the UFA cardlock. 

 

agriculture anD reSearcH

The Henderson family sold and delivered milk from their 
farm on the west side of town until approximately 1951 
when they started selling their milk to the Creamery. 
Lawrence Henderson still owns the farm that was started 
by his father in 1915.

abattoirS anD Meat packing
Andrew Gilmour built the first abattoir in Lacombe in 
1910. After a fire razed it in 1917, it was rebuilt. His 
brother, John Gilmour, took over the business in 1938 
after Andrew’s death. John became a buyer for p. Burns 
& Company, based in Calgary; one of the world’s largest 
integrated meat-packing empires. In 1940, John Gilmour 
built the first cold storage locker plant north of Calgary.43 

lacoMbe nurSerieS
The Lacombe Nursery became one of the most important 
ventures in Lacombe during the twentieth century, and 
at one time was one of the largest nurseries in Western 
Canada.44 Gladstone George Hall Hutton bought a farm 
in Lacombe in 1906 to house horses for the experimental 
Farm that was not yet approved. Lacombe was selected as 
the location for the experimental Farm shortly thereafter, 
and Hutton was its first superintendent. Hutton was a 
great promoter of the community, and saw the need 
for a nursery in the area. The Lacombe Nursery got its 
start around 1910 with Hutton and his partners buying 
the land. By 1913, Hutton left the partnership, selling 
his shares to his partners, mitchell and Caldwell. With 
nurseries in Coaldale and Lacombe, A. mitchell Nurseries 
claimed to be one of the largest in western Canada. In 
1912, J.N. mcDonald moved to Lacombe to become 
the manager of the nursery. He soon bought all shares in 
the company and it was re-named Lacombe Nursery.45 

INDepeNDeNT CreAmerIeS – BUILT IN 1959  
(LDHS 90.1.821)

LAComBe CreAmery – BUILT 1922, BUrNeD DoWN IN 1959  
(LDHS 90.1.867)

agriCuLture anD reSearCh

40 LDCC 1982:76
41 http://www.lacombeglobe.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?archive=true&e=1852196
42 http://www.lacombeglobe.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?archive=true&e=1851807
43 LrHC 1972:500
44 LDCC 1982:37
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Lacombe Nursery was a successful venture for over 70 
years, providing a variety of plants, trees and shrubs to 
the local residents and to clients across Canada. Lacombe 
Nurseries closed in approximately 1989.

DoeF’S greenHouSe
Joe Doef emigrated to Canada from Holland in 1969. 
Starting with a small greenhouse on borrowed property, 
Doef grew his first crop of tomatoes. By 1976 Doef and 
his wife bought property to the west of Lacombe and set 
up a full-time greenhouse operation growing primarily 
tomatoes and Long english cucumbers. In 1981 a steel 
framed greenhouse was constructed. In 1997 a larger 
greenhouse was built on the property with other additions 
being made in 2000 and 2001. There are currently 2.4 
hectares of greenhouse space growing Long english 
cucumbers, mini cucumbers, tomatoes, bell peppers, 
eggplant and hot peppers.46 As of July 2010, Doef’s 
greenhouse is planning a $7.5 million addition of a new 
state-of-the art two-hectare greenhouse specially designed 
for growing in colder climates. This will be the first 
commercial installation of the system in North America 
and the project is receiving a $2.2 million loan from 
the federal government through its Agri-opportunities 
program.47 

DoMinion reSearcH Station
The research Station has been a major contributor 
to the economy and development of Lacombe, and 
was historically one of the largest employers in the 
community.48 Although earlier attempts were made 
to establish research facilities, the experimental Farm 
system in Canada officially began in 1887-88 when the 
first five experimental farms were established in Eastern 
Canada. The priorities for these new experimental farms 
were the testing of crops, livestock housing, nutrition and 
management of animals. An integral component of the 

demonstration work was the planting of shelter belts at all 
farm locations and the landscaping of the grounds with 
trees, shrubs, perennials and annual flower beds.49

One of the first actions of the Lacombe Board of Trade 
was to petition the Dominion Government to establish 
an experimental farm in the area. It took two years, but 
in 1907 Lacombe was selected as the site of the seventh 
experimental farm in Canada – the second in Alberta 
after Lethbridge, which was established in 1906. G.H. 
Hutton was the first superintendent of the farm50, and he 
remained there until 1919.51 Both of the World Wars, the 
drought and the subsequent depression of the 1930s were 
difficult times for the station with staff enlisting, growing 
conditions declining and financial hardships. Because of 
this, the station did not expand during the period of 1920-
1945.52 

The prosperity of the post-war period was reflected in the 
development of the research station, and in the decade 
between 1955 and 1966, many new buildings were 
constructed: “… these included a new office building, 
new piggeries, new beef cattle buildings on the Talbot 
property, and a large expansion of the greenhouse 
facility.”53 

over the decades, the research station has researched and 
developed many different crops and varieties of livestock. 
probably the station’s greatest achievement was the 
development of a Lacombe breed of hogs – a successful 
and sturdy breed that is used throughout Canada and 
around the world.54 

 

vIeW oF experImeNTAL FArm, CA. 1940S (peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe  
prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC010584)

45 LDCC 1982:19, 234
46  www.doefsgreenhouses.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=3&Itemid=7
47 www.lacombeglobe.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=2645166
48 LDCC 1982:240
49 The Canadian encyclopedia – research Stations, Agricultural – online
50 LrHC 1972:475
51 LDCC 1982:236
52 LDCC 1982:238
53 LDCC 1982:238
54 http://www.ansi.okstate.edu/breeds/swine/lacombe/index.htm; LDCC 1982:239-40
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Community Life

coMMunitY liFe

Lacombe has traditionally harboured a rich cultural and 
community focus, providing ample opportunities for 
development of venues, associations, commemorations 
and events. Community life was initially spurred by the 
rich agricultural focus and later the prairie-wide influence 
of the Dominion research Station. 4-H clubs, livestock 
sales, agricultural fairs and Demonstration Trains along 
the Calgary & edmonton Line provided opportunities 
for socializing and commerce. many of the residents 
also convened at Gull Lake, which housed several 
hotels including the Thistle Hotel, as well as boating and 
swimming. 

By 1913, Lacombe had established itself as an agricultural 
hub, holding the first annual United Farmers of Alberta 
Union picnic at Gull Lake, an event that drew some 700-

800 people from across the province.                                          

coMMunitY aSSociationS
Lacombe boasts many active community associations 
and places for community activities, including: the 
Scouts; women’s associations; service groups such as the 
Independent order of odd Fellows and the rebekahs; 
festivals and events such as Lacombe Days, Cutter parade, 
and the Scouts’ Bean Supper; recreational groups and 
destinations like the Golf Course; and several active and 
historic cultural venues. The Scouts have had a presence 
in Lacombe for over 100 years. 

leSt we Forget park
The Lest-We-Forget Club was formed February 22, 
1922. It was made up of wives, widows, mothers, sisters 
and daughters of First World War veterans. The club 
received land from the Lacombe School Board to be 
used as a memorial park, Lest We Forget park. mcDonald 
Nurseries provided trees and shrubs for the park, and 
residents donated money for memorial trees. The club 
also undertook fundraising activities. The marble statue 
that still stands was unveiled on october 31, 1924 by the 
Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta, mr. r.G. Brett. The park 
was turned back to the town in 195555, and when the new 
memorial Centre was designed the same year, the park 

HoG SHIppING DAy, 1906  
(peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003867)

BArNeTT AveNUe FeATUrING THe DAy BLoCk, CA. 1910S  
(peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC010594)

BArNeTT AveNUe FeATUrING THe DAy BLoCk, CA. 1910S  
(peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003861)

55 LDCC 1982:280
56 Carol-Lynn Gilchrist pers. com. 2009
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was incorporated. Lest We Forget park has maintained 
much of its original integrity.56 

lacoMbe MeMorial centre
originally built beginning in 1949, the not yet complete 
(but in use) memorial recreation Centre and Arena 
burned to the ground in 1953 in the largest fire in 
Lacombe in decades.57 rebuilt in 1954/55, the Lacombe 
memorial Centre (LmC) was completely renovated and 
enlarged in 2007. It currently houses large meeting rooms, 
the Lacombe public Library, the Lacombe public art 
collection, a coffee bar and the Family and Community 
Support Services office.58

LmC AND AreNA FIre, 1953 (LDHS 90.1.1601)

lacoMbe librarY
In 1930, the Lord Lascelles Chapter of the Imperial order 
Daughters of the empire founded the Lacombe public 
Library, which opened on the second floor of the public 
school building. In 1985 the library was housed across 
the street to parkland place. It returned to the LmC after 
renovations in 2007.59 

 

57 LDCC 1982:20,262,269
58 http://www.lacombe.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=651&Itemid=149
59 www.town.lacombe.ab.ca/lrcc/History.htm
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eDuCation heaLth anD WeLfare

As the population of Lacombe continued to grow during 
the early 1900s, so too did the need for the establishment 
of institutions devoted to education and health. many of 
the farmers, businessmen, and other settlers who arrived 
in the area also brought families with them, or created 
families upon their arrival, resulting in the need for 
educational and health facilities. 

ScHoolS
The first log schoolhouse was constructed in 1893 and 
named the Nelson School after reverend John Nelson, 
who was a missionary with the Hobbema First Nations. 
A second school was constructed in 1901 (where the 
Lacombe memorial Centre is today), and a third (the 
$40,000 brick Nelson School) in 1908. This last school 
operated until it was demolished in 1957.60 

 

eDucation, HealtH anD welFare

In 1948, a high school was built to relieve the crowding 
at Nelson School. A two-story addition was built in 1962 
and the entire complex was changed to the Junior High 
School in 1967.61 This building now houses Lacombe 
Upper elementary School with both english and French 
programs for grades 4-6.62 The Calvin Christian School 
(currently called the Lacombe Christian School) opened in 
Lacombe in 1966. The Lacombe Composite High School 
was opened in 196763, and the current Lacombe Junior 
High School was built in 1989. Additional schools include 
the Central Alberta Christian High School and the Seventh 
Day Adventist School, among others.

THe FIrST LoG SCHooLHoUSe, BUILT 1893 
(LDHS 90.1.2388)

THe SeCoND SCHooL, BUILT 1901 –  WHICH WoULD 
LATer BeCome THe ToWN oFFICe AND LIBrAry  

(LDHS 93.1.96)

NeLSoN SCHooL, BUILT 1908 (LDHS 90.1.631)

60 LrHC 1972:469,470
61 LDCC 1982:152
62 LDCC 1982:153; http://elue.wolfcreek.ab.ca
63 LDCC 1982:141
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60 LrHC 1972:469,470
61 LDCC 1982:152
62 LDCC 1982:153; http://elue.wolfcreek.ab.ca
63 LDCC 1982:141

canaDian univerSitY college
early in the twentieth century, the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church in Alberta decided that a dedicated school was 
required to educate their youth. In January 1907, a 
canvassers’ school opened in The record building in 
Leduc – the main focus of the school being teaching 
the methods of door-to-door literature evangelism. The 
success of the canvassers’ school led to the establishment 
of a larger school situated three-kilometers west of Leduc. 
This was called the Alberta Industrial Academy, and was 
the forerunner of Canadian Union College.  

A series of events combined to encourage the school to 
find a new location. In conjunction with a debt-ridden 
Seventh Day Adventist sanitarium based in edmonton, the 
school a site overlooking Barnett Lake, north of downtown 
Lacombe. one-half section (80-hectares of land, the 
rest in lakes), was purchased by the school from Andrew 
Gilmour. The south part, now rosedale, was divided into 
46 lots, to be sold off for housing. The school was built, 
but although construction of the sanitarium was begun, 
it was never finished65, undoubtedly disappointing as 
Lacombe that was hoping for an additional source of 
employment for their community. 

The first building constructed for the school was a 
large barn – used that first year for all school purposes 
except the girls’ dormitory. other accommodations were 
used until the girls’ dormitory building was finished 
in December of that year. By 1913, three additional 
buildings had been constructed for the school: the girl’s 
dorm, (east Hall), built 1909-1910; the boys’ dorm, (West 
Hall), constructed 1910-1911; and an administration/
classroom/chapel/dining hall building constructed 1912-
1913. The barn was then used as it was initially intended 
- as a barn.66

In 1918 the school was upgraded to a Junior College and 
renamed Canadian Junior College. Nursing, ministerial 
and literary curricula were offered. Later, other courses 
were added.67 

A fire in 1930 destroyed the administration building, 
West Hall, and the woodwork-laundry building. Later that 
same year the present Administration Building and West 
Hall were completed. maple Hall and an auditorium-
gymnasium complex (John-mckibbin building) were built 
in 1948. The Library building was built as a cafeteria in 
1950. Within a decade, a new cafeteria building was 
constructed.68

In 1947, the college was upgraded to a senior college 
with the ability to grant degrees in theology, and it was at 
this time that the school was re-named Canadian Union 
College.69 

over the years, several industries at the College provided 
jobs for students and income for the school. These 
included (at various times) a commercial laundry, a press, 
a bookbindery, a farm and a furniture factory.70 

In 1997, the university was given the right to grant 
degrees, and was re-named Canadian University 
College.71 

CANADIAN UNIverSITy CoLLeGe TAkeN SomeTIme 
BeTWeeN 1916 AND 1928 (LDHS 9.1.335)

CANADIAN UNIverSITy CoLLeGe TAkeN SomeTIme 
BeTWeeN 1916 AND 1928 (LDHS 9.1.337)

64 rusk 2007:6; LrHC 1972:476-77
65 rusk 2007:6; LrHC 1972:477
66 rusk 2007:6-7; LrHC 1972:477
67 rusk 2007:7

68 rusk 2007:7; LrHC 1972:477 
69 rusk 2007:7; LrHC 1972:478
70 rusk 2007:7; LrHC 1972:478
71 rusk 2007:7
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degrees in theology, and it was at this time that the school was re-named Canadian Union 
College.70  
 
Over the years, several industries at the College provided jobs for students and income for the 
school. These included (at various times) a commercial laundry, a press, a bookbindery, a farm 
and a furniture factory.71 
 
In 1997, the university was given the right to grant degrees, and was re-named Canadian 
University College.72  
 

 
Aerial Photo of CUC 1981 (Lacombe Archives 90.1.337) 

Health 

During the early years of settlement, residents often had to deal with an ongoing lack of health 
care. The first resident doctor in Lacombe was Dr. H.J. Richardson who practiced here from 
1894-1896. He sold his practice to Dr. E.M. Sharpe. Sharpe was joined by Dr. W.J. Simpson in 
1899 and Dr. W.T. Hynes in 1905.73 
 
The first hospital in Lacombe was a private operation and opened in February, 1908, and was 
known as the “Lacombe Cottage Hospital.” The building was originally built on Barnett avenue, 
but was moved to 4804 51 Avenue. It had 10 beds, and lasted about a year and a half before 
financial difficulties shut it down.  
 
William Burris’ wife, even before the Cottage Hospital opened, was active in securing a pubic 
hospital for the town. She ran a fund-raising campaign for years to secure the money necessary 
to build a hospital. In December 1910, this new nine-bed facility opened at the corner of 51st 
Street and 52nd Avenue. By 1915 the hospital had 15 beds and five staff. This served as the local 
hospital until 1937, when the original structure could no longer accommodate the needs of the 

                                                
70 Rusk 2007:7; LRHC 1972:478 
71 Rusk 2007:7; LRHC 1972:478 
72 Rusk 2007:7 
73 LRHC 1972:470 
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eDuCation heaLth anD WeLfare | SpirituaL Life

HealtH
During the early years of settlement, residents often had to 
deal with an ongoing lack of health care. The first resident 
doctor in Lacombe was Dr. H.J. richardson who practiced 
here from 1894-1896. He sold his practice to Dr. e.m. 
Sharpe. Sharpe was joined by Dr. W.J. Simpson in 1899 
and Dr. W.T. Hynes in 1905.72 

The first hospital in Lacombe was a private operation 
and opened in February 1908, and was known as the 
“Lacombe Cottage Hospital.” The building was originally 
built on Barnett Avenue, but was moved to 4804 51 
Avenue. It had 10 beds, and lasted about a year and a half 
before financial difficulties shut it down. 

William Burris’ wife, even before the Cottage Hospital 
opened, was active in securing a public hospital for the 
town. She ran a fundraising campaign for years to secure 
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town. It later became the Devon Lodge, then the senior’s drop-in centre and finally a private 
residence74 before it was demolished in the 1990s. 
 

 
Lacombe Hospital (and Devon Lodge) (Lacombe Archives 90.1.392) 

 
In 1937, the Lacombe General Hospital was constructed. It had 30 beds, with 20 more were 
added in 1949.75 This facility was converted to a nursing home (The Lacombe Nursing Home) in 
1968.76  
 

 
1937 Hospital (Lacombe Archives 90.1.390) 

 
In 1967, a new hospital was constructed. An expansion of that building began in 1982.77 There 
have been a number of additions/renovations since that time, and it continues to serve the local 
community. 

                                                
74 LRHC 1972:470 
75 LDCC 1982:10, 213-214 
76 LDCC 1982:215 
77 LDCC 1982:224 

LAComBe HoSpITAL (AND DevoN LoDGe)  
(LDHS 90.1.392)

1937 LAComBe GeNerAL HoSpITAL (LDHS 
90.1.390)

the money necessary to build a hospital. In December 
1910, the new nine-bed public Lacombe Hospital opened 
at the corner of 51 Street and 52 Avenue. By 1915 the 
hospital had 15 beds and five staff. This building served as 
the local hospital until 1937, when the original structure 
could no longer accommodate the needs of the growing 
community. It later became the Devon Lodge, then the 
senior’s drop-in centre and finally a private residence73 
before it was demolished in the 1990s.

In 1937, the larger Lacombe General Hospital was 
constructed. It had 30 beds, with 20 more added in 
1949.74 This facility was converted to a nursing home (The 
Lacombe Nursing Home) in 1968.75 

In 1967, the present day hospital was constructed. An 
expansion of that building began in 1982.76 There have 
been a number of additions/renovations since that time, 
and it continues to serve the local community.

 

72 LrHC 1972:470
73 LrHC 1972:470 
74 LDCC 1982:10, 213-214
75 LDCC 1982:215
76 LDCC 1982:224
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72 LrHC 1972:470
73 LrHC 1972:470 
74 LDCC 1982:10, 213-214
75 LDCC 1982:215
76 LDCC 1982:224

Named after Father Albert Lacombe, the community of 
Lacombe is rooted in a strong religious presence. The 
Reverend John Nelson conducted the first known religious 
service in the hamlet of Lacombe, in the railway station 
in 1892. The first purpose-built church was a Methodist 
church built in 1894. The first Presbyterian minister 
arrived in 1893 and conducted services in the log school 
until a small church, St. Andrews, was built in 1895 
(replaced in 1908-09 by the larger St. Andrews that still 
stands). The first Anglican church in Lacombe was St. 
Cyprian’s, built in 1901, and it has been in continuous use 
ever since, although it was relocated in 1948.77 The first 
roman Catholic Church was St. Stephen’s roman Catholic 
Church, built in 1903. The first Baptist church was built 
in 1923.78 The Christian reformed Church was opened 
in 1949.79 The Seventh Day Adventists have maintained 
a strong presence through the establishment of the 
Canadian University College site.

 

 

Spiritual liFe

ST. ANDreWS preSByTerIAN (LATer UNITeD) 
CHUrCH (LDHS 90.1.294)

ST. CyprIAN’S ANGLICAN CHUrCH 
(LDHS 90.1.290)

  77 LrHC 1972:470; Luxton Heritage 2009:52
  78 LrHC 1972:470
  79 LDCC 1982:22
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SPIRITUAL LIFE 
Named after Father Albert Lacombe, the community is rooted in a strong church presence. The 
Reverend John Nelson conducted the first known religious service in the hamlet of Lacombe, in 
the railway station in 1892. The first Methodist church was built in 1894. The first Presbyterian 
minister arrived in 1893 and conducted services in the log school until a small church, St. 
Andrews, was built in 1895 (replaced in 1908-09 by the larger St. Andrews that still stands), and 
Church Union in 1925 led to the establishment of a United Church congregation. The first 
Anglican Church built in Lacombe was St. Cyprian’s in 1901, and it has been in continuous use 
ever since, although it was relocated in 1948.78 The first St. Stephen’s Roman Catholic Church 
was built in 1903. The first Baptist church was built in 1923.79 The Christian Reformed Church 
was opened in 1949.80 The Seventh Day Adventists were a very strong presence through the 
establishment of the CUC site. 
 

 
St. Cyprian’s Anglican Church (Lacombe Archives 90.1.290) 

 
St. Andrews Presbyterian (later United) Church (Lacombe Archives 90.1.294) 

                                                
78 LRHC 1972:470; Luxton Heritage 2009:52 
79 LRHC 1972:470 
80 LDCC 1982:22 
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builDing tHe citY

The early development of Lacombe progressed at a slow 
pace. With the coming of the railway in 1891, there were 
only two buildings in the hamlet; a log structure built to 
be used as a store but occupied as a residence by peter 
Talbot and his family80, and a log cabin. ed Barnett’s house 
and stopping house as well as Andrew Glass’ cabin were 
also within the modern city limits, but at the time were 
too far away to be considered part of the community.81 
The population of settlers between Calgary and edmonton 
in 1892 was recorded as 3,134. of those, in 1893, the 
population of the Lacombe townsite was about 25 people 
and is remembered to have had about eight buildings.82 
By 1900, the population of the city was 100.83

The earliest settlers of Lacombe petitioned for the hamlet 
to become a village and this was granted on July 28, 
1896. William Burris was elected overseer in the first 
election held that same day. The village was composed of 
about six blocks.84 In 1902, Lacombe was incorporated as 
a town, and William Burris was again elected – this time 
as the Town’s first mayor.

In 1902, citizens of the Town of Lacombe met to decide 
how to advertise their district. Two years later, a group 
of community leaders formed the Lacombe & District 
Board of Trade. The purpose of the Board of Trade was 
to bring business and settlers into the area, and as an 
adjunct to this, to help ensure the services required to 
live and conduct business in Lacombe. The Board was 
also instrumental in bringing the experimental Farm to 
Lacombe.

The development of Lacombe reflected that of Western 
Canada in general with the height of population growth 
occurring between 1905 and 1913. By 1912, the 
population was estimated at 2,500.85 Money was flowing 
and people were settling from all over the world to this 
newly-opened area of Western Canada. Speculators and 
boosters bought up land and encouraged as many people 
into the community as possible. However, the start of 
the First World War brought this spectacular early boom 
period to a crashing halt. 

The city showed little growth between the beginning of 
the First World War and the postwar oil boom in the early 
1950s. By 1985 there were 6,000 residents.86 As of the 
2004 census, Lacombe had grown to 10,235, allowing it 

to apply to Alberta municipal Affairs for city status, which 
took effect on September 5, 2010.87 According to the 
municipal census of April 15, 2009, the population was 
11,733, with the population of the city again doubling in 
the past 25 years.88 

citY planning
The preliminary survey of Lacombe’s blocks and 
streets has resulted in unique buildings designed to 
accommodate irregular lots. This occurrence was a 
result of combining the initial village survey with land 
owned by the C&e railway. The most prominent of these 
irregular blocks contains the landmark Flat Iron Building, 
the Urquhart Block, the Union Building and the Corner 
Block, and is a triangular block on the east end of 50 
Avenue at railway Street. The buildings on this block have 
influenced the architecture of many commercial buildings 
in downtown Lacombe.

BArNeTT AveNUe, CA. 1908  
(peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003848)

buiLDing the City

81 LDBT 1967:5
82 LDCC 1982:13; LDBT 1967:9
83 LDCC 1982:13
84 LDCC 1982:14
85 LDCC 1982:14
86 LDBT 1967:18
87 Jenkins 2007:17
88 Gilchrist 2010 pers comm
89 Alberta municipal Affairs 2009:4
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From 1895 onwards, plans, blocks and lots were laid out 
to organize the town. The majority of the city was laid out 
prior to the 1970s in straight roads primarily oriented in a 
north-south and east-west directions. There are exceptions 
to this including parts of plan 1 and 1B, as well as the 
plans abutting C&e Trail (oriented at 60o). Subdivisions 
built from the 1970s onward usually having curved roads, 
cul-de-sacs and closed loops to maintain privacy and to 
limit through traffic. There are also several water bodies 
and hills within city limits that have determined some of 
the city’s layout. many of the water bodies have been used 
as park and residential amenity areas.89 

The most prominent aspect of the town’s layout has been 
the consistent use of the large 50x120 foot single-family 
residential lot. It is the most common lot developed in 
city and has been used in both the traditional grid and 
more modern curvilinear layouts seen in the city. The most 
significant constraint or impact for Lacombe has been 
the alignment of the original roadways (C&e Trail) and 
railways that pass through the city.90 

Several damaging fires in Lacombe’s early years dictated 
the future streetscape of Lacombe. Wooden buildings 
were seen as a hazard to any surrounding buildings, and 
after a fire destroyed most of the triangular block in 1906, 
the Town passed a by-law stating that any future buildings 
in the core of the city be made of brick and any standing 
wooden buildings be faced with brick.91 Lacombe’s 
current downtown – the most intact brick edwardian-era 
designed downtown in Alberta – was a direct result of this 
early threat of fire.

Little growth occurred in Lacombe between 1914 and 
1945. This was a direct reflection of the world economy 
– the World Wars and the Depression all combined to 
reduce growth in most of Alberta. Some growth finally 
occurred in the post-war boom, seen in 1957, when 
129-hectares of land were annexed to Lacombe – the 
quarter section where the golf course now stands, as well 
as the quarter section to the south. This annex increased 
the size of the city by one-half, to 388-hectares. 

The 1970s oil boom in Alberta changed Lacombe 
substantially. A series of annexations in the 1970s served 
to more than double the size of the town – 12-hectares 
in 1972, 16-hectares in 1974 and 12-hectares in 1977. 
By 1978, it was realized that the piecemeal annexations 
of the early 1970s were not efficient, and at this time 
416-hectares to the north and east were annexed. In 1981 
another 253-hectares were subsumed. The city had grown 
from 259-hectares in 1954 to 1099-hectares in 1981.92 

Subdivisions flourished during the 1970s; Fairway Heights 
was built in 1974; Hearthstone and Woodlands in 1978; 
Heritage in 1980; and Bruns in 198193. The end of the oil 
boom brought these annexations and developments to a 
stop in 1981. In 1988, the first major development since 
the end of the boom began with english estates, carved 
out of the Lacombe Nursery lands. At the same time 
some of the lots from previous developments (that had 
come upon hard economic times) were released at very 
low cost. The momentum created by this combination of 
events lasted at least until 2008. 

In 1988, Lacombe, with the aid of the province, adopted 
the main Street program. This was a major revitalization 
project aimed at returning downtown to its historic state. 
Between 1987 and 1993, 31 historic buildings were 
rehabilitated, new streetlights were installed, trees were 
planted and downtown landscaping was initiated. This 
program restored and rehabilitated the historic character 
of downtown, capitalizing on its compact, intact stock 
of edwardian-era buildings. major renovations of the 
Lacombe memorial Centre in 2007 also served to 
rejuvenate the look of 50 Avenue.

While residential development was generally expanding 
during the modern period, industrial development in 
Lacombe has been slow.94 The larger centre of red Deer 
is only 18 km south, has overshadowed the growth of 
Lacombe.

81 LDBT 1967:5
82 LDCC 1982:13; LDBT 1967:9
83 LDCC 1982:13
84 LDCC 1982:14
85 LDCC 1982:14
86 LDBT 1967:18
87 Jenkins 2007:17
88 Gilchrist 2010 pers comm
89 Alberta municipal Affairs 2009:4

89 Jenkins 2007:33
90 Jenkins 2007:6
91 LDCC 1982:16; ACmH n/d:intro 
92 LDCC 1982:23
93 Jenkins 2007:15-16
94 Jenkins 2007:29-32
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countY oF lacoMbe
In 1893, the territorial government passed a “Territorial 
Amendment” whereby self-governing districts were 
organized. These Local Improvement Districts 
were responsible for road developments and other 
improvements, and were based on the corresponding 
townships with an overseer elected in each district. In 
1904, the Local Improvement ordinance was passed. 
This increased the size of each Local Improvement 
District from one to four townships and the overseers 
became councillors. The councillors collected taxes, 
were responsible for road improvements and other district 
matters. Another amalgamation occurred in 1912, and 
then in 1918 the districts became known as municipal 
Districts. The municipal Districts of Lamerton, Crown and 
Thorne were amalgamated to form the municipality of 
Lacombe in 1944, which in turn became the “County of 
Lacombe No. 14” in 1961.95 In 1995, the name changed 
simply to “Lacombe County.” 96 

eSSential ServiceS
After the fire of 1906, 
which destroyed the 
Flat Iron Block (aside 
from the merchant 
Bank’s brick building), 
a fire brigade was 
established. A lack of 
water left the brigade 
rather helpless in the 
event of a major blaze 
such as the one in 
August 1909, during 
which the royal 
Hotel, two residences 
and three places of 
business burned. A 
month later, the russel 
Block and adjoining 
buildings were lost. 

The first fire hydrants were not installed until 1924 when 
the Cpr replaced the water line from Barnett Lake and 
were required to install three hydrants along the line.97 
Fire service throughout the years has been, and continues 
to be, on a volunteer basis. Many large fires have been 
attended to, including the devastating fire of 1911, 
which destroyed the Victoria Hotel, a fire in 1918 which 
destroyed the Corner Block, two large Arena fires, and the 
destruction of the Lacombe Creamery and exhibition barn 
in 1959. In 1949, the fire hall was remodelled to hold the 
town office and council chamber.98 

Initially, law enforcement was provided by the North-
West mounted police (N.W.m.p.), an organization formed 
to keep the peace in the North-West Territories.99 They 
would have to have been called in from a distance, so 
law enforcement in the early years would have been very 
different to what we are used to today, and local residents 
would have been much more involved. In 1900, Lacombe 
hired its first constable. Since that time, Lacombe has had 
its own police force. A new police Station was built in 
1971.100 

town inFraStructure
early in Lacombe’s history, travel into town from the 
east often had to be conducted by boat via a slough, 
which existed in the area from early spring until well into 
summer.101 

Streets and sidewalks were of little concern in the early 
years of development; however, as traffic increased, roads 
tended to turn into mud bogs. By 1900, there were some 
short sections of board sidewalks in use and by 1907 the 
town had budgeted $3,000 for grading and improving 
streets and sidewalks. In 1908, an additional $1,500 
was approved for grading and gravelling Barnett Avenue. 
Introduction of the automobile created an increased 
demand on roadways and required the writing of bylaws 
to regulate their speed and operation, which were first 
passed in 1910.102 

LAComBe FIre HALL AND ToWN 
oFFICe ABoUT 1908 (LDHS 95.19.1)

buiLDing the City

95 LDCC 1982:41; www.municipalaffairs.gov.ab.ca 
(o.c. 1482/60, 1610/60)
96 www.municipalaffairs.gov.ab.ca (o.c. 383/95)
97 LDCC 1982:16
98 LDCC 1982:22 
99 www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com
100 LDCC 1982:24
101 LrHC 1972:486
102 LDCC 1982:15
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In the 1960s, the city began a program of paving streets 
and lanes. The paving of streets and provision of sidewalks 
became a condition of development.103 

 

Lacombe originally purchased electricity (to light six 
street lamps) from the Blindman river electric power 
Company in 1906. By 1908, an auxiliary steam plant 
was installed to provide electricity for those times when 
the hydro-electric dam was not functioning. The city 
eventually bought out the company and ran the dam and 
power plant itself. The entire operation was fraught with 
problems, and a flood destroyed the dam in 1915. The 
steam plant continued to provide electricity under the 
ownership of the city until Calgary power took over its 
operation in 1929.104 

 

LAComBe CA. 1950S  
(CArDCoW.Com SToCk# 221266)

LAComBe STeAm pLANT TUrBINeS  
(LDHS 90.1.864)

Telephone service began in 1903 with the installation of 
one telephone in rose’s Drug Store. Not long after, the 
Bell Telephone Company set up a switchboard in the same 
store and strung a party line. The Alberta Government 
Telephone Company was established in 1907 through the 
purchase of several independent telephone operators – 
including Bell Telephone in 1908 – and built a building 
on the east side of Nanton Street in 1975.105 The party line 
system was discontinued in 1909 when direct lines were 
installed.106 

ceMeterY
The first burial in the Lacombe Fairview Cemetery was 
that of Jane paul Glass in 1892. Her son, Andrew Glass, 
was also buried here the following year. The cemetery 
came under the jurisdiction of the City of Lacombe in 
1914. Today, the Lacombe Fairview Cemetery contains 
many tall mature trees and walking paths, and is a place 
of quiet repose. There are plans to expand the cemetery in 
2011 or 2012.107 

 

LAComBe FAIrvIeW CemeTery, 2009
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From its initial establishment as a link between two 
major commercial centres, Lacombe developed its own 
grand and distinct appearance. Due to the prevalence of 
brickyards in the community and the by-law requiring 
downtown buildings to be constructed of brick, many 
of the downtown commercial buildings today are the 
original brick buildings that were constructed in the early 
1900s. This coupled with the unique downtown triangular 
lots, some with facades facing two streets, and the superb 
preservation of early 20th century architecture, brings 
attention to Lacombe as one of the most well-preserved 
historic streetscapes in Alberta.

The earliest commercial buildings display frontier and 
utilitarian false front facades with oversized parapets 
that increased their size visually and also provided 
opportunities for large signage. most of the downtown 
buildings that date between 1903 and 1914 display a 
distinctive edwardian-era Classical revival style, with 
elegant detailing such as parapets with central triangular 
pediments, dominant cornices and ornamental urns 
crowning the pilasters. Typically, downtown commercial 

buildings display a tripartite façade that echoes the 
divisions of a traditional classical column. The first 
floor generally contains a recessed entryway with large 
storefront fenestration surmounted by transoms; the 
second storey displays sign bands and a symmetrical 
vertical arrangement of multi-paned windows; and 
the third, upper storey has a substantial pressed metal 
cornice and parapet. many of the buildings in the 
city are composed of local brick with recessed mortar 
joints - a distinctive local construction technique. many 
commercial interiors feature their original pressed tin 
ceilings. 

The City Beautiful movement, a progressive reform 
effort that flourished at the end of the nineteenth 
century, inspired the resurgence of the Classical revival 
styles. Advocates of the movement believed that the 
beautification of cities through the introduction of 
monumental classical grandeur would promote a 
harmonious social order. Beauty would act as a social 
control device by inspiring moral and civic virtue among 
urban populations, and bring North American cities to 

lacoMbe arcHitecture

BArNeTT AveNUe,  CA. 1920  
(peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003850)

LaCombe arChiteCture

103 LDCC 1982:23 
104 LDCC 1982:46
105 LDCC 1982:24
106 LDCC 1982:17
107 www.lacombe.ca
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UrQUHArT BLoCk, 2010

cultural parity with those of europe. The Beaux-Arts style 
was promoted as the most appropriate expression for civic 
buildings. Its zenith was the Chicago’s World's Columbian 
exposition in 1893, orchestrated by Daniel Burnham, 
a leading proponent of the City Beautiful movement. 
The "White City," as the fair came to be known, sparked 
a continent-wide revival of the classical styles of 
architecture. The impact of this far-reaching influence 
can still be seen in Lacombe’s distinctive and elegant 
downtown.

Aside from the brick commercial buildings, there are 
many residential buildings that also represent the 
development of Lacombe. Throughout the community, 

several square one-storey bungalows with pyramidal roofs 
and full width porches remain present, and although these 
are not grand buildings, they were likely built as workers 
cottages in the early 1900s and represent the labour and 
working history in the development of Lacombe. Dotted 
throughout the community are several grand estates 
built in Arts & Crafts, Colonial revival and Queen Anne 
revival styles, and serve to illustrate the wealthier side 
of Lacombe’s early development. As well, there are also 
many fine examples of post-World War Two housing in 
the community, including bungalows from the 1940s 
and 1950s and contemporary residences built during the 
1960s and 1970s. 
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THe FIrST SUBDIvISIoN pLAN For LAComBe, rN1. reGISTereD IN 1895
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LaCombe hoteL

Historic Name: Adelphi Hotel 
Original Owner: Alfred T. Inskip 
Date of Construction: 1907-08 
HS 20099

 
StateMent oF integritY
This building has undergone drastic alterations beginning 
in the 1940s, and again in the 1970s and 1980s.  The 
original building had cast concrete blocks, pressed 
tin cornices and double-hung wooden windows with 
segmental arched openings at the first storey.  The building 
was covered first in stucco then with brick at the first 
storey and alternating bands of corrugated metal and 
stucco; the metal cornice was removed.  The original 
window openings remain intact, but the wooden windows 
have since been removed.  Form and scale of the building 
are intact as well and the building is in its original 
location. There is a possibility that the original cladding is 
intact under later layers of cladding. Future conservation 
efforts should focus on envelope testing to confirm the 
presence of this original cladding. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe Hotel is a three-storey brick masonry and 
stucco-clad building located on a prominent corner on 
Highway 2A and 49C Avenue. The rectangular building 
has a flat roof, two main facades, a chamfered corner 
entryway and a side entryway on 49C Avenue. It is part of 
a grouping of commercial historic buildings and is situated 

at the south corner of a triangular block in downtown 
Lacombe.  

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Hotel building demonstrates Lacombe’s 
success as an important local commercial centre in 
Alberta and signifies the increased need for lodging during 
Lacombe’s principal period of growth during the early 
edwardian era. At this time, Lacombe emerged as one of 
central Alberta’s predominant commercial and agricultural 
centres and was located directly between Calgary and 
edmonton along the C&e railway line. Constructed 
from 1907-08, the Lacombe Hotel was built in proximity 
to the Cpr Station, shortly after the arrival of the Cpr 
branch line to Alix in 1905, which eventually connected 
Lacombe to as far east as Winnipeg. The construction 
of this railway line caused an economic boom in the 
Lacombe area, and the hotel was built to house labour 
moving to the area to take advantage of the agricultural 
and railroading expansion occurring at the time. Hotels, 
such as the Lacombe Hotel, were often the first point of 
entry for resource workers and provided both short and 
long-term lodging. This hotel had a combined function 
of lodging rooms on the upper floors, and commercial 
services on the ground floor, which contributed to the 
street life in Lacombe.  
 
The Lacombe Hotel is additionally valued as part of a 
downtown grouping of masonry buildings constructed 
in the early 1900s, and for being part of the triangular 
block of early masonry structures that make up the heart 
of the central commercial area in downtown Lacombe. 
The Lacombe Hotel was built with locally cast concrete 
blocks, manufactured by Charles L. Waldran. The building 
originally featured Italianate Revival style influences 
represented by its rusticated first storey with segmental 
arched windows, exaggerated overhanging cornice 
and chamfered corner entry with pedimented doorway. 
The use of cast concrete blocks was a new technology 
that was enabled by the invention of casting machines 
that could produce a variety of shapes and finishes; the 
blocks could be produced quickly and inexpensively and 
provided a fire-resistant product. 

lacoMbe Hotel 4964 HigHwaY 2a
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The hotel is located at the south corner of a unique 
triangular block downtown, known as the Flat Iron block, 
formed with the merging of village and railway plans 
in 1893. There are two main facades, with the main 
entryway facing the railway station and a secondary 
entryway on 49C Avenue. A series of exterior renovations 
in the 1940s, 1970s and 1980s has drastically altered the 
original design of the building, adding brick cladding to 
the first floor and stucco and metal cladding to the upper 
two storeys over the original cladding. 

The Lacombe Hotel is also significant for its role in the 
community life as a social hub of Lacombe and for 
its association to the hotel’s first owner, entrepreneur 
Alfred T. (A.T.) Inskip. Born circa 1873 in england, Inskip 
immigrated to Canada in 1890. In 1901, he purchased 
the Albion Hotel which he renamed the Adelphi Hotel. 
The original hotel on this lot was a wood-frame building 
that burned down in 1906 in a fire that destroyed nearly 
all of the buildings on this triangular block. Inskip 
acquired additional adjacent property and constructed 
this larger three-storey hotel. The building was designed 
not only to meet the accommodation needs for visitors 
but also functioned as a social centre for the community, 
and as the locus for grand parties such as the Annual 
Night Ball and entertainment such as a popular fiddling 
contest known as the ‘Inskip Cup.’ During the period 
of prohibition from 1916 to 1923, a basement entry 
connected to a tunnel leading to an excavated room 
under the railway Station; contraband was provided to 
hotel guests through this tunnel. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Hotel building include its:

•  location on the corner of Highway 2A and 49C 
Avenue with main facades on two streets;

• setting among other historic brick structures on a 
unique triangular block in the downtown area of the 
City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including 
its three-storey height and rectangular plan with 
chamfered corner entryway and flat roof; 

• masonry construction; and

• original window openings and pattern. 

ADeLpHI HoTeL, CA. 1908 To 1914 (peeL’S prAIrIe provINCe prAIrIe 
poSTCArDS pC012255)

ADeLpHI HoTeL, 1920 (LDHS 90.1.2379)

LAComBe HoTeL, CIrCA 1955, AFTer 1940S reNovATIoN (GLeNBoW 
ArCHIveS 56pD.313.125)
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fLetCher reSiDenCe

Original Owner: S. Fletcher 
Date of Construction: 1908 
HS 10560

 
StateMent oF integritY
The Fletcher residence is in good condition for its age, 
displaying some original elements.  Form, scale and 
massing are intact, the building is in its original location 
and some original windows on the sides of the house are 
intact and in good condition.  The cedar shingle roof has 
some missing shingles which should be replaced in kind. 
The house has been clad in later vinyl siding and some of 
the original windows replaced with vinyl windows.  The 
half-width verandah was infilled at some point and a new 
doorway was added. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Fletcher residence is a modest, wooden-frame bunga-
low with a pyramidal hipped roof, located on the south 
side of 45 Avenue. The house is located on a large corner 
lot at 58 Street in a residential neighbourhood southwest 
of the downtown core in the City of Lacombe. This histor-
ic house is distinguishable by its enclosed front-projecting 
porch with central entryway and beautiful wooden-sash 
windows with decorative upper sash. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric place
Constructed 1908, the Fletcher residence is valued as a 

good and intact example of the modest residential archi-
tecture built during Lacombe’s edwardian- era boom for 
Lacombe’s emerging middle class. At this time, Lacombe’s 
population burgeoned as the town emerged as a predomi-
nant commercial and agricultural centre in Alberta. Situ-
ated directly between Calgary and edmonton, Lacombe 
was one of the stops along the C&e railway, connecting 
Calgary to edmonton in 1891. The arrival of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway (CPR) branch line in 1905 via Alix con-
nected Lacombe directly to the transcontinental rail line, 
and later the Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern 
railway and attracted a population that came to take ad-
vantage of flourishing agriculture and commercial expan-
sion that was occurring at the time.  The Fletcher resi-
dence reflects a more modest architectural design through 
its one-storey massing with pyramidal roof and project-
ing pyramidal roof over an enclosed porch.  The house 
displays elegantly detailed wooden sash windows, with 
decorative upper sashes on the east and west facades. 

The property is located in what was once considered a 
rural area southwest of the downtown core in Lacombe.  
Surveyed in 1907, two adjacent properties (Lots 2 and 3) 
were purchased by S. Fletcher in 1907 for $50 per lot. 
Fletcher built the bungalow for himself and his family the 
following year on Lot 2. This historic dwelling has been 
well maintained and continues to contribute to the built 
environment and heritage character of the neighbour-
hood. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Fletcher residence include its:

•  location on a corner lot on the south side of 45 
Avenue at 58 Street, on a residential lot south of 
Lacombe;

•  minimal set back from the road on a large lot; 

•  residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one-storey height with concrete foundation; 
square plan; pyramidal roof; projecting enclosed 
porch with pyramidal roof;

•  wooden-frame construction with wooden siding 
under later vinyl siding; wooden trim; wood shingle 
roof; 

FletcHer reSiDence 5733 45 avenue
(Herbert avenue)
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•  original fenestration including single assembly 
one-over-one single-hung wooden-sash windows 
with decorative upper sash and exterior wooden 
storms on sides of house; and single assembly one-
over-one single-hung wooden sash windows with 
exterior wooden storms; and 

•  original internal, patterned concrete block chimney.

FroNT FACADe oF FLeTCHer reSIDeNCe (2012)

reAr oF FLeTCHer reSIDeNCe (2012)
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fraSer-maCDonaLD buiLDing

Original Owner: Jessie Fraser and Allan macDonald 
Date of Construction: 1920
HS 10617

StateMent oF integritY
 
This building was part of the main Street program in 
the 1980s where new replica storefront windows were 
installed.  The brick cladding is original and is in good 
condition.  The sandstone sections on the pilasters have 
some mechanical wear but are in good condition overall. 
The mirrored glass used to replace the original storefront 
glass is not period appropriate and could be replaced with 
a non-mirrored glass should a higher level of conservation 
be pursued. The building is in its original location. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Located in the downtown neighbourhood in the City of 
Lacombe just south of the main downtown business area, 
the Fraser-macDonald Agency building is a one-storey 
masonry structure. The building is characterized by its flat 
roof with stepped front parapets and its glazed storefront 
with multi-paned windows and recessed asymmetrical 

FraSer-MacDonalD builDing 4709 49c avenue 
(allan Street) 

entrance. The building was one of 31 buildings in the City 
of Lacombe involved in the main Street program from 
1987 to 1993. The façade was reconstructed to resemble 
its original design.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Fraser-macDonald Agency building demonstrates 
Lacombe’s success as an important local commercial 
centre in Alberta during the early twentieth century. At 
this time, Lacombe emerged as one of central Alberta’s 
predominant commercial and agricultural centres and was 
situated directly in between Calgary and edmonton along 
the C&e railway line. Constructed in 1920, the Fraser-
macDonald Agency building was built at the time when 
domestic insurance and real estate needs would have 
been rebounding following the end of the First World War. 

The Fraser-macDonald Agency building is valued for its 
association with prominent local businessmen, Jessie 
Fraser and Allan macDonald. Both Fraser and macDonald 
were real estate and insurance agents, and both worked 
for the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and the Hudson 
Bay Company lands; both men also represented the major 
insurance companies. The Fraser-macDonald Agency 
building stands today as a representation of the wave of 
early and successful economic forces, which resulted in 
the construction of many fine commercial buildings in 
Lacombe. 

The Fraser-macDonald Agency is additionally valued 
for its modest one-storey masonry construction, and 
for being part of a downtown grouping of masonry 
buildings constructed in Lacombe in the early 1900s. 
From its prosperous beginning as a link between two 
major commercial centres, Lacombe developed its 
own distinctive appearance. Due to the prevalence of 
brickyards in the community and the by-law requiring 
downtown buildings to be constructed of brick, many 
of the downtown commercial buildings today are the 
original brick buildings that were constructed in the 
early 1900s. Now carefully conserved, these buildings 
contribute to one of the most intact historic streetscapes 
in Alberta. many buildings in the downtown core display 
a distinctive Lacombe style, typified by the Edwardian-
era Classical revival style. The Fraser-macDonald Agency 
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building, like many of the commercial buildings in the 
city, exhibits modest scale and massing coupled with local 
materials and handsome detailing. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Fraser-macDonald Agency include its:

• location on a corner lot along 47C Avenue at the 
alley in the City of Lacombe; 

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
one-storey height; rectangular plan; multi-paned 
glass storefront; and recessed entrance; 

FrASer-mACDoNALD AGeNCy, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.842)

• masonry construction;

• Classical-Revival style features including: wood 
and multi-paned glass storefront; central parapet 
with date stone reading “1920”; brick cornice and 
detailed brick fascia; brick pilasters at each side of 
the front façade with sandstone sections; and

• original interior features including the pressed-tin 
ceiling and a large wall safe.
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Original Owner: robert and Harriet Jean mcNaughton 
Designer and Contractor: robert mcNaughton 
Date of Construction: 1907
HS 20346

StateMent oF integritY
The robert mcNaughton residence is a well preserved 
and well cared for example of the early, more modest 
architecture found in Lacombe in the early 1900s.  This 
house, in its original location, has many original elements 
including wooden siding, cornerboards and turned 
columns on the porch.  The porch floor has been replaced 
with plywood and could be restored to its original wood 
plank flooring.   Some wooden windows have been 
replaced on the first storey.  Interior features include wood 
trim and flooring and are in good condition. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The robert mcNaughton residence is located at 4722 49 
Avenue on a large lot in a residential neighbourhood in 
the City of Lacombe. one-and-one half storeys in height, 
the robert mcNaughton residence is characterized by its 
T-shaped plan, its front-facing gable with cross-gabled rear 
section and its open verandah with lathe-turned columns. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Robert McNaughton Residence is significant for 
its association with original owner, and early Lacombe 
settler, robert mcNaughton and his family. robert 

robert mCnaughton reSiDenCe

robert McnaugHton reSiDence  4722 49 avenue 
(Minto Street) 

mcNaughton (d. 1917) was one of the nine original 
settlers who arrived in Lacombe from Almonte, ontario 
in 1893. robert’s family remained in ontario until he 
was able to file on the NE 36-40-27 W of 4, a 65-hectare 
homestead in the Lacombe area and construct a house. 
In 1894, robert returned to his native ontario in order 
to bring his wife, Harriet Jean (nee young, 1853-1942) 
and seven of their eleven children to Lacombe. In June 
of 1907, robert mcNaughton purchased land in the city 
for the construction of this house and the large family 
remained on the farm homestead property until he 
had completed its construction later that year. robert 
mcNaughton was a carpenter by trade and built carriages 
and cabinets as well as many local Lacombe buildings. 
mcNaughton was the builder of some of Lacombe’s 
most important early structures including the original 
St. Andrew’s presbyterian Church in 1895 and the early 
buildings for the experimental Farm, constructed in 
1907. The lumber robert used to construct the house 
had been acquired the previous year from the Cummings 
Sawmill in Gull Lake and the spruce and maple trees, 
which continue to exist on the property, were planted 
by robert himself around the time the house was built. 
Harriet mcNaughton lived in the house until her death in 
1942; the mcNaughton residence remained in the family 
until daughter Lizzie passed in 1971. Today, the house 
remains as a reminder of the contribution to the Lacombe 
community made by one of its earliest settlers. 

The robert mcNaughton residence is additionally 
significant for its vernacular folk-house architecture, 
representative of the materials and resources available 
at the time. Built in 1907, the robert mcNaughton 
residence is one of the earlier homes in the City of 
Lacombe. Constructed of local materials by original 
owner and carpenter robert mcNaughton, the robert 
McNaughton Residence retains its original configuration 
and details including its T-shaped plan, front-facing 
gable and cross-gabled rear section, its open verandah 
with lathe-turned columns, its scroll-cut brackets and 
its original double hung wood frame windows. Typical 
of houses constructed in the early 1900s in agricultural 
prairie communities, the robert mcNaughton residence 
benefited from the arrival of the CPR branch line railway 
to the Lacombe community in 1905, which meant 
more machinery was available to create decorative 
details to add to a home that would have otherwise 
been quite simple in appearance. Carpenters like robert 
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roBerT mCNAUGHToN IN ALmoNTe, oNTArIo, prIor To HIS 
ArrIvAL IN LAComBe IN 1893 (provIDeD By peArL JoHNSToN, 

GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT mCNAUGHToN)

McNaughton also benefited from the arrival of the 
railway as the rise of industrialization meant that mass 
produced details, such as scroll-cut brackets, created in 
other parts of the country could be shipped and used 
in rural communities like Lacombe. The porches and 
verandahs of rural folk-houses were usually where the 
most decoration and whimsy occurred; this is visible on 
the robert mcNaughton residence where the verandah is 
the obvious place of detailed craftsmanship.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
robert mcNaughton residence include its:

• location on a large residential lot in the City of 
Lacombe;

• original landscaping including mature spruce and 
maple trees planted by the original owner;

• residential form, scale and massing including its 
one-and-one-half storey height; T-shaped plan with 
front-facing gable and cross-gabled rear section;

• wood-frame construction;

• vernacular folk-house style including its horizontal 
beveled wooden siding; corner boards; front porch 
with hipped roof; lathe turned columns and scroll-
cut brackets; 

• original single assembly wood frame double-hung 
windows; and

• original interior features including wood floors and 
trim. 
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THe FroNTIer CLASS oF 1890, HArrIeT mCNAUGHToN IS pICTUreD CeNTre IN THe FroNT roW, 
1939 (provIDeD By peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT mCNAUGHToN)

mCNAUGHToN FAmILy (WITH 
HUTCHISoN, JoHNSToN AND 
WHeeLer exTeNDeD FAmILIeS) 

HArrIeT mCNAUGHToN IS 
pICTUreD SeCoND From THe 

LeFT IN THe FroNT roW oF 
ADULTS AND peArL JoHNSToN, 

AS A CHILD, IS pICTUreD 
FUrTHeST To THe rIGHT IN THe 

FroNT roW, 1936 (provIDeD 
By peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT 

GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT 
mCNAUGHToN)

robert McnaugHton reSiDence  cont’D.
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NINe ALmoNTe, oNTArIo SeTTLerS WHo ArrIveD IN LAComBe IN 1893, roBerT 
mCNAUGHToN IS SeATeD FIrST From THe LeFT IN THe CeNTre roW (pHoToCopy 

From A Book, provIDeD By peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF 
roBerT mCNAUGHToN)

CLoCkWISe From Top LeFT: HArrIeT mCNAUGHToN IN LAComBe, 1940 (provIDeD 
By peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT mCNAUGHToN);

CerTIFICATe For HomeSTeAD pATeNT, roBerT mCNAUGHToN, 1897 (provIDeD By  
peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT mCNAUGHToN);

THe DAUGHTerS oF roBerT AND HArrIeT mCNAUGHToN TAkeN IN LAComBe 
(provIDeD By peArL JoHNSToN, GreAT GrANDDAUGHTer oF roBerT 

mCNAUGHToN);
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young reSiDenCe

Original Owner: ormiston and margaret young 
Date of Construction: c. 1948 
HS 97307

StateMent oF integritY
The young residence, in its original location, is in 
excellent condition, displaying many original elements 
including its decorative chimney, its porch awning and 
metal window awnings.  Some of the windows on the side 
and rear elevations have been replaced with new vinyl 
windows and there was a small addition added to the 
west side of the house.  

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The young residence is a one-storey, side gabled modern 
bungalow with Colonial Revival influences.  The house 
is located on a unique corner lot on 49 Avenue and C&e 
Trail southwest of downtown in the City of Lacombe.  
The rectangular plan house features wide lapped 
aluminum siding, a projecting pent roof awning over an 
asymmetrical entryway, triple assembly wooden-sash 
casement windows and decorative brick detailing. 

 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built circa 1948, the young residence is valued as a 
fine example of the popular Colonial inspired Modern 

Young reSiDence 5450 49 avenue
(York Street)

bungalows that were constructed in the post-war boom 
in Lacombe.  Spurred by the Leduc oil boom in 1947, 
Lacombe witnessed a period of growth, prosperity and 
positivism in the post-war climate.  Coupled with this 
period of immense growth was an embrace of modern 
architecture and technology.  modern design was 
relatively new to Lacombe in the early 1950s, and this 
residence represents an early expression of the modern 
movement that would eventually dominate as the primary 
building type in the town.  These solid, modest houses 
were immensely popular with the middle class after the 
Second World War, as they were affordable and well-
suited to the suburban ideal; clean cut and modern but 
referencing comforting, historical tradition as evidenced 
through its Colonial details. Such houses were usually 
based on pattern or plan book designs, which contributed 
to their affordability.  elements of the Colonial modern-
style are evident in its clean, modern lines, its one-
storey massing with wide lapped aluminum siding and 
projecting pent roof awning supported on paired columns 
shielding the multilight wooden entry door.  Decorative 
parged concrete detailing at the foundation and exterior 
chimney and original wooden casement windows 
with metal awnings add elegance and an element of 
traditionalism to this modern home. Finely detailed 
brickwork accents the chimney and entryway of this 
picturesque modern abode. 

The young residence is further valued for its association 
with first owners Ormiston and Margaret Young, originally 
from ontario, who had this house built for their growing 
family.  Their son, ross young, a County Assessor, lived in 
the house after they moved out. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
young residence include its:

• location on the north side of 49 Avenue on a corner 
lot at C & e Trail southwest of downtown in the City 
of Lacombe;

• siting on a triangular lot; 

• residential form, scale and massing, as expressed 
by its one-storey height with side-gable roof with 
narrow closed eaves;
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• wooden-frame construction with wide lapped 
aluminum siding over original wide horizontal 
wooden siding; decorative parged concrete 
foundation with quoining detailing; pressed red 
brick detailing; 

• Colonial Modern-style details; including its long 
rambling massing; wide lapped siding; pent roof 
awning supported by twin narrow square columns; 
curved brick stairs to central entryway; 

• original fenestration including triple assembly 
wooden-sash casement windows with multipane 
upper sash; single assembly four-over-one casement 
windows with exterior wooden storms; original 
multilight wooden main entryway door; and 

• additional details such as prominent concrete block 
exterior chimney on west side with brick capping 
and interior brick chimney; attached garage on east 
side. 

SITUATIoN oF reSIDeNCe oN CorNer LoT (2012)

reAr oF poST-WAr BUNGALoW (2012)
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LaCombe appLianCeS anD harDWare Store

Original Owner: George p. vickers 
Builder: George p. vickers 
Date of Construction: 1913
HS 21529

StateMent oF integritY
Lacombe Appliances and Hardware Store retains its 
original form and massing and is in its original location.  
It has been covered by a later addition of vinyl siding.  
The storefront has been altered through the years and 
the parapet windows covered by later siding.  It is 
recommended to undertake envelope testing to see if 
original wooden siding is intact under later cladding and 
to remove if intact and in good condition.  The interior has 
been altered through the years; however, it retains some 
original wooden flooring in the back room. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe Appliances and Hardware Store is a one-
storey wood-frame building located on 49 Street, just 
north of 50 Street in the City of Lacombe. The rectangular 
building is characterized by its one-storey height with 
stepped boomtown façade. It is part of a grouping of 
commercial historic buildings, including an historic 
Blacksmith Shop located close to the downtown area of 
Lacombe. 

 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Appliances and Hardware Store 
demonstrates Lacombe’s success as an important local 
commercial centre in Alberta and signifies the need 
for commercial services during Lacombe’s principal 
period of growth in the early edwardian era. At this time, 
Lacombe emerged as one of central Alberta’s predominant 
commercial and agricultural centres and was located 
directly in between Calgary and edmonton along the 
C&e railway line. Constructed in 1913, just prior to the 
First World War, the Lacombe Appliances and Hardware 
store was strategically built during the boom period of 
construction in Lacombe from 1905 to 1913, when the 
need for hardware goods would have been at its peak. The 
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) arrived in Lacombe via a 
branch line to Alix in 1905, which connected Lacombe 
to the main transcontinental line as far east as Winnipeg. 
The railway line construction brought a boom to the 
Lacombe area, which saw the arrival of a dense labour 
population who moved to the area to take advantage of 
the agricultural and railroading expansion occurring at 
the time. Hardware stores were one of the most important 
businesses in the development of early towns as most 
people either constructed their own homes and businesses 
upon arrival or hired a local builder; many of the needed 
supplies would have come from the local hardware 
supplier. originally owned and likely built by local 
contractor George p. vickers, the Lacombe Appliances 
& Hardware Store would have been an integral part of 
life in early Lacombe, selling tools and appliances to the 
people of the area. The building has served a commercial 
function since opening nearly a century ago. 

The Lacombe Appliances and Hardware Store is 
additionally valued for its modest one-storey wood-frame 
construction with boomtown façade. Though modest 
in scale and detailing, the distinctive and pronounced 
stepped boomtown façade distinguishes it from other 
businesses along the block. As an important early local 
business, the Appliances and Hardware Store would have 
benefited by being a recognizable landmark as it was 
not the only hardware store in early Lacombe and had 
to compete with the likes of the m&J Hardware Store, 
among others. Though it has been altered from its original 
1913 appearance, the Lacombe Appliances and Hardware 

lacoMbe applianceS anD 
HarDware Store

5011 49 Street 
(glaSS Street) 
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• wood-frame construction; and 

• original interior features including fir floors in the 
back room.

roSS AND SWAIN HArDWAre, 1953 (AB ArCHIveS HS A8900)

Store continues to evoke its origins as an early Lacombe 
business through its characteristic stepped boomtown 
façade.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Appliances and Hardware Store building include 
its:

• location mid-block along 49 Street, north of 50 
Avenue;

• setting among other historic commercial buildings, 
including the historic Blacksmith Shop near to the 
historic downtown area in the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
one-storey height and rectangular plan with stepped 
boomtown parapet covering a front gable and 
central entryway; 
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Current Name: Lacombe Blacksmith museum 
Date of Construction: 1904 
Alberta Provincial Historic Resource
HS 21530

StateMent oF integritY
The original Blacksmith Shop was composed of lapped 
wooden siding later covered in corrugated metal. This 
cladding was added early in Lacombe’s history and 
contributes to the changing value of the building through 
time.  The window in the boomtown parapet and the 
sliding doors are original or period appropriate. The 
interior has been altered through time and many original 
elements such as flooring replaced.  As this is a working 
Blacksmith Shop, it is expected that elements will require 
replacement through time.  replacements are period 
appropriate to the building.  The building is in its original 
location.

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Located near to the historic downtown neighbourhood 
in the City of Lacombe, the Lacombe Blacksmith Shop is 
a one-storey wood-frame structure located on the west 
side of 49 Street, just north of 50 Avenue. The building 
is characterized by its long rectangular plan and its 
rectangular boomtown façade with horizontal industrial 

LaCombe bLaCKSmith Shop

lacoMbe blackSMitH SHop  5020 49 Street 
(glaSS Street) 

sliding doors and modern corrugated metal cladding on 
the exterior. A central multipane wood window and sign 
board mark the boomtown façade. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Blacksmith Shop is significant as the 
oldest operating Blacksmith Shop in Alberta and as a 
representation of Lacombe’s success as an important 
local commercial centre in Alberta. The Blacksmith 
Shop signifies the need for commercial services during 
Lacombe’s principal period of growth in the early 1900s. 
At this time, Lacombe emerged as one of central Alberta’s 
predominant commercial and agricultural centres and 
was located directly in between Calgary and edmonton 
along the C&e railway line. Constructed in 1904, in the 
early years of the establishment of Lacombe and prior 
to the 1920s when cars became a common mode of 
transportation, the Blacksmith Shop would have been 
an essential commercial business in the community. 
Blacksmiths were some of the most important people 
in the life of early Albertans as they were able to shoe 
horses (the most common form of transportation), and 
repair metal machinery, wagon wheels, and farm vehicles. 
The Blacksmith Shop has operated continuously as a 
blacksmith shop since its opening in 1904 and remains 
in its original location. In 1991, the Lacombe & District 
Historical Society purchased the Blacksmith Shop. It 
continues to operate today as a museum and houses 
many tools and artifacts that were traditionally used in the 
blacksmith trade. 

The Lacombe Blacksmith Shop is additionally valued for 
its modest utilitarian industrial one-storey construction 
with boomtown front. Typical of those industrial structures 
built during the early part of settlement, the Blacksmith 
Shop was designed as a large open industrial workspace, 
which would have had the capacity to meet the needs 
of the growing Lacombe community. As an important 
early local business, the Blacksmith Shop would have 
benefited by being a recognizable landmark as it was one 
of the most important businesses in the city. The building 
features a typical boomtown front, which conceals the 
plain gabled roof behind that covers the large open work 
area; sliding doors give wide access to the interior. 
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Top To BoTTom: BLACkSmITH 
SHop, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.894); 

INTerIor oF BLACkSmITH 
SHop; BLACkSmITH SHop, N.D. 

(LDHS) 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Blacksmith Shop include its:

• original location along 49 Street just north of 50 
Avenue in the City of Lacombe; 

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
one-storey height; rectangular plan; and boomtown 
front; 

• wood-frame construction with wooden siding under 
later modern corrugated metal siding;

• utilitarian industrial style features including: the 
horizontal sliding doors and the boomtown front 
concealing the front-gabled roof behind; the large 
open interior workspace; 

• original windows including the multi-paned 
window of the boomtown front and ground level; 
and

• original interior features including original exposed 
joists in ceiling.
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Dr. aunger reSiDenCe

Original Owner: Dr. A. e. Aunger 
Date of Construction: prior to 1903
HS 15070

StateMent oF integritY
The Dr. Aunger residence has many original elements 
including its tripartite wooden-sash windows, lapped 
siding and corner and cornice boards.  The rear façade 
has a shed roof addition. The original brick chimney was 
replaced with a metal flue.  The house is in its original 
location.

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Situated on the east side of 49 Street in a neighbourhood 
north of downtown in the City of Lacombe, the Dr. Aunger 
residence is a small, one-storey wooden-frame bungalow. 
The house is identifiable by its side-gabled roof, one-
storey projecting bay with a hipped roof and tripartite 
windows with central door. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built prior to 1903, this historic residence is significant 
as a good example of the early middle class residential 
development in Lacombe and as the home of Dr. Aunger, 
who was the first resident dentist in the Lacombe area. 
At this time, Lacombe’s population began to grow 

rapidly as the town emerged as a primary commercial 
and agricultural centre in central Alberta. Situated 
directly between Calgary and edmonton, Lacombe was 
an important stop along the C&e railway line, built in 
1891. The arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) 
branch line in 1905 via Alix, connected Lacombe to 
the transcontinental Cpr rail line, and later the Grand 
Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern Railway, and many 
speculative houses were built prior to its completion, in 
anticipation of the impending boom to the area. The Dr. 
Aunger Residence is a fine example of the modest houses 
that were built on speculation to house the influx of 
middle class trades and labourers into Lacombe during the 
start of the edwardian boom. Upon his arrival circa 1903, 
Dr. Aunger, a graduate of the Chicago College of Dental 
Surgery, established Lacombe’s first dentistry practice, 
known as Aunger & Shute. Aunger’s arrival corresponded 
with the incorporation of the Town of Lacombe, and 
simultaneously denotes the need for dentistry practices 
at the time to serve the town’s growing population. In 
1906, Aunger partnered with Dr. J.F. Shute to form a larger 
dentistry practice in Lacombe.  Aunger also worked to 
further dentistry in Alberta, serving as president of the 
Alberta Dental Association in 1907. He relocated to 
Stettler in circa 1912, where he re-established his dental 
practice and worked for many years. 

The Dr. Aunger residence has additional heritage value 
as a typical example of the vernacular housing type built 
during the early edwardian era in Lacombe. modest 
in scale and stature, the house has had a number of 
additions, illustrating the need for expansion as the family 
grew.  This simple designed structure also has social value 
as a reminder of Lacombe’s evolution and diversity of 
housing types and styles. elements of its vernacular design 
include the tripartite windows and multiple rooflines with 
narrow, closed eaves. Today, the Dr. Aunger residence 
makes a significant contribution to the rich and varied 
streetscapes of Lacombe.  

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Dr. 
Aunger residence include its:

• location on the east side of 49 Street, on a 
residential lot north of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe;

Dr. aunger reSiDence 5131 49 Street 
(glaSS  Street)
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• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its one-storey height; rectangular plan; side-gabled 
roof; one-storey front projecting bay with pyramidal 
roof; and rear projecting bay with gable roofline;

• wooden-frame construction with wooden lapped 
siding and corner; cornice boards; concrete 
foundation; and

• original fenestration including tripartite multi-light 
windows; one-over-one single-hung wooden sash 
window with exterior storm; original wooden front 
door with panelling; multi-paned inset glass and 
wooden screen door.

Dr. AUNGer  reSIDeNCe (2012)

reAr oF Dr. AUNGer  reSIDeNCe (2012)
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the Day bLoCK

Original Owner: Alfred H. Day 
Date of Construction: 1903
HS 10524

StateMent oF integritY
As one of the oldest buildings and a landmark in 
Lacombe’s downtown, the Day Block is a premiere 
building with many original features.  The building 
originally had brick cladding, which is visible under 
a later addition of stucco cladding. The later stucco 
cladding, added when the building was converted to a 
restaurant in 1975, is covered over the original window 
openings at the second storey, which has altered the 
original character of the building. Wooden awnings with 
painted shingles have been added to the building during 
the 1970s renovation.  The form and scale of the building 
have been preserved and the building is in its original 
location. It is recommended to conduct envelope testing 
in different locations on the building to determine the 
feasibility of removing the later stucco without damaging 
the building.  Should it not be feasible to remove the 
stucco, it is recommended to restore the original window 
openings and replacing the wooden awnings with a fabric 
awning at the main entryway. 

The interior of the building on the main level was altered 
with the 1970s renovation.  The second storey, which was 
once a dance hall and opera house, has its original high 
ceiling with decorative pressed tin panels, plaster columns 
on the sidewalls and original wooden floors.  They require 
some restoration and painting as some are damaged. A 
suite has been added on the east side of the building, 

which is not harming the original integrity of the interior 
space.  It is recommended to conduct a conservation 
study to determine the feasibility of restoring the interior 
second floor and exterior façade. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place 
The Day Block is located at 4902 50 Avenue in the 
downtown neighbourhood of the City of Lacombe. 
Located prominently on the corner of 50 Avenue, the 
building is characterized by its two-storey height and its 
boomtown stepped front parapet with inset central double 
doors. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built in 1903, the Day Block is the oldest masonry 
building in Lacombe and is valued as a local landmark, 
and demonstrates Lacombe’s emergence as an important 
commercial centre in central Alberta. The Day Block was 
constructed for Alfred H. Day, a prominent businessman 
who arrived in the area in 1896. After marrying local 
widow, Caroline marjorie Glass in 1900, Day constructed 
this building in close proximity to the C&e railway 
station, serving as a central general merchandise business 
to those living in and visiting Lacombe. 

The Day Block has played a consistently important role 
in the community life of Lacombe as a social hub and 
gathering place; it once housed Day’s opera House, 
established in 1907 on the second floor, and was also 
the location of the showing of the first moving picture 
in Lacombe. The interior of the second storey features a 
large vaulted ceiling, tiled in large pressed tin ceiling tiles 
and a wooden floor. The Day Block was remodelled and 
converted to a restaurant in 1975.

The Day Block is additionally valued as part of a 
downtown grouping of masonry buildings constructed in 
Lacombe in the early 1900s in proximity to the railway 
station. Though the Day Block has since been covered in 
stucco, the outline of its original masonry construction 
can still be seen beneath its current cladding. many of the 
downtown buildings, including the Day Block, display 
a distinctive Lacombe style, typified by the Edwardian 
Classical revival style. The Day Block originally exhibited 

tHe DaY block 4902 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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DAy BLoCk, 1981 (LDHS 90.1.1795)

DAy BLoCk, CA. LATe 1910S (LDHS 90.1.883)

SeCoND STorey oF DAy BLoCk (2010)

brick corbelling, diagonal brick coursing, string courses, 
and brick dentils. The foundation has been heavily 
reinforced due to its proximity to the railway line.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Day Block include its:

• location on a corner lot along 50 Avenue in the City 
of Lacombe; 

• commercial form, scale and massing including 
its two-storey height and rectangular plan with 
reinforced concrete basement; 

• masonry construction beneath later stucco cladding;

• Edwardian-era style features including: the stepped 
parapet; central recessed entryway and any original 
brick details that may exist beneath the later stucco 
cladding; 

• original window openings, including those that 
remain visible beneath the later stucco; and

• interior details such as open span, vaulted ceiling; 
pressed tin ceiling tiles; wooden floor; and 
decorative lath and plaster columns in the upper 
floor. 

DAy BLoCk, CA. 1906 To 1910 (LDHS 90.1.925)
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LaCombe poSt offiCe buiLDing

lacoMbe poSt oFFice builDing  4906-4908 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

Historic Name: Lacombe Post Office Building, Lacombe 
meat market 
Original Owner: William Burris Jr. 
Date of Construction: 1915
HS 10526

StateMent oF integritY
The Lacombe Post Office building was part of the Main 
Street program in the late 1980s.  In the case of this 
building, which is in its original location, the entire front 
façade was replicated and rebuilt, although the original 
look of the building was maintained.  It is recommended 
to look into a plaque program (or update current plaques) 
on the outside of the building that identifies that this 
building façade was part of the main Street program and is 
not original.  Future conservation could look at replacing 
the wood cornices with pressed metal and removing the 
gooseneck lamps to adhere to a more period appropriate 
level of conservation. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe Post Office Building is located on 50 
Avenue in the downtown central commercial area in the 
City of Lacombe. One-storey in height, the Post Office 
Building is characterized by its central triangular pediment 
with shell detail, its masonry construction with brick 
spandrels, and its full-width glass storefronts. The building 
was one of 31 buildings in the City of Lacombe involved 
in the main Street program from 1987 to 1993. The façade 
was reconstructed to resemble its original design. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The site of the Lacombe Post Office Building is valued 
as the original location of Lacombe’s Post Office, from 
1895 to the 1950s. The Post Office Building, constructed 
in 1915, is also valued for its association with the Burris 
family, one of the most influential families in Lacombe. 
The first post office was located in a log cabin owned by 
Jacob Dolmage. The Lacombe Post Office moved to this 
location in 1895 into a new purpose-built wood-frame 
building owned by Lacombe’s second postmaster, William 
Burris. Burris, the City’s longest running postmaster from 
1895 to 1925, became the first Mayor of Lacombe in 
1902. Upon his father’s retirement from the postmaster 
position, Burris’ son, William Burris Jr. took up the 
occupation and, in 1915, commissioned the construction 
of this brick-clad Post Office building. Though its function 
as the Post Office ended in the 1950s, the Post Office 
building has remained an important landmark in the 
Lacombe community and has housed some of its most 
enduring businesses, including the Lacombe meat market, 
which moved into the space after the Post Office was 
relocated. 

The Lacombe Post Office Building is additionally valued 
for being part of a downtown grouping of masonry 
buildings constructed in Lacombe in the early 1900s. 
Flanked on either side by two of Lacombe’s oldest and 
most historic buildings, the Day Block and the m & J 
Hardware Store, the one-storey Post Office building 
exhibits the distinctive Lacombe style, unique to the City. 
From its prosperous beginning as a link between two 
major commercial centres, Lacombe developed its own 
grand and distinct appearance. Due to the prevalence of 
brickyards in the community and the by-law requiring 
downtown buildings to be constructed of brick, many 
of the downtown commercial buildings today are the 
original brick buildings that were constructed in the early 
1900s. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Post Office building include its:

• location on 50 Avenue among other historic brick 
structures in the downtown area in the City of 
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DAy BLoCk To m&J HArDWAre, SHoWING THe orIGINAL WooD-FrAme poST oFFICe BUILDING (LeFT), CA. 1906 To 1910 (LDHS 90.1.925)

DAy BLoCk To m&J HArDWAre WITH NeW poST oFFICe 
BUILDING IN THe CeNTre, CA. LATe 1910S (LDHS 90.1.883)

Lacombe; and

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
one-storey height and rectangular plan.
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Corner buSineSS bLoCK

Alternate Historic Names: paisley Block 
Original Owners: S.W. paisley (1926-27); William 
pederson (1951) 
Builder: 1928 building: percy S. Cull and Carl pangle 
Date of Construction: 1926-27 (First Storey) 1951 
(Second Storey)
HS 49654

StateMent oF integritY
The Corner Business Block is in good condition and is a 
well-preserved landmark building in its original location 
in downtown Lacombe from the Interwar period.  The 
building was constructed as a one storey building in 
1926-27 and a second storey was added in 1951.  The 
storefronts originally featured large plate glass storefront 
windows with multipane windows above and central 
recessed doorways.  The storefronts were altered to a 
more modern design including corrugated glass door 
sidelights and aluminum framed storefront windows in the 
1950s.  The interior public spaces were updated to wood 
panelled wainscoting and chrome and aluminum modern 
accents. This later alteration fits with the later addition to 
the building in 1951 and should be preserved.  The light 
wells and basement windows have been covered by metal 
grates and wood and could be removed and restored as 
part of a future conservation program.  The windows at 
the second storey have been updated to more modern 

windows; however, there are no images of the second 
storey sourced after it was completed.   

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Corner Business Block building is situated at the east 
corner of a triangular lot in the downtown commercial 
area in the City of Lacombe. The two-storey brick-clad 
building has two facades and a chamfered corner with 
three commercial storefronts on 50 Avenue and one on 
Highway 2A. The building displays Stripped Classical 
revival style with concrete lintels and roof trim inlaid with 
large pieces of granite and red ceramic. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Corner Business Block is significant as a marker of 
the continued success of Lacombe as a local commercial 
centre in Alberta during the early twentieth century. 
Lacombe continued its influence as an important 
commercial and rich agricultural centre in Alberta, despite 
a downturn in the economy in Alberta in the 1920s.
The Corner Business Block was strategically located in 
proximity to the Cpr Station, which served as the terminus 
from Winnipeg and a connection south to Calgary and 
north to edmonton. Commercial structures such as the 
Corner Business Block provided goods and services for 
both city residents and those travelling via rail. 

The Corner Business Block is the third masonry building 
constructed on the site. A 1903 building first owned 
by Harry Brethour Howell, a druggist and optometrist, 
was destroyed in a 1906 fire that consumed all but the 
merchant Bank on this triangular block. The lot was 
purchased by prominent businessman H.A. Day in 1904, 
who rebuilt a two storey structure in 1907 of similar scale 
and design. The building, known as the mcDermid Block, 
was occupied by druggist Neil I. mcDermid of mcDermid 
Drug Co. Ltd and Frank L. Smith who owned a liquor and 
cigar store. In September 1918, fire struck a second time 
and the building was destroyed. S.W. paisley purchased 
the lot in 1921 and constructed the first storey of the 
current building, the Corner Business Block, in 1926-27. 
The building was purchased in 1947 by William pederson, 
a chiropractor, who updated the interior and added a 

corner buSineSS block 4913-4919 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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second storey in 1951. 

The Corner Business Block building is also significant as 
part of a downtown grouping of commercial masonry 
buildings constructed in Lacombe beginning in the early 
1900s. The Corner Business Block building is situated at 
the east corner of one of six lots on a unique triangular 
block called the Flat Iron Block and is the most recent 
building on the block. most of the buildings within the 
triangular block reflect Edwardian Classicism; however, 
the Corner Business Block features a stripped down 
Classical revival style popular in the 1920s. 

The building has minimal detailing, but displays Stripped 
Classical elements identified through its pressed red brick 
cladding, a chamfered corner and symmetrical bays 
separated by brick pilasters. The concrete lintels and roof 
trim have large pieces of granite and red ceramic pressed 
in, a unique surface treatment. The Corner Business 
Block building is similar in form and design to the 1907 

building as evidenced in the chamfered corner and 
storefront design. The building has two main facades, with 
storefronts on both 50 Avenue and Highway 2C.  

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Corner Business Block building include its:

• prominent location on the corner of Highway 2C 
and 50 Avenue with facades on two streets;

• setting among other historic brick structures on a 
unique triangular block in the downtown area of the 
City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
two-storey height with chamfered corner and flat 
roof; 

• masonry construction including red pressed brick 
cladding with recessed gray mortar and concrete 
foundations;

• Stripped Classical design features such as 
symmetrical bays separated by brick pilasters; brick 
stringcourses and sills; concrete lintels and roof 
trim with large pieces of granite and red ceramic; 
aluminum trimmed storefronts with transom 
windows over the doors; recessed entryways and 
corrugated decorative sidelight panels;

• windows such as one-over-one double-hung 
wooden windows with exterior storm windows; and

• interior features such as wooden inlaid wainscoting 
and wood trim.

LeFT: orIGINAL SToreFroNT, GILkeS AND HUGHeS (LDHS  90.1.575)

BoTTom LeFT: 1903 BUILDING, eArLy 1900S (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS 
pA-3689-945)

BoTTom rIGHT: 1907 BUILDING, mCDermID BLoCk (LDHS 90.1.318)
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Original Owner: Union Bank 
Builder: Sandy Hall 
Date of Construction: 1911
HS 10528

StateMent oF integritY
The Union Bank of Canada building is in good condition 
on the exterior of the building.  The brick cladding and 
formed concrete detailing are intact and in good condition 
and the building is in its original location.  The original 
wooden windows have been replaced by unsympathetic 
replacements at the first storey.  Future conservation 
programs could consider replacing with wooden replicas.  
The interior has been altered through the years.  Some 
elements have been recently replicated during recent 
updates by the current owner.  It is recommended to date 
stamp these replicated elements to ensure that they are 
not mistaken for original. There is an original skylight 
in this building that the current owner is restoring and 
re-installing in recently renovated upper storey of the 
building. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Union Bank of Canada building is a two-storey 
masonry edwardian-era commercial building, located 
in the downtown central commercial area in the City of 
Lacombe. Constructed on a triangular block, the Union 
Bank of Canada building is characterized by its two 
main facades facing 50 Avenue and 49C Avenue and 
exaggerated arched full height windows. 

union banK of CanaDa

union bank oF canaDa    4929 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Union Bank of Canada building is valued as 
representative of the importance of Lacombe as a main 
railway stopping point between the major centres of 
edmonton and Calgary in the early part of the twentieth 
century. Constructed in 1911, at the height of the 
economic boom occurring across Western Canada, banks 
like the Union Bank were a direct result of the arrival 
of the railway, which signified expansion, commerce, 
and development. The Cpr, which arrived in Lacombe 
via a branch line in 1905, was instrumental in the 
establishment of banks in Lacombe; the original Union 
Bank of Canada opened six years following its arrival. The 
construction of this bank is significant as an indication of 
the speculation and wealth in Lacombe during the pre-
World War one boom era from 1905 to 1913. referred 
to as the ‘pioneer bank’ of western Canada, the Union 
Bank followed the railway across the prairies to the West 
Coast. The Union Bank was the first bank to provide an 
extensive branch system throughout the prairies. While 
it expanded and prospered prior to World War one, the 
bank suffered during the post-war depression, and in 1925 
was absorbed by royal Bank. The building housed many 
businesses such as the post office, a lawyer’s office and 
since 1966, it has functioned as a doctor’s office. 

The Union Bank of Canada building is additionally valued 
as part of a downtown grouping of masonry buildings 
constructed in Lacombe in the early 1900s and for being 
part of the triangular block, known as the Flatiron Block, 
of early masonry structures that make up the heart of the 
central commercial area of downtown Lacombe. The 
Union Bank of Canada building was the final piece in the 
construction of the unique triangular block downtown 
with facades that open to two streets; it was constructed 
by Sandy Hall, a contractor from Strathcona who was 
a trained stonemason. The Union Bank of Canada 
building displays the distinctive Lacombe style, typified 
by edwardian Classical revival style featuring masonry 
construction, stone dentils and stone detailing and arched 
window openings. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Union Bank of Canada building include its:
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FLATIroN BLoCk SHoWING UNIoN BANk BUILDING oN eITHer SIDe 
oF FLAT IroN BLoCk, 1920 (LDHS 90.1.2379J)

UNIoN BANk INTerIor (LDHS 90.1.799)

• location on 50 Avenue on a unique triangular block 
with nearly identical facades on 50 Avenue and 49C 
Avenue in the City of Lacombe; 

• setting among and connected to other historic brick 
structures in the downtown area;

•  commercial form, scale and massing including its 
two-storey height and trapezoidal plan; 

• masonry construction including pressed red brick 
and parged concrete foundation and detailing;

• Classical Revival style features including: the brick 
parapet on both facades; the pressed tin cornice 
on both facades; parged concrete belly band, sills; 
key stones in full storey arched window openings; 
and asymmetrical front entrance way supported by 
pressed tin cornice with scroll-cut brackets; 

•  original wood frame double hung windows; 

• additional details such as flagpoles on both facades; 
and

• interior details such as its wooden fir floors; newel 
post; wood trim and vaulted skylight at second 
storey. 

UNIoN BANk AS IT AppeArS From 49C AveNUe (2011)
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Original Owner: royal Bank 
Architect: kenneth Guscotte rea 
Date of Construction: 1913-1914
HS 30735

StateMent oF integritY
The exterior of this building has been well maintained and 
is one of Lacombe’s premiere sites in its original location.  
The brick and sandstone detailing have little mechanical 
damage and there appears to be no major cracks in the 
building.  paint on the cornice is chipping and requires 
painting, as does the flagpole.  A one-storey addition was 
built at the rear of the building post 1920.

The interior of the first storey of the building has been 
completely altered by renovations over the years.  The 
upper storey, which contains the original suites and offices 
for the bank employees, is in original or near original 
condition.  It is recommended to record and photograph 
in detail original elements in this upper storey and repair 
and restore where required.  This upper storey is one 
of the city’s most well preserved and elaborate interior 
spaces. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place 
The royal Bank of Canada building is a handsome 
edwardian-era commercial building located at the corner 
of 50 Avenue and 50 Street in the downtown central 
commercial area in the City of Lacombe. Two-storeys in 
height at the front with a one storey later addition at the 

royaL banK of CanaDa

roYal bank oF canaDa  5002 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

back, the royal Bank of Canada building is characterized 
by its square plan with central entryway on 50 Avenue, 
brick and stone detailing, prominent flagpole and its 
rough dressed sandstone foundation.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Constructed between 1913 and 1914, the royal Bank 
of Canada building is historically significant for its 
association with the early twentieth century development 
of Lacombe. Built at the end of the economic boom 
occurring across Western Canada which hit Lacombe from 
1905 to 1913, the royal Bank building was a direct result 
of the arrival of the railway, which signified expansion, 
commerce, and development. Arriving in Lacombe via 
a branch line in 1905, the Cpr was instrumental in 
the establishment of banks and commercial activity in 
Lacombe. The construction of the royal Bank building, 
on one of the most prominent corners in the City of 
Lacombe, illustrates the economic success and prosperity 
that was expected for the community. This is evidenced 
by the fact that the royal Bank building was designed 
by prominent montreal architect, kenneth Guscotte rea 
(1878-1941), who was responsible for the design of many 
banks, commercial buildings, and residences throughout 
Canada. The construction of this bank is significant as an 
indication of the speculation and wealth in Lacombe just 
prior to the beginning of World War one. The building 
was designed to house the bank in the upper floor, with 
residential suites and offices in the second storey for the 
bank manager and other employees.

The royal Bank of Canada building has additional value 
for its contribution to a distinct and consistent Lacombe 
style of architecture that dominates the downtown 
commercial core. The style is in part influenced by a town 
by-law that required the use of brick for new buildings 
and brick cladding over extant siding on existing buildings 
after a 1906 fire destroyed many wood-frame buildings 
in the downtown core. A later 1911 fire on this and the 
surrounding blocks consumed the victoria Hotel, which 
occupied this site. Constructed at the prominent corner 
of Lacombe’s two main commercial streets, 50 Street and 
50 Avenue, the royal Bank of Canada building is one of 
Lacombe’s most recognizable and impressive structures. 
The royal Bank itself remained in the building for many 
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royAL BANk oF CANADA (LDHS 90.1.890)

CUrveD STAIrWAy WITH oAk BALUSTrADe

INTerIor oF royAL BANk, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.798)

years. The building has since been the location of several 
doctors’ offices as well as the Alberta government’s office 
for Hail and Crop Insurance. Displaying the distinctive 
Lacombe edwardian-era style, the building features many 
of its original architectural elements including its stone 
and brick cladding, its stone lintels and sills, its ionic 
pilasters that extend the full two-storeys of the building on 
either side of the front entrance, and stone sheltered front 
entrance way supported by scroll-cut brackets. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
royal Bank of Canada building include its:

• location at the corner of 50 Avenue and 50 
Street among other historic brick structures in the 
downtown area in the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
two-storey height and square plan; 

• masonry construction including red pressed brick 
with recessed mortar;

• Edwardian-era style features including: brick 
parapet; signband over recessed brick spandrel 
panels; sandstone lintels and sills; ionic brick 
pilasters with scroll cut capitals that extend the 
full two-storeys of the building on either side of 
the front entrance; rough dressed sandstone block 
foundation; and sandstone sheltered central front 
entrance way supported by scroll-cut brackets; 

• original wood frame one-over-one double hung 
windows with horns; fixed wooden windows; and 
transom wooden windows; 

•  additional features such as central flagpole; and 

• interior features in the second storey such as eight-
room plan with wooden panelled doors with 
original hardware and transom windows; original 
fir flooring and decorative trim and baseboard; 
registers; interior wooden casement storm windows 
with original hardware; bathroom and kitchen 
fixtures; curved stairway and oak balustrade.
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mCLear bLoCK anD anneX

Builder: George p. vickers 
Date of Construction: 1912
HS 10530

StateMent oF integritY
The mcLear Block and Annex are in good near original 
condition and are in their original location.  Both 
buildings retain their original form and scale.  The mcLear 
Block has original brick cladding in good condition and 
its original pressed tin cornice. The cornice requires some 
minor repair and painting. The storefronts have been 
updated but retain their original form with large storefront 
windows and central inset doorways.  The awnings, 
while not original, are period appropriate.  The Annex 
has been altered with a replacement wood cornice and 
replaced front door that is not period appropriate. A future 
conservation program could look at a rehabilitation of the 
cornice and front door of the annex.  The interior has been 
altered in the mcLear Block and Annex; however, the 
pressed tin ceiling in the annex has been retained. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The mcLear Block is a one storey building with pressed 
red brick cladding and a central triangular pediment 
connected to buildings of similar style and age along 50 
Avenue in downtown Lacombe. The mcLear Annex is a 
small one-storey annex connected to the west of the main 
mcLear building. Both buildings display storefronts with 
full height glazing, brick corbelling and a large pressed 
metal cornice. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The mcLear Block and Annex is valued as part of a 
grouping of early edwardian commercial buildings that 
dominate the downtown core of Lacombe, making it 
one of the best preserved historic centres in Alberta. The 
building is dually significant for its association to local 
businessman Frank mcLear. The downtown commercial 
core retains a consistent and distinctive built form that 
is a manifestation of successive economic waves that 
followed the western Canadian boom that occurred 
prior to the First World War and after the arrival of the 
Cpr branch line connecting to Alix in 1905. Beginning 
in approximately 1905 to 1913, Lacombe experienced 
an unprecedented boom due to direct access by rail and 
its rich agricultural lands, bringing workers, amenities 
and infrastructure into the area. Local businesses began 
to emerge as a result to support the population surge of 
successful agricultural and related industries. The mcLear 
Block and Annex property was built for Frank mcLear by 
local contractor George p. vickers between 1911 to 1912. 
mcLear purchased and subdivided the property into four 
lots and built the main building and the annex on two 
of the lots, selling the east block to the royal Bank and 
the west block to jeweler and watchmaker C.r. Denike. 
mcLear opened a pool hall and tobacconist shop on the 
west side of the building. At the onset of the First World 
War, mcLear moved his business to the basement and 
a gentleman’s clothing store called Watt Hay’s Gent’s 
Furnishings occupied the west side of the building. The 
store remained in the same space from 1914 to 1990. The 
Annex was initially occupied by local real estate agent, 
F.S. Lewis, then later by a Barber Shop. 

 
The mcLear Block and Annex is further valued for its 
contribution to a distinct and consistent Lacombe style of 
architecture that dominates the downtown commercial 
core. The style is in part influenced by a town by-law 
that required the use of brick for new buildings and 
brick cladding on existing buildings after a 1911 fire 
destroyed many wood-frame buildings on this and the 
surrounding lots. one of the casualties was Lacombe’s 
first hotel, the Victoria Hotel, built circa 1894, located 
where the Denike Block, the mcLear Block and the royal 
Bank building currently stand. Nearly all of the buildings 
constructed after this by-law was enacted are composed 

   5006-5010 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

Mclear block anD annex
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of locally sourced materials and display an edwardian 
Classical revival style. This style is commonly found in 
eastern Canada and the United kingdom and explicitly 
expresses ties to the British empire. The mcLear Block and 
Annex buildings display a simple version of this style as 
evidenced by their full height storefronts, separated by 
brick pilasters, brick corbelling and exaggerated pressed 
metal cornice with central triangular pediment. Both 
buildings also have topknot detailing on the corners of 
their cornices. The buildings are constructed with locally 
sourced pressed red brick and pipe columns in the 
storefront. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
mcLear Block and Annex buildings include their:

• location on the north side of 50 Street connected 
to other historic brick structures in the commercial 
downtown area in the City of Lacombe; and

• masonry construction including red pressed brick 
cladding with gray mortar.

main building:

•  commercial form, scale and massing of main 
building including its: one-storey height and 
rectangular plan with a flat roof; and

edwardian Classical revival detailing such as two • 
full height storefronts in the main building; central 
recessed doorway and full storey glazing with wood 
soffits and metal pipe columns separated by brick 
pilasters; brick corbelling and signband under large 
pressed metal cornice with corner top knots and 
central triangular pediment.

Annex: 

• commercial form, scale and massing of Annex 
including its reduced height one storey building 
with small rectangular footprint;

• Edwardian Classical Revival detailing such as one 
small storefront; asymmetrical doorway with small 
storefront; and brick corbelling and signband; and

• interior features such as pressed tin ceiling.

mCLeAr BLoCk AND mCLeAr ANNex, prIor To BUILDING oF DeNIke BLoCk AND royAL BANk,  
(SIGN oN SIDe oF BUILDING ADverTISING For SHoW oN JUNe 13, 1913) 1913 (LDHS 90.1.834B)
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Original Owner: C.r. Denike 
Date of Construction: 1913
HS 10531

StateMent oF integritY
The Denike Block is one of the more well preserved 
buildings in Lacombe’s downtown core. The brick 
cladding is original and in good condition. Wooden 
windows are intact and in nearly operable condition, 
requiring regular maintenance.  The front door to the side 
entryway was replaced with a metal door.  A more period 
appropriate wooden door should be considered for a 
future conservation program for the building. The interior 
of the building is in near original condition and is well 
cared for by the current owners and tenants.  The owner 
could consider restoring the skylight in the back room as it 
is currently painted. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Denike Block building is a two storey masonry 

DeniKe bLoCK

Denike block   5012 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

building with a single storefront with recessed entryway, 
brick corbelling and a stepped central parapet. The 
building faces south on 50 Avenue and is part of 
a grouping of commercial edwardian buildings in 
downtown Lacombe. The Denike Block is connected on 
the east side to the mcLear Annex. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Denike Block is valued as part of a grouping of 
early edwardian commercial buildings that dominate 
the downtown core of Lacombe, making it one of the 
best preserved historic centres in Alberta. The downtown 
commercial core retains a consistent and distinctive built 
form that is a manifestation of successive economic waves 
that followed the arrival of the C&e railway in 1891, a 
second line connecting to Alix in 1905 and the western 
Canadian boom that occurred prior to the First World 
War. Beginning in approximately 1905 to 1913, Lacombe 
experienced an unprecedented boom due to access by rail 
and its rich agricultural lands, bringing workers, amenities 
and infrastructure into the area. Local businesses began 
to emerge as a result to support the population surge of 
successful agricultural and related industries. The Denike 
Block was built in 1913 on land purchased from local 
businessman Frank mcLear, by established local jeweler 
and watchmaker, C.r. Denike. Denike occupied the main 
floor retail space and leased the upper floor initially to 
Town registrar, perry pratt. 

The Denike Block has additional value for its contribution 
to a distinct and consistent Lacombe style of architecture 
that dominates the downtown commercial core. The 
style is in part influenced by a town by-law that required 
the use of brick for new buildings and brick cladding on 
existing buildings after a 1906 fire destroyed many wood-
frame buildings in the downtown core. A later 1911 fire 
on this and the surrounding blocks consumed the victoria 
Hotel, which occupied the site of the Denike Block. 
Nearly all of the buildings constructed during the boom 
are composed of locally sourced brick and display an 
edwardian Classical style. This style is commonly found 
in eastern Canada and the United kingdom and explicitly 
expresses ties to the British empire. The Denike Block has 
retained many of its original features and displays this 
unique Lacombe style in its modest two-storey massing, 
storefront with recessed door, its symmetrical bay 
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Top: DeNIke BLoCk, CA. 1914 (LDHS 90.1.835)  
BoTTom: DeNIke BLoCk, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.845)

separated by a brick pilaster, a substantial pressed metal 
cornice and central crenellated triangular parapet. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Denike Block building include its:

• location on the north side of 50 Street connected 
to other historic brick structures in the commercial 
downtown area of the City of Lacombe;

• continuous use as a commercial building; 

• commercial form, scale and massing including its: 
two-storey height and rectangular plan with a flat 
roof; 

•  masonry construction including red pressed brick 
cladding and sandstone lintels and at base of brick 
pilasters;

•  Edwardian Classical Revival detailing such as full 
height storefront with central recessed doorway and 
full storey glazing and doorway to second storey 
on east side of building; pressed metal stringcourse; 
two symmetrical bays at second storey separated 
by brick pilasters with brick corbelling under 
substantial pressed metal cornice with modillions; 
central stepped brick parapet;

•  windows such as double and single assembly one-
over-one, double-hung wooden windows; original 
eastlake style wooden door with hardware at 
storefront; 

•  additional details such as original metal sliding 
shutters on west side of building and awning over 
storefront; and

•  interior features such as original wooden trim, and 
paneling, interior vaulted skylight and pressed tin 
ceiling.
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Date of Construction: 1907
HS 15479

StateMent oF integritY
The Nelson School Bell Cairn is well cared for and is in 
good condition. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Nelson School Bell Cairn is a commemorative marker 
located on the east side of Lest We Forget park, in front of 
the Lacombe memorial Centre on 50 Avenue in the City 
of Lacombe. The cairn consists of the bell from Nelson 
School, Lacombe’s first school, mounted in a polished 
marble arch and base, over an inscribed black granite 
table and granite surround. A commemorative plaque 
holding a time capsule sits at the base of the cairn. 

neLSon SChooL beLL Cairn

nelSon ScHool bell cairn 5214 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Nelson School Bell Cairn is valued as an original 
component from Nelson School. The school was built in 
1907 with doors opening to children in 1908.  The school 
was designed by local architect Thomas Clark king, who 
also designed St. Cyprian’s Anglican Church. The school 
represents an architectural response to Lacombe’s most 
prolific period of growth between 1905 and 1913, at 
a time when school enrollment nearly doubled in the 
province of Alberta. This resulted in the largest school 
construction program in Alberta’s history. Schools in 
smaller urban centres such as Lacombe were usually 
designed by established architects and rivalries between 
towns emerged to build the most grand of structures. 
Designed after the Alexandra School in Winnipeg, Nelson 
School is one of many similar school plans found in 
Alberta and Saskatchewan and is almost identical to 
Alexandra public School in Wetaskiwin.  The building 
displayed grand Classical revival details, such as a central 
cupola and stark symmetrical bays of windows. Nelson 
School was demolished in 1957.

The Nelson School Bell Cairn is also valued for its 
association to the support and display of Lacombe’s 
thriving local industries. Nelson School was the first major 
structure to be built from The Lacombe Brick, Tile and 
Cement Company products. The company emerged after 
Lacombe passed a by-law ordaining that all new buildings 
in Lacombe be constructed of brick, after a fire in 1906 
destroyed many wood-framed commercial buildings in the 
downtown core. 

Situated on the land formally occupied by Nelson 
School, the Nelson School Bell Cairn is valued as a 
commemoration to the memory of Lacombe’s rich past 
in Lest We Forget park. The cairn is also valued as part 
of the legacy of the Lest We Forget Club, a volunteer 
organization who established the park in 1922. The 
land was donated from the Lacombe School Board and 
mcDonald Nurseries provided the trees and shrubs for the 
park. The Lest We Forget Club donated the park to the City 
of Lacombe in 1955. The park contains the school bell 
cairn with a time capsule of Nelson School memorabilia 
to be opened in 2046 and the Lacombe Cenotaph, 
dedicated in 1924. The park fronts the Lacombe memorial 
Centre. The Nelson School Bell memorial Cairn was 
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NeLSoN SCHooL, 1909 (LDHS 90.1.2392)

commemorated by teachers and alumni of the school 
during a reunion on July 22, 1979. 

The Nelson School Bell is a component of Lest We Forget 
park, which was designed by Cecil Scott Burgess. Burgess 
was an important architect and popular academic at the 
University of Alberta. Born in Bumbai, India in 1870, 
Burgess was trained in edinburgh, completing a four-year 
apprenticeship from 1892 to 1896. In 1903 he moved to 
montreal to work as a draughtsman and lecturer at mcGill 
(1909 to 1911). He was hired as professor of Architecture 
in the Department of Architecture at the newly conceived 
University of Alberta in 1913. Burgess designed Lest We 
Forget park for Lacombe, drawing from the City Beautiful 
movement. The design is based on an axial plan with 
the Lacombe Cenotaph serving as the central element of 
design. All pathways into the park had a direct sight line 
to the Cenotaph. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Nelson School Bell Cairn include its:

• location on the east side of Lest We Forget Memorial 
park and association with the Lacombe Cenotaph in 
the centre of the park;

• form, scale and massing including a bell surrounded 
by polished stone arch and base and set above a 
polished stone marker inscribed with the history of 
the school;

•  construction materials including polished granite 
arch and base; polished granite table and cast iron 
bell;

• the inscription reading; “Nelson School Bell which 
was part of the original school constructed in 1907, 
opened in 1908 and demolished in 1957. The bell 
was placed on the original site and dedicated by the 
teachers and alumni of the Nelson School reunion 
of July 22, 1979”;

• a time capsule marked with a granite marker 
inscribed with: “memorabilia of the First Lacombe 
Nelson School was placed here on July 27, 1996 to 
be opened in the year “2046”; and

• landscape features associated with Burgess’ design 
including the axial design of the park and sight lines 
to the cenotaph along the paths.
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Current Name: Lacombe Cenotaph 
Date of Dedication: 1924
HS 49658

StateMent oF integritY
The Lacombe Cenotaph is in good near original condition 
and is well maintained by the City. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Located in the centre of Lest We Forget park, in front of 
the Lacombe memorial Centre, the Lacombe Cenotaph 
is comprised of a marble sculpture of a soldier atop a 
two-level tapered, shaped marble column with decorated 
capital set on a rough-stone granite base. The Cenotaph 
is adorned with engravings, which list the names of locals 
whose lives were lost in the First World War, Second 
World War, and the korean War.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
erected in 1924, the Lacombe Cenotaph is valued as a 
symbol of Canada’s military endeavours and is a local 
landmark that honours the citizens of Lacombe who gave 

LaCombe Cenotaph | LeSt We forget parK

lacoMbe cenotapH, leSt 
we Forget park 

their lives in wartime. The Cenotaph was erected by the 
‘Lest We Forget’ Club of Lacombe and is prominently 
located at the centre of Lest We Forget park, which was 
established by the Lest We Forget Club in 1922 when 
they received a parcel of land from the Lacombe School 
Board. The Club raised money for the creation of the park 
and the mcDonald Nurseries donated the plantings that 
surround the Cenotaph. The Cenotaph was built at a cost 
of $3,500. Comprised of a marble obelisk, in the form of a 
soldier with weapons at ease, with engraved and applied 
inscriptions, the Lacombe Cenotaph follows a tradition 
of memorial architecture typical across Canada at this 
time. The Cenotaph is inscribed with the words “To the 
Glory of God. The Honour of the Armies of the empire 
and in proud memory of our Dead who Fell in the Great 
War 1914-1918 and Whose Names are Here recorded”. 
The Lest We Forget Club donated the park to the City of 
Lacombe in 1955.

The Lacombe Cenotaph is valued additionally for its 
association with designer Albert J. Hart. Hart owned 
Albert J. Hart, marble & Granite Works, which was 
located in Calgary, and was one of the oldest marble and 
granite works in that city. Hart himself was known as a 
skillful and fair businessman who was an expert cutter and 
designer. Albert Hart was the designer of several memorial 
Cenotaphs erected throughout Canada including those 
for the City of medicine Hat and the Town of Nanton. 
The Lacombe Cenotaph was carved from Italian Carrera 
marble, and the pedestal of granite.

The Lacombe Cenotaph is further valued as a central 
element of Lest We Forget park, which was designed by 
Cecil Scott Burgess. Burgess was an important architect 
and popular academic at the University of Alberta. 
Born in Bumbai, India in 1870, Burgess was trained in 
edinburgh, completing a four-year apprenticeship from 
1892 to 1896. In 1903 he moved to montreal to work as 
a draughtsman and lecturer at mcGill (1909 to 1911). He 
was hired as professor of Architecture in the Department 
of Architecture at the newly conceived University of 
Alberta in 1913. Burgess designed Lest We Forget park 
for Lacombe, drawing from the City Beautiful movement. 
The design is based on an axial plan with the Lacombe 
Cenotaph serving as the central element of design. All 
pathways into the park had a direct sight line to the 
Cenotaph. An Arts and Crafts inspired entryway that was 
part of the design was not built. 

50 avenue & 53 Street 
(barnett avenue & DaY Street)
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eNTrANCe To LeST We ForGeT pArk, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.1643)

UNveILeD CeNoTApH, 1924 
(LDHS 90.1.1647)

The Lacombe Cenotaph is additionally valued for its 
evolution over time as a memorial that commemorates 
Canada’s involvement in the First World War, the Second 
World War and the korean War. The 48 World War one 
names, the 15 World War Two names, and the korean 
War plaque that surrounds the four sides of the Cenotaph 
are an enduring reminder of the effects of war on the 
local community. Located in a prominent location, 
the Lacombe Cenotaph stands as a symbol of freedom 
for local citizens who utilize the park for leisure, and 
acts as a focus for commemorative activities including 
remembrance Day ceremonies. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Cenotaph include its:

• location at the centre of Lest We Forget Memorial 
park;

• form, scale and massing including an Italian Carrera 
marble sculpture of a soldier atop a two-level 
tapered granite column with decorated capital set 
on a rough-dressed granite base; 

• construction materials including Italian Carrera 
marble and granite column and pedestal;

• inscribed names that commemorate 63 local 
citizens; 48 from the First World War and 15 from 
the Second World War;

• the inscriptions reading; “To the Glory of God. The 
Honour of the Armies of the empire and in proud 
memory of our Dead who Fell in the Great War 
1914-1918 and Whose Names are Here recorded”; 
“This monument was erected by the Lest We Forget 
Club of Lacombe”; “Greater Love Hath No man 
Than This”; “Albert J. Hart, Sculptor”; and “1939-
1945”;

• the applied metal plaque reading “KOREA 1950-
1953”; and

• associated landscape features of Lest We Forget Park 
realizing Burgess’ plan including its axial design and 
sight lines to the cenotaph from all pathways.
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Original Owner: edward and Alice Sharpe 
Designer and Contractor: Sam Watt 
Date of Construction: 1914
HS 10533

StateMent oF integritY
The e.m. Sharpe residence is a well-preserved example 
of the type of architecture common to Lacombe in the 
1910s.  The house, in its original location, is well cared 
for and has intact, its original lapped siding, exposed rafter 
tails and tapered cobblestone piers. regular maintenance 
is required to continue to preserve the historic integrity of 
this house. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Dr. e.m. Sharpe residence is a one and one-half 
storey wooden frame house with a full two-storey corner 
turret, a steeply pitched side gabled roof and partial width 
open front verandah with tapered cobblestone piers. This 
Queen Anne revival-inspired residence is located on the 
south side of 50 Avenue west of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Dr. e.m. Sharpe residence is valued for its association 
to the early development of Lacombe’s health services 
and for its association to Dr. edward montrose Sharpe, 
the original owner of the house. Dr. Sharpe was only the 
second doctor to practice in Lacombe and served the 

Dr. e.m. Sharpe reSiDenCe

Dr. e.M. SHarpe reSiDence  5313 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

community of Lacombe for over 45 years. Taking over 
his practice from Dr. H.J. richardson in 1896, Sharpe 
was one of the primary doctors in Lacombe until 1940. 
He was joined by Dr. W.J. Simpson in 1899 and Dr. W.T. 
Hynes in 1905. Born in 1862 in New Brunswick, he and 
his wife, Alice Carter, moved to Lacombe in 1896. Sharpe 
was an active member of the community, serving on the 
first hospital board and as mayor in 1909. 

The Dr. e.m. Sharpe residence is further valued as an 
example of the late persistence of the Queen Anne revival 
style, evident in its corner turret and textured shingle 
patterning. Queen Anne revival was a popular style in 
the 1910s in Lacombe. The tapered cobblestone piers 
holding three wooden columns on the verandah indicate 
the influence of the more pervasive Arts and Crafts style. 
As many doctors did at the time, Sharpe ran his business 
out of his house. In 1912, he purchased property on 50 
Avenue and had this house built by Sam Watt by 1914. 
The house was designed to accommodate patients and 
separate rooms in the house were built for this purpose. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Dr. e.m. Sharpe residence include its:

•  location on a large residential lot in the City of 
Lacombe set back from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing including its one 
and one-half storey height with side-gabled, steeply 
pitched bellcast cedar shingle roof with closed 
cornice returns and hipped front dormer;

•  wood-frame construction with lapped siding with 
cornerboards and patterned shingles;

•  Queen Anne Revival influence including: corner 
turret and textured shingles; 

•  Arts & Crafts influence including: exposed and 
notched rafter tails and unadorned frieze; partial 
width verandah with tapered cobblestone piers 
holding three columns and moulded window and 
door trim; 

•  additional details such as internal red brick 
chimney; and

•  original windows such as single and double 
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Dr. e.m. SHArpe reSIDeNCe, oN LeFT, 1920 (LDHS 90.1.2379k)

WeDDING AT Dr. e. m. SHArpe reSIDeNCe (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS pA-3006)

assembly double-hung windows with multi-paned 
upper sash.
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CampbeLL reSiDenCe

Current Name: Stopping House
Original Owner: Alexander m. Campbell
Designer & Contractor: Samuel Watt 
Date of Construction: 1913
HS 10541

StateMent oF integritY
The Campbell residence, in its original location, is in 
excellent, near original condition.  The form, scale and 
massing are largely intact and the house has retained 
and maintained many of its original elements including 
wooden siding, the large chimney and many original 
windows.  Some of the windows on the front projecting 
gable have been replaced with fixed windows and the 
front porch has been infilled. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Campbell residence is an elegant two and one-half 
storey wooden frame house with a complex hip-and-
gable roof structure and enclosed asymmetrical porch. 
This edwardian-era residence with Queen Anne revival-

influences is located on the south side of historic 50 
Avenue, west of downtown, in the City of Lacombe.  The 
building is currently utilized as a residence and a tea 
house. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Campbell residence is valued for its association with 
the early development of residential Lacombe and for the 
city’s successful growth as a local commercial centre.  The 
original owner of the residence, Alexander m. (Sandy) 
Campbell, owned the Campbell Block, located at 4922 
and 4918 50 Avenue in downtown Lacombe - a provincial 
Historic resource. Campbell arrived in Lacombe from 
Stratford, ontario in 1901 where he established his 
business as a general merchant opening ‘Campbell’s 
Furniture and General Store’. The first business was run 
out of a former building on the current lots purchased 
from Burdick and Blair circa 1905-06. Campbell’s 
successful business provided the people of Lacombe 
with all their daily needs, everything from groceries, to 
dry goods, to household provisions and furnishings, to 
stoves, and tinware, and even farm implements; he is 
credited with operating the first ‘department store’ in the 
community.  After several years of running his successful 
business, Campbell had this grand house built for himself 
and his family. Following his continued success, Campbell 
had the impressive red brick ‘Campbell Block’ building 
constructed in downtown Lacombe in 1920. The building 
served the community for many years as a department 
and hardware store. Today, Alexander Campbell is 
remembered as the ‘pioneer merchant’ of Lacombe 
through both his brick commercial building, known as 
the Campbell Block, in downtown Lacombe and this fine 
residence along 50 Avenue which represents his success 
as a merchant.

The Campbell residence is additionally valued for 
its association as part of the city’s distinct Lacombe 
architecture. The residence expresses an edwardian-era 
design with Queen Anne Revival-influences and was 
designed by Lacombe architect, Samuel Watt. This house 
was constructed during the height of the boom years, 
and is a good example of edwardian-era residential 
architecture in Lacombe. The steeply pitched bellcast 
main hipped-roof structure with a full-height projected 

caMpbell reSiDence 5415 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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front-gabled bay and multiple complex gables and 
dormers displays the lingering influence of the Queen 
Anne revival-style in rural Alberta. The house designer, 
Lacombe architect, Samuel Watt (1864-1933), arrived in 
the area from his native Scotland, via the United States, 
in 1904. Upon his arrival, the community quickly seized 
upon Watt’s talents and commissioned him to design 
and build many of Lacombe’s most impressive early 
residences, including the Sharpe residence at 5313 50 
Avenue. The Campbell residence remains today as a 
testament to Watt’s Scottish and American training, as well 
as to his talent and quality craftsmanship. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Campbell residence include its:

• location on a large residential lot in the City of 
Lacombe; set back from the property lines;

•  residential form, scale and massing including its 
rectangular plan; two and one-half storey height 
with bellcast main hipped-roof structure; full-height 
projected bay with bellcast front-gabled roof on 
the front façade; multiple bellcast front-gabled bays 
saddle dormers;

•  wooden-frame construction including lapped 
wooden siding on the main body of the house, 
wooden corner boards; scalloped wood shingles in 
the gable ends;

WeST FACADe oF CAmpBeLL reSIDeNCe (2011)

reAr oF CAmpBeLL reSIDeNCe (2011)

•  Queen Anne Revival-style architectural elements 
including: its verticality; wide projecting eaves with 
closed soffits; decorative triangular brackets; pent 
roof enclosing gables; whalebone bargeboards; 
plain boxed cornice; plain frieze complex roofline; 
watertable; variety of siding types;

•  additional details such as the external corbelled red 
brick chimney;

•  original wooden-sash windows such as one-over-
one double-hung wooden sash windows with 
exterior storms; original window openings; two 
storey bay with windows on west side;  and

•  original interior features including fir floors; five-
paneled wood doors with original hardware.

	  

CAmpBeLL reSIDeNCe IN THe eArLy 20TH CeNTUry 
(GLeNBoW ArCHIveS ND-2-72)
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gp viCKerS reSiDenCe

g. p. vickerS reSiDence 5608 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)

vickers, the designer, builder, and original owner of the 
house. vickers (1862-1937), who purchased the lot in 
1912, was a prominent Lacombe citizen who arrived in 
the area from ohio in 1906. vickers operated a successful 
lumberyard in the community and served as a one-
time Councilor. He also owned Lacombe Appliances 
and Hardware Store (built in 1913), located at 5011 
49 Street. He was responsible for the construction of 
many of Lacombe’s early and most prominent buildings 
including the Adelphi Hotel, St. Andrew’s United Church, 
the Skating rink (designed by magoon & macDonald in 
1912), the mcLear Block, and the royal Bank building 
(designed by kenneth rea in 1913). vickers’ skill and 
craftsmanship are evident in the unique design of his 
gambrel-roofed residence, which he designed and built in 
1915, after the lot was divided in 1914. 

The G.P. Vickers Residence is additionally significant 
as a good example of Lacombe’s rich architecture and 
expresses a rare example of the Colonial revival-style 
in the city. The eclectic Colonial revival-style was 
popularized throughout the United States and Canada 
beginning in the late 1800s through to the First World 
War. Characterized by its accurate interpretation of 
historical european styles of architecture and the ongoing 
pride in past architectural traditions, many Colonial 
revival-style houses display traditional and readily-
identifiable historical styles. The G.P. Vickers Residence 
is a unique and early example of a Colonial revival-
influenced residence in Lacombe and features a bellcast 
front gambreled roof with closed cornice return. The 
house also displays hallmarks of the Arts and Crafts style, 
which was typified in the use of quality local materials, 
visible in the use of sawn cedar shingles and lapped 
wooden siding, and a mix of traditional design elements 
such as its bellcast hipped-roof dormers. The G.p. vickers 
Residence illustrates a significant and rare example of the 
Colonial revival and Arts and Crafts movements during 
the formative years in the City of Lacombe. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
G.p. vickers residence include its:

• location on a large residential lot in the City of 
Lacombe set back from the property lines;

Original Owner, Designer & Contractor: George p. 
vickers 
Date of Construction: 1915 
HS 10550

StateMent oF integritY
The G.p. vickers residence has retained its original form, 
scale and massing as well as many original elements such 
as the wooden siding.  The house has been lifted and a 
new concrete foundation and basement added some time 
in the last 10 years.  As well, all of the windows have 
been replaced with fixed or vinyl windows. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The G.p. vickers residence is a unique Colonial revival-
style house located along historic 50 Avenue in the City 
of Lacombe. This one and one-half storey house on half 
a city lot features a bellcast front gambreled roof with 
cornice return, a hipped dormer roof and a variety of 
wooden siding types.  The residence is located on the 
north side of 50 Avenue, set back from the road, in a 
residential grouping. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The G.p. vickers residence is valued for its association 
with the early development of Lacombe’s local 
commercial centre and for its association with George p. 
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• residential form, scale and massing including its 
one and one-half storey height with front bellcast 
gambrel-roof; bellcast hipped-roof dormers on both 
side elevations;

• wooden-frame construction with wood shingle 
siding in the gambrel-end and wooden lapped 
siding with cornerboards on the main ground level;

• Colonial Revival-style details including closed 
cornice return at gable peak and pent roof in the 
upper end of the gambrel roof; traditional Arts & 
Crafts style elements including bellcast roof and 
dormers, variety of siding types and corner boards; 

• additional details such as internal red brick 
chimney; and

• original window openings.

WeST FACADe oF G.p. vICkerS reSIDeNCe (2012)

reAr oF G.p. vICkerS reSIDeNCe (2012)
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gourLay reSiDenCe

centre and for its association with Daniel Clark Gourlay, 
the original owner of the house, prominent Lacombe 
citizen, one-time mayor and owner of the community’s 
first lumber business. Born in Waterloo, Ontario in 
February of 1862, Gourlay completed his public school 
education at the age of 18 and proceeded to apprentice 
as a carpenter and builder. Gourlay followed the work 
west, arriving in Lacombe in 1893, where the developing 
community was in need of skilled carpenters. Upon 
settling in Lacombe, Gourlay established a successful 
lumber business, which he operated until 1910, when 
he retired to engage in other ventures. Gourlay was one 
of the community’s most active members, serving on 
Council for one year and as mayor for one year (1907). 
He was deeply involved with the agricultural society, 
acting as Director and president over his many years of 
involvement. He also served as a member of the Health 
Board, the Board of Trade, and was on the board of the 
Lacombe Brick, Tile and Cement Company. Gourlay 
was involved in the construction of many of Lacombe’s 
prominent buildings, including St. Andrew’s United 
Church, and constructed this house along 50 Avenue 
(then Barnett Avenue) for himself and his family, which 
included wife Winne Belle and his two children, melvyn 
and William. This residence serves as a testament to the 
success of the Gourlay family in Lacombe. 
 
The Gourlay residence is further valued as an icon of 
Lacombe’s high quality architecture. This house was 
constructed during the height of the boom years, and is a 
good example of edwardian-era residential architecture 
in Lacombe. The side-gabled main roof structure with 
full-height projected front-gable displays a lingering 
influence of Gothic Revival-style in rural Alberta. Familiar, 
comfortable suburban housing such as this appealed 
to a broad spectrum of the middle-class who were 
settling in the Lacombe area at the time of its first major 
development. The design of the Gourlay residence offers 
a key illustration of Gourlay’s skill and craftsmanship as a 
carpenter as well as the eastern Canadian influence on his 
design aesthetic.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Gourlay residence include its:

Original Owner: Daniel C. & Winne B. Gourlay
Designer & Contractor: George p. vickers 
Date of Construction: c.1904 
HS 10554

StateMent oF integritY
The Gourlay residence has retained many of its original 
elements including its form, scale and massing and its 
original wooden-sash windows.  The entire house in the 
last five years was lifted and a new concrete foundation 
was added.  The house was stuccoed over earlier wooden 
siding. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Gourlay residence is a unique side gabled two-
storey edwardian-era wooden-frame house with a 
projecting front gable, a three-sided bay with windows 
at the first storey and an inset asymmetrical porch with 
arched entryway. The Gourlay residence, which displays 
influences of Gothic Revival-style, is located on the north 
side of historic 50 Avenue, west of downtown, in the City 
of Lacombe. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Gourlay residence, built circa 1904, is valued as a 
symbol of Lacombe’s development as a local commercial 

gourlaY reSiDence 5706 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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• location on a large residential lot in the City of 
Lacombe set back from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing including 
its two-storey height with side-gabled main roof 
structure; projecting front gable with three-sided 
bay with windows at first storey; half-width inset 
porch with arched entryway and shed roof;

• wooden-frame construction including original 
wood siding under later stucco siding;

• Gothic Revival-style details including its steeply 
pitched roofline with narrow open eaves; cross 
gable dormer at front facade; and

• original windows such as single-hung wooden-sash 
windows with diamond patterns in the upper sash 
with exterior wooden storms.
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Cannon reSiDenCe

Cannon, who was originally from Scotland, arrived in 
Lacombe to farm along with his parents and his brother 
James. The Cannon family was one of nine original settlers 
from Almonte, ontario in 1893 who migrated to farm in 
the Lacombe area.  David and his brother started what 
became thriving farms in northwest Lacombe. David and 
his wife Agnes (nee Fargie), whom he met in ontario, 
had three children together. The construction of this 
large residence indicates the success and growth of the 
Cannons’ farming ventures in Lacombe.

The house is additionally significant as a good example of 
the high quality architecture in Lacombe.  The residence 
displays elements of the Queen Anne revival-style. 
Typical of this style is the complex, irregular form, as 
expressed through its picturesque roofline, pyramidal 
turret and projecting front bay that balances the 
partial-width front verandah. This landmark residence 
continues to contribute to the character of this residential 
neighbourhood. 

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Cannon residence include its:

• location on one of Lacombe’s original massive 
residential lots; 

siting on the north side of 50 Avenue in a • 
residential context west of downtown Lacombe;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its: two- storey height; complex multi-pitched 
roofline with side-gabled roof; projecting front 
gable with pent roof and three-sided, two-storey 
bay with windows; three-sided bay with windows 
at first storey on east elevation; pyramidal turret 
and partial-width front verandah topped by second 
storey balcony;

• wood-frame construction with original wooden 
drop siding covered by later stucco cladding;

• elements of the Queen Anne Revival-style such 
as complex asymmetrical massing; pyramidal 
turret; partial-width front verandah; closed cornice 
returns; bargeboards;

• original window pattern and openings with variety 

Original Owner: David and Agnes Cannon 
Date of Construction: 1905 
HS 10555

StateMent oF integritY
The Cannon residence has many original intact elements 
including its form, scale and massing and central turret.  
The entire house was stuccoed over the original wooden 
siding sometime in the 1990s.  many of the original 
windows were replaced as well. A large addition was 
added at the back of the house at the same time. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
Located on 50 Avenue, in a residential neighbourhood just 
west of downtown in the City of Lacombe, the Cannon 
residence is a large two-storey Queen Anne revival-style 
dwelling. Noteworthy features of this residence include its 
complex multi-pitched roof with pyramidal turret, two-
storey, three-sided bay with windows and partial-width 
front verandah topped with a second storey balcony. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric place
This historic resource built in 1905 is valued for its 
connection to Lacombe’s rich agricultural history through 
association to David m. Cannon and his family, who 
were among the earliest farming settlers in Lacombe. 

cannon reSiDence 5712 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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of shapes, including arched and hexagonal; a three-
sided bay on the west side; and 

• original interior features such as hardwood floors 
and wooden trim.

SoUTHWeST CorNer oF CANNoN reSIDeNCe (2011)

reAr oF CANNoN reSIDeNCe (2011)
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SteWart reSiDenCe

Situated directly between Calgary and edmonton, 
Lacombe was located along of the C&e railway line 
completed in 1891. The arrival of the Canadian Pacific 
railway (Cpr) branch line in 1905 via Alix, connected 
Lacombe to the main line of the Cpr, and later the Grand 
Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern Railway, attracting 
a population that came to take advantage of burgeoning 
agriculture and railroading expansion that was occurring 
at the time. Speculators and promoters bought land and 
developed in an effort to bring as many people to the 
community as possible. This historic resource is a unique 
example of upper-class housing in Lacombe that was 
developed during this prosperous period of growth. 

The Stewart residence has additional heritage value for 
its connection with first owners and occupants, Alexander 
Stanley Stewart and his wife, who named the residence 
‘Hardwick.’ Stewart, who constructed this house himself, 
played an important role in the development of Lacombe’s 
early infrastructure, working as a surveyor and civil 
engineer for the town. In 1918, Stewart sold the house 
to Floyd e. mcLeod, who was a prominent member of 
Lacombe’s community. mcLeod was proprietor of F.e. 
General Store and served as mayor between 1914 and 
1916. The house is a key example of the higher end 
residential architecture built by successful families in 
Lacombe in the 1900s. 

The Stewart Residence is also significant as an unusual 
architectural expression within the local Lacombe 
context. It is an example of an edwardian-era Bungalow. 
The house’s curved full width front-projecting verandah, 
conical-shaped dormer, and textured shingle patterning 
illustrate features of this style. other features of this 
Bungalow include wide eave overhangs, exposed 
rafter-tails, and multi-paned leaded glass windows. The 
patterned concrete block utilized on the exterior was 
fabricated by Charles L. Waldran who also fabricated the 
concrete blocks for the entrance and window casings of 
the Lacombe Hotel (4964 Highway 2A), built in 1907-8.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Stewart residence include its:

• location on the north side of 50 Avenue on a 
residential lot west of Lacombe;

Original Owner: Alexander Stanley Stewart 
Contractor: Alexander Stewart 
Date of Construction: 1908 
HS 10556

StateMent oF integritY
The Stewart residence  has many original intact elements 
including its form, scale and massing, patterned concrete 
block cladding and wooden sash windows.  The dormers 
were recently re-sided sympathetically with new wooden 
shingle siding.  At some point post 1980s, the balcony was 
removed from the second storey at the front of the house. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Stewart residence is a one and one-half storey 
residence situated on the north side of 50 Avenue in a 
residential neighbourhood west of the downtown in the 
City of Lacombe. Distinguishable features of this historic 
landmark include its patterned concrete block exterior, 
curved projecting front porch, conical-shaped dormer, 
and multi-paned wooden windows. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Constructed 1908, the Stewart residence is a tangible 
link to the edwardian era of growth in Lacombe as 
the population exploded as one of central Alberta’s 
predominant commercial and agricultural centres. 

Stewart reSiDence 5718 50 avenue 
(barnett avenue)
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• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one and one-half storey height; complex 
multi-pitched roofline with pyramidal bellcast roof; 
hipped dormers and conical-shaped dormer at the 
front;

• wood-frame construction; masonry elements such 
as patterned concrete block cladding;

• Edwardian-era Bungalow elements including its 
conical-shaped dormer; curved full-width verandah 
supported by wooden lathe-turned columns; 
fishscale patterned shingling; wide eave overhangs; 
curved and exposed rafter tails, and

• original windows including multi-paned over-one 
wooden sash windows; single-hung patterned 
leaded glass-over-one wooden sash windows on 
front façade; piano window on east elevation.

reAr oF STeWArT reSIDeNCe (2011)

HISTorICAL ImAGe oF THe STeWArT reSIDeNCe, N.D. (LDHS 72-r0599-02)
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Original Owner: ellsworth o Hara
Date of Construction: 1919
HS 10477

StateMent oF integritY
The Follis Drug Store/Sweet’s pharmacy was part of the 
late 1980s main Street program.  many original elements 
such as the cast metal pipe columns, bulkhead recessed 
signband and pressed metal cornice and original and 
in good condition.  A portion of the brick façade was 
damaged recently but replaced with a period appropriate 
replica.  In the interior, the pressed tin ceiling is intact and 
in good condition.    

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy is a one-storey 
brick clad building located on the west side of 50 Street 
in downtown Lacombe. The building is part of a grouping 
of connected commercial edwardian buildings of similar 
design and scale in downtown Lacombe. The building 
is distinctive for its single storefront with inset central 
entryway and a minimally adorned pressed metal cornice. 
The building was one of 31 buildings in the City of 
Lacombe involved in the main Street program from 1987 
to 1993. The façade was restored during this program.

foLLiS Drug Store | SWeet’S pharmaCy

FolliS Drug Store/Sweet’S pHarMacY  

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy is of value to 
the community for its contribution to Lacombe’s thriving 
local commercial centre in the post First World War, 
late edwardian era. Lacombe witnessed its biggest boom 
period from 1905 to 1913 as a result of its positioning 
as a terminus for a Cpr branch line running east to 
Alix, as a stopping point on the C&e railway between 
Calgary and edmonton and for its rich agricultural lands, 
bringing workers, amenities and infrastructure into the 
area. During the First World War, Lacombe continued 
to export agricultural goods to communities throughout 
Canada. The date of Inter-war construction demonstrates 
the agricultural boom that occurred during and after the 
First World War, a time when rising food prices brought 
new prosperity to local farms. many local residences and 
buildings on 50 Street were built during the war years, 
an unusual pattern at a time when there was little other 
domestic construction in the province. Local businesses 
emerged as a result to support the population surge of 
successful agricultural and related industries. 

originally owned by ellsworth o Hara (e.o.) Follis, the 
one storey, brick clad building was constructed in 1919. 
Follis, who was born in kingston, ontario on February 
14, 1891, was trained as a chemist and served in the 
First World War. He settled in Lacombe with his wife, 
mildred J. Follis after the war. He owned this building and 
operated the Follis Drug Store until it was sold to W.C. 
Sweet in 1925. It was re-opened as Sweet’s pharmacy 
by 1928. Sweet’s pharmacy was an important local 
commercial centre, providing general goods, supplies, 
candy, and medicine to residents and was especially 
popular with local children. An alley between the 
royal Bank building and Sweet’s pharmacy housed a 
weight scale used for fortune telling and local resident, 
Walter Baines ran an outdoor popcorn stand. During the 
Christmas season, Santa Claus would set up in this alley. 
The Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy Building reigned 
as an important commercial icon in downtown Lacombe 
for many years. 

The Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy building is 
also significant for its contribution to a distinct Lacombe 
architectural style that dominates the downtown 
commercial core This downtown core is notable as one 

5008 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 
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of the most intact historic streetscapes in Alberta. Low 
density historic commercial buildings in Lacombe share 
common elements represented in this building through 
its storefront with large retail windows and multi-paned 
windows above, central recessed entryway, wood 
panelled bulkhead, recessed signband and pressed tin 
cornice. The Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy building 
is a well-preserved and relatively intact example of the 
unique architectural style that is found in the downtown 
core in Lacombe. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Follis Drug Store / Sweet’s pharmacy building include its:

• location on the west side of 50 Street with close 
setbacks to the street;

• setting amoungst and connection to historic brick 
structures of similar age and scale in the downtown 
area of the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including 
its one-storey height with full basement and 
rectangular plan; 

• masonry construction with pressed red brick with 
red mortar and concrete foundation;

• Edwardian Classical Revival style details including: 
storefront with central recessed entryway; large 
storefront windows; wood panelled bulkhead; cast 
iron pipe columns; recessed signband and pressed 
metal cornice; and

• interior details such as pressed tin ceiling and 
mouldings; high ceiling; display shelving at 
storefront.
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Original Owners: W.F. puffer and Hop Chung 
Date of Construction: 1911
HS 10478

StateMent oF integritY
The puffer Chung Block is well preserved and has many 
original elements including pressed metal cornice, 
double-hung wooden windows, and original storefronts, 
including coloured glass multipane windows above the 
storefront windows. The building requires painting of the 
wood elements.  

The interior spaces have been altered at the storefront 
level over the years but do have original flooring in 
some areas.  The second storey has original pressed tin 
ceilings and wooden floors and trim is intact and in good 
condition. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The puffer Chung Block is a two storey brick-clad 
edwardian Classical revival-style building situated on 
the west side of 50 Street in the City of Lacombe. The 
building is part of a grouping of connected commercial 
buildings of the same architectural style and age and is 
distinguished by its two symmetrical bays with storefronts 
complete with recessed entryways at the first storey and 
segmental arched window openings with an overstated 
and elaborate pressed metal cornice at the second storey. 

puffer Chung bLoCK

puFFer cHung block  5010 – 5012 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The puffer Chung Block is valued for its importance as an 
icon of the commercial core on 50 Street in downtown 
Lacombe and as the oldest building remaining on 
the block. The building was constructed in 1911 and 
symbolizes Lacombe’s thriving edwardian commercial 
centre during the boom years from 1905 to 1913. 
Following the arrival of the C&e railway in 1891, a Cpr 
branch line connecting east in 1905 and the western 
Canadian boom that occurred prior to the First World 
War, Lacombe experienced an unprecedented boom due 
to access by rail and its rich agricultural lands, bringing 
workers, amenities and infrastructure into the area. Local 
businesses began to emerge as a result to support the 
population surge of successful agricultural and related 
industries. The building houses apartment suites on the 
second storey, further contributing to the continued use 
and economic vitality of the downtown core. The puffer 
Chung building has retained its commercial use, and 
since its inception, the south bay of the building has 
continuously functioned as a restaurant. 

The Puffer Chung Block is additionally significant for its 
association to William Franklin (W.F.) puffer and Hop 
Chung as important pillars of the Lacombe community 
and as a legacy of the Chinese immigrant experience in 
Lacombe. puffer, born in ontario circa 1862, arrived in 
Lacombe in 1895 and opened a meat market in a wood 
framed building on the same lot as the current building. 
puffer, who was well respected within the community, 
served on village council from 1902 to 1905, was mLA 
for Lacombe from 1905 to 1917 and was a successful 
livestock agent for p. Burns Co. based in Calgary. He was 
also instrumental in lobbying for the Federal research 
Station in Lacombe and founded the Lacombe masonic 
Lodge which ran meetings on the second storey for over 
50 years. The lot next to puffer’s butcher shop was owned 
by Chung, a Chinese immigrant who came to Lacombe 
circa 1894. Chung operated a laundry and restaurant by 
1900. Both buildings were destroyed by a devastating fire 
on January 1, 1911. Chung and puffer partnered to build 
the current brick-clad building; puffer opened the pioneer 
meat market on the north half of the building, while 
Chung operated a restaurant, laundry and goods store on 
the south half, known as Hop Chung restaurant and later 
changed to Chung & Co. Café. puffer owned his portion 
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of the building until the 1940s and the business operated 
under its historic name until 1963. 

Chung, who owned his business until 1937, was one of 
the first Chinese in Lacombe who sojourned from the 
pearl river Delta in Guangdong China during the natural 
resource boom in the Pacific Rim in the mid to late 
nineteenth century. Due to immigration restrictions and a 
$500 head tax placed on the Chinese at the time, Chung 
was not able to bring over his wife and two daughters 
until 1908; a task assisted by William puffer. There were 
less than 100 Chinese women in Alberta at the time. 

The puffer Chung Block is also valued as a good example 
of the Lacombe style of architecture, which is dominated 
by edwardian Classical revival style. As one of the best 
preserved historic downtown cores in Alberta, the puffer 
Chung Block is a well-preserved and grand example of the 
craftsmanship and detail present in Lacombe’s commercial 
buildings. Unique edwardian Classical revival style 
elements are visible in the two symmetrical bays with 
large storefront windows and recessed doors; and brick 
corbelling and segmental arched window openings with an 
oversized pressed metal cornice and frieze with modillions 
and dentil moulding designs at the second storey. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
puffer Chung Block building include its:

• location on the west side of 50 Street with close 
setback to the street;

• setting amoungst and connection to historic brick 
structures of similar age and scale in the downtown 
area of the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including 
its two-storey height with full basement and 
rectangular plan; 

• masonry construction with red pressed brick with 
red mortar and concrete foundation;

• Edwardian Classical Revival style details including: 
two symmetrical bays separated by brick pilasters; 
two storefronts with central entryway to access 
second storey with large storefront glazing and 
multi-paned transom windows with coloured and 

textured glass; cast metal pipe columns; wooden 
soffits over recessed doors at second storey, recessed 
signbands under brick corbelling and elaborate 
pressed metal cornice and frieze with modillions 
and dentil moulding designs; 

• windows such as double-hung, one-over-one 
wooden windows set in segmental arched window 
openings; and

• interior details such as pressed tin ceilings at second 
storey; five-panel transom doors; fir floor. 
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Original Owner: ole Boode 
Builder: George mobley 
Date of Construction: 1913
HS 10480

StateMent oF integritY
Lacombe Billiards was part of the main Street program in 
the late 1980s. The entire storefront was replaced with a 
replica, which does adhere to the original design of the 
building.  The brick cladding and pressed tin cornice are 
original and in good condition.  During the main Street 
alteration, the original balustrade to the second storey was 
removed. There are portions of the balustrade and stairway 
at the second storey.  The front suite on the second storey 
is in good condition, requiring maintenance.  The original 
wooden windows at the second storey require repair and 
painting.  Interior storm windows could be considered to 
improve the energy efficiency of the second storey. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Lacombe Billiards is a two storey edwardian Classical 
revival, brick-clad building located on the east side of 
50 Street in the City of Lacombe. The building is unique 
for its tan bricks and red decorative brickwork with red 

LaCombe biLLiarDS

lacoMbe billiarDS   5013 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

mortar. Complete with storefront glazing, a recessed 
central door, symmetrical bank of windows at the second 
storey and a cornice, Lacombe Billiards is situated within 
a grouping of historic commercial buildings of the same 
design and era. The building was one of 31 buildings in 
the City of Lacombe involved in the main Street program 
from 1987 to 1993. The storefront at the main level was 
reconstructed to resemble its original design.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place 
Lacombe Billiards is significant as part of a grouping of 
early edwardian commercial buildings that dominate 
the downtown core of Lacombe, making it one of the 
best preserved historic centres in Alberta. The downtown 
commercial core retains a consistent and distinctive 
built form that is a manifestation of successive economic 
waves that followed the arrival of the C&e railway in 
1891, a Cpr branch line connecting east in 1905 and the 
western Canadian boom that occurred prior to the First 
World War. Beginning in approximately 1905 to 1913, 
Lacombe experienced an unprecedented boom due to 
its access by rail and its rich agricultural lands, bringing 
workers, amenities and infrastructure into the area. Local 
businesses began to emerge as a result to support the 
population surge of successful agriculture and related 
industries. Lacombe Billiards was completed in 1913 
as a two-storey brick-clad building with two tenancies 
that shared a common wall. Access to the second storey 
was through a doorway on the south side of the building 
façade. The building was owned by ole Boode, a Swedish 
born entrepreneur who immigrated with his family to 
Canada from the United States circa 1896. Born in 1882 
in the United States, Boode owned the royal Hotel with 
his brother Louis. Boode purchased this property in 1910 
and built a purpose-built theatre and retail building on the 
east side of 50 Street in downtown Lacombe. The theatre 
was torn down in the early 1970s. 

Lacombe Billiards is additionally valued for its role as a 
social centre for Lacombe; in particular for the men of 
the community. Lacombe has traditionally harboured a 
rich cultural and social community, in part as a result 
of many families immigrating from the same area into 
Lacombe during initial settlement and into the boom 
years. This situation has provided ample opportunities 
for development of venues, associations, and 
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cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of 
Lacombe Billiards include its:

• location on the east side of 50 Street in proximity 
to other historic brick structures in the commercial 
downtown area of the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its: 
two storey height and rectangular plan with a flat 
roof; 

• masonry construction including tan pressed brick 
cladding with red pressed brick detailing with red 
mortar and concrete foundation;

• Edwardian Classical Revival detailing such as: 
storefront at main level; symmetrical bank of 
window opening with brick lintels and pressed 
metal cornice with top knots at second storey;

•  windows such as single assembly, one-over-one 
double-hung windows; and

• interior features at second storey such as fir flooring; 
five-panelled wooden doors with hardware; wood 
trim; and original balustrade to first storey.

rex THeATre (rIGHT) AND BILLIArD 
HALL, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.896)

commemorations. Lacombe Billiards original housed a 
theatre on the north side and a harness shop on the south. 
With the adoption of the car, horses were no longer used 
as the primary mode of transportation and the harness 
business was closed. The building was purchased by e. 
Joe edgington in 1920 and the south side was re-opened 
as a men’s-only billiard hall called the Lacombe Billiard 
parlour complete with eight tables and a room upstairs 
outfitted with card tables for gambling. The billiard hall 
was a social centre for farmers and business owners to 
meet. The north side continued to function as a theatre 
called the rex Theatre, managed by George Doherty for 
many years. edgington owned the billiard hall until 1950. 
The second storey also served as a meeting hall for the 
order of odd Fellows and rebekahs who held meetings, 
dinners and dances from 1913 to 1960. 

Lacombe Billiards is significant for its contribution to 
a distinct and consistent Lacombe style of architecture 
that dominates the downtown commercial core. The 
style is in part influenced by a city by-law that required 
the use of brick for new buildings and brick cladding 
on existing buildings after a 1906 fire destroyed many 
wood-frame buildings in the downtown core. Nearly all 
of the buildings constructed after this by-law was enacted 
during this unprecedented boom period are composed of 
locally sourced brick and display an edwardian Classical 
style. This style is commonly found in eastern Canada and 
the United kingdom and explicitly expresses ties to the 
British empire. Lacombe Billiards displays this stylistic 
influence as evidenced by its storefront on the main 
storey, symmetrical window openings with decorative 
brick lintels and pressed metal cornice with top knots. The 
building was constructed with locally sourced pressed red 
and tan brick.
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Original Owner: Ben Cameron 
Date of Construction: 1934
HS 23011

StateMent oF integritY
The Lacombe photo Studio is in near original condition.  
The stucco appears to be in good condition and the 
wood windows at the second storey require maintenance 
and painting. An interior storm could be considered to 
improve the energy efficiency of the second storey.  The 
storefront has many original elements including door and 
multipane windows above the storefront windows.  

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe photo Studio is a two storey stucco-clad 
building with an asymmetrical inset storefront and multi-
paned transom and triple assembly wooden windows at 
the second storey. The building is connected as part of a 
historic streetscape in the downtown core in the City of 
Lacombe. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place 
The Lacombe photo Studio has symbolic value as 
the studio and residence of Lacombe’s most prolific 
photographer, Ben S. Cameron. For over 55 years, 
Cameron recorded the events, commemorations, 
celebrations as well as the city’s architecture. His 

LaCombe photo StuDio

lacoMbe pHoto StuDio  5014 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

photography serves as an invaluable record of the growth 
of the city during the boom years in Lacombe from 1905 
to 1913 and beyond. Cameron took over as the city’s 
professional photographer in 1910 from John Scales, 
whose studio was located to the south of the michener 
House. At the time, Cameron operated two additional 
photo studios in Bentley and ponoka. In 1934, he had 
this two-storey late edwardian revival style building 
constructed in the heart of the small commercial district of 
downtown Lacombe. Cameron ran his business out of the 
main storefront, which included two studios, a darkroom 
and a gift shop. Typical of small business owners, he lived 
in the apartment on the second floor of the building. 
Cameron was an important member of the community 
and served on the Hospital Board, modern Woodsmen 
of America, and the Garden Club, and owned and 
subdivided many residential lots in the city.  

The Lacombe photo Studio has additional value for its 
contribution to a distinct and consistent Lacombe style of 
architecture that dominates the downtown commercial 
core. The building displays a stripped down Classical 
revival aesthetic popular in the 1930s. The building has 
minimal detailing, with decorative stucco cladding, an 
asymmetrical and recessed entryway, storefront with large 
storefront glazing and multi-paned transom windows, 
and triple assembly four-over-one double-hung wooden 
windows at the second storey.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe photo Studio building include its:

• location on the west side of 50 Street connected 
to other historic brick structures of similar age and 
scale in the commercial downtown area of the City 
of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its: 
two-storey height and rectangular plan with a flat 
roof; 

• masonry construction including decorative stucco 
cladding;

• detailing typical of the 1930s stripped Classical 
revival-style such as: an asymmetrical recessed 
entryway with storefront glazing and multi-paned 
transoms; and
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• windows such as triple assembly, four-over-one 
double-hung wooden-sash windows with vertically-
proportioned upper panes.
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Original Owner: Safeway 
Architect: William Blakey 
Date of Construction: 1929
HS 16803

StateMent oF integritY
The Lacombe Safeway is a fairly intact example of the first 
Safeway design in Alberta and one of the first in Canada.  
The brick pilasters with decorative caps and Spanish 
Colonial style pantile metal roof are original and in good 
condition.  The original storefront entryway was changed 
from central to asymmetrical.  Ceramic tiles at the 
bulkhead appear to be original.  The storefront windows 
have been replaced.  A future conservation program could 
consider adding an awning back to the storefront. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe Safeway is a one-storey Spanish Colonial 
revival-style building located on the west side of 50 Street 
in the downtown historic core in the City of Lacombe. The 
building features a storefront with multi-paned windows 
below the signband, brick pilasters with decorative 
pointed caps and a pantile metal roof. The entryway is 
located on the north side of the building façade. 

LaCome SafeWay 

lacoMbe SaFewaY   5016 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Safeway building, opened December 1929,  
contains significant value as one of the first Safeway’s 
constructed in Alberta and one of a small number of the 
first Safeways built in the country. The Lacombe Safeway 
building is also valued as a representation of Lacombe’s 
long success as an important local commercial centre in 
Alberta in the late 1920s. Lacombe was easily accessible 
by rail and was rich in agricultural lands, bringing 
workers, amenities and infrastructure into the area; the 
area served as a regional hub for central Alberta for many 
years. The American-owned Safeway store introduced two 
new commercial models to the community; a self-service 
grocery store as opposed to controlled by a merchant 
behind a counter, and foreign ownership of a local 
business. Both models served to reduce labour and lower 
margins for the business, in turn providing customers with 
a higher diversity of goods at a lower price. The Lacombe 
Safeway was owned by Walter J. kraft, an American who 
managed all the Safeway stores built in Alberta during 
the early years of Safeway’s development in Canada. 
Apart from the early banks built in the city, the Lacombe 
Safeway was the first store that was not owned by a local 
resident. By the end of 1929, there were over 16 Safeways 
in the province. The Lacombe Safeway operated out of this 
building for many years and has maintained a continuous 
commercial presence in the Lacombe community. 

The Lacombe Safeway is further valued as a rare intact 
example of the early corporate architecture of Safeway 
stores and for its integration into the scale and massing 
of historic buildings in downtown Lacombe. Safeway 
stores in the US and Canada during this period utilized 
a standardized design to communicate their corporate 
identity. This modest Safeway plan, designed by edmonton 
architect, William G. Blakey, demonstrated the enduring 
popularity of the period revival movement, which evoked 
a feeling of pleasant and comfortable nostalgia. The 
Inter-war period was a time of entrenched traditionalism 
in North America, and period revival styles - often 
used in eclectic blends - reached the height of their 
popularity. Blakey’s standardized Safeway design, which 
was also utilized for Safeways in edmonton and Leduc, 
demonstrated the influence of the Spanish Colonial 
revival-style in the use of black tile bulkheads, brick 
pilasters and a red pantile metal roof. This architectural 
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style was popular in California at the time, and its use 
here implied a connection to the chic lifestyle promoted 
through Hollywood movies. California was also becoming 
fashionable as a tourist destination, as people could travel 
more readily and often took road trips to the south. The 
Lacombe Safeway recalls this typical corporate design and 
due to its modest massing and simple detailing, integrates 
well into the historic streetscape in downtown Lacombe.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Safeway building include its:

• prominent location mid-block on the west side of 
50 Street;

• setting among other historic brick structures in the 
downtown area in the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
one-storey height and rectangular plan; 

• masonry construction including pressed red brick 
with recessed grey mortar; and

• Safeway standardized design with Spanish Colonial 
revival-style features including: red pantile metal 
roof; brick pilasters with decorative caps; and 
large rectangular storefront windows with a row of 
rectangular multipaned wood windows below the 
signband.
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Original Owner: George Hotson 
Date of Construction: 1902
HS 10481

StateMent oF integritY
The Hotson Block was part of the main Street program 
in the late 1980s and the original façade was replicated.  
pressed metal siding, while original to the building was 
replaced with new and the entire front storefront was 
replaced with a new replica, including the addition of 
wood cornices that do not reflect the original design.  The 
glass in the second storey original window was replaced 
with mirrored glass, not original to the design of the 
building.  The original storefronts with multipane upper 
lights was removed at some point and replaced during the 
main Street program. Should a conservation program be 
adopted for this building, it is recommended to replace 
mirrored glass with non-mirrored glass and add new 
pressed metal cornice and storefront cornice. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Hotson Block is located on the west side of 
50 Street in the downtown core of Lacombe and is 
connected to historic buildings of the same scale and 
era. The two-storey building displays pressed sheet metal 
panels embossed with roughcast concrete block effect, 
symmetrical bays of windows and a storefront cornice. 
The building was one of 31 buildings in the City of 
Lacombe involved in the main Street program from 1987 

hotSon bLoCK

HotSon block  5018 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

to 1993. Through the program, the storefront and roof 
cornices were rehabilitated and the storefront restored to 
its 1910 appearance. pressed tin panels with faux masonry 
design were added to the second storey.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Hotson Block is valued for its association to the 
earliest development of Lacombe’s downtown core and 
the emergence of an important local commercial centre 
in Alberta. It is also of value for its association to one 
of Lacombe’s pioneer settlers and entrepreneur, George 
W. Hotson. Hotson moved two buildings to this site 
in the early 1900s, connecting them with a common 
façade complete with faux stone pressed and painted tin 
panels, a storefront cornice and an exaggerated pressed 
metal cornice with a central triangular pediment that 
stated “Hotson Block 1902”. preceding the boom period 
in Lacombe from 1905 to 1913, the Hotson Block is 
one of the oldest extant buildings in the community. 
Lacombe emerged as one of central Alberta’s predominant 
commercial and agricultural centres and was located 
directly in between Calgary and edmonton along the C&e 
railway line built in 1891. Hotson, born in ontario in 
1845, with his wife Janet (nee reid), moved to Lacombe 
circa 1901. Hotson, a jeweler and watchmaker, ran 
a jewelry store out of the south suite in the building. 
He was involved in the establishment of Lacombe’s 
first community band in the early 1900s, served on 
city council and was an avid horse racer; Hotson died 
in 1916. The building housed a number of businesses 
through time including cafes, jewelry shops, a flower 
shop, a clothing store and a bowling alley. 

The Hotson Block is additionally valued as part of a 
downtown grouping of historic buildings constructed in 
Lacombe in the early 1900s. The Hotson Block displays 
elements of the commercial edwardian style as evidenced 
through its recessed entryways at the storefront level, and 
symmetrical fenestration. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Hotson Block include its:

• location on 50 Street in downtown Lacombe and 
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connected to historic buildings of similar age, 
massing and architectural style;

• commercial Edwardian form, scale and massing 
including its two-storey height and rectangular plan 
with flat roof; recessed entryway storefronts with 
wooden soffits; cast metal pipe columns at main 
level; 

• pressed metal ‘Rock-Face Stone’ cladding; and

• original single and double assembly, one-over-one 
double-hung wooden windows.
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Original Owner: Charles Halpin 
Date of Construction: 1916
HS 10482

StateMent oF integritY
The Lacombe Globe was part of the main Street program 
in the late 1980s.  The entire façade was replicated save 
the bulkhead and the cast metal pipe columns.  The origi-
nal form and design were retained.  

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lacombe Globe building is situated mid-block 
on the east side of 50 Street in the historic downtown 
commercial area in the City of Lacombe. The one-storey 
masonry building is characterized by its flat roof and 
glass storefront with multi-paned windows and recessed 
central entrance. The building was one of 31 buildings in 
the City of Lacombe involved in the main Street program 
from 1987 to 1993. The storefront was reconstructed to 
resemble its original design.

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Globe newspaper building is significant 
as one of Lacombe’s longest running businesses and as 
representation of Lacombe’s success as an important local 
commercial centre in Alberta in the early edwardian era. 

LaCombe gLobe buiLDing

lacoMbe globe builDing  5022 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

The Lacombe Globe newspaper was first established 
in 1894 under the name The Western Globe when J.D. 
Skinner founded the business, at the time the Lacombe 
area had three separate newspapers to serve a population 
of only 110 people. Skinner sold the business to Charles 
Halpin in 1905, a retired army sergeant who was a former 
guard to Louis riel when he was being held in a regina 
jail. Halpin quickly bought out his competition and since 
then the paper has had no rival newspapers. Halpin 
had this building constructed in 1916 for production of 
the paper and it was the home of The Lacombe Globe 
newspaper until 2010.

The Lacombe Globe newspaper building is also significant 
for its role in the community life as a social hub of 
early Lacombe. As one of the oldest Lacombe entities, 
The Globe has witnessed the community’s rise from an 
agricultural settlement to its incorporation as a Town in 
1902 and to its incorporation as a City in 2010. The Globe 
brought news of two World Wars home to families waiting 
in Lacombe, and was often the only source of information 
on local and world events for Lacombe residents. The 
Globe has provided information on current events to 
Lacombe for over one-hundred years and remains a 
significant part of the Lacombe community.

The Lacombe Globe building is additionally valued 
for its modest one-storey masonry construction and 
for being part of a downtown grouping of masonry 
buildings constructed in Lacombe in the early 1900s. 
From its prosperous beginning as a link between two 
major commercial centres, Lacombe developed its own 
grand and distinct appearance. Due to the prevalence of 
brickyards in the community and the by-law requiring 
downtown buildings to be constructed of brick after 1906, 
many of the downtown commercial buildings today are 
the original brick buildings that were constructed in the 
early 1900s. This, together with the superb preservation 
of early 20th century architecture, brings attention to 
Lacombe as one of the most well preserved historic 
streetscapes in Alberta. many buildings in the downtown 
core display a distinctive Lacombe style, typified by the 
edwardian Classical revival style. The Lacombe Globe 
building, like many of the commercial buildings in the 
city, exhibits modest scale and massing coupled with local 
materials and elegant detailing. 
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LAComBe GLoBe prINT 
room (LDHS 90.1.948)

LAComBe GLoBe, N.D. 
(LDHS 90.1.770)

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Globe building include its:

• prominent location mid-block on the east side of 50 
Street;

• setting among other historic brick structures in the 
downtown area of the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its: 
one-storey height; and

• masonry construction including red pressed brick 
cladding with recessed gray mortar.
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Later Historic Name: owl Store 
Date of Construction: 1912
HS 10483

StateMent oF integritY
The S.m murray General Store has gone through 
many renovations over the years.  The current building 
represents a renovation that occurred in the 1930s where 
stucco and moderne design elements were added to 
the building including horizontal multipane windows 
above the storefront and the Cat’s Whisker pediments. 
The building represents changing value through time and 
should be preserved in its current form. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place 
The S.m. murray General Store is a two-storey building 
located on the west side of 50 Street in the downtown 
neighbourhood in the City of Lacombe. Located mid-
block between other historic Lacombe structures, the store 
is characterized by its unique Streamline moderne style 
architecture featuring black ‘whisker’ pediment detailing 
along the roofline and multi-paned windows with a 
recessed central front entrance way. 

S.m. murray generaL Store

tHe. S.M. MurraY general Store 5024 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built in 1912, the occupancy of the S.m. murray General 
Store is valued as the primary period of value for the 
building as well as for its role in the community life of 
Lacombe as a social hub and gathering place through 
its many incarnations over its near one-hundred year 
history. The store, originally constructed as a billiard hall, 
would have been at the centre of the Lacombe social 
scene; attracting people from across the community to 
play, socialize and imbibe. The building was converted 
next to S.m. murray’s General Store, which was an 
important landmark in the early life of the small Lacombe 
community. General stores were often the ‘one-stop’ 
locations in small communities, selling everything from 
dried goods to clothing to tobacco. The S.m. murray 
General Store remained in this capacity for many years, 
through its transition from a typical Lacombe masonry 
building to a unique moderne style shop in the 1930s. The 
S.m. murray General Store continues to be an important 
landmark in the Lacombe community. 

The S.m. murray General Store is additionally valued for 
its later Streamline moderne style architecture associated 
with the owl Store, which is unique in the City of 
Lacombe. originally constructed in the typical edwardian 
era style of downtown Lacombe buildings featuring 
masonry construction, a large brick cornice and heavy 
brackets, the store was updated in the 1930s when the 
owners decided to change the exterior of the building 
to suit the new trend in architecture. The façade was 
stuccoed in white, the cornice was removed, and simple 
black pediments were added to the building known as 
‘The Cat’s Whiskers’. Reflecting the Streamline Moderne 
style of the time, the S.m. murray General Store remains 
one of the most unique buildings in the City of Lacombe. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
S.m. murray General Store include its:

• prominent location mid-block on 50 Street;

• setting among other historic brick structures in the 
downtown area in the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including its 
two-storey height and rectangular plan; 
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LeFT: oWL STore, 1936 (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS ND-2-126) rIGHT: orIGINAL SToreFroNT WITH pooL HALL AND BoWLING ALLey, N.D. (LDHS 
90.1.847)

S.m. mUrrAy GeNerAL STore, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.907)

• masonry construction beneath later stucco 
associated with the S.m. murray General Store;

Streamline moderne architectural style associated • 
with the owl Store including: the black ‘Cat’s 
Whiskers’ pediments; the simple white stuccoed 
façade; and the multi-paned glass storefront with 
recessed central front entrance way with black and 
white wood detailing; and

• 1930s multi-paned and fixed wood frame storefront 
windows.
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Original Owner: William Sage 
Later Historic Name: Simpsons-Sears Limited Building 
Date of Construction: 1917
HS 10484

StateMent oF integritY
The Saunders Service Garage has been altered from its 
original form; however, the original form and scale of the 
building have been preserved.  The building underwent 
a series of alterations that added stucco cladding to the 
original brick cladding and altered the central entryway to 
allow for two doors on each side of the façade.  vitrolite 
panels were added sometime in the 1950s.  The modern 
character of the building should be preserved and restored 
to represent its changing use through time. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Saunders Service Garage building is a one-storey 
structure with a second storey set back from the street.  
The building features a stucco clad façade and green 
and black vitrolite storefront connected to buildings of a 
similar age along 50 Street in downtown Lacombe. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Saunders Service Garage building is valued as a 
representation of Lacombe’s success as an important local 

SaunDerS ServiCe garage

SaunDerS Service garage  5026 50 Street 
(nanton Street) 

commercial centre in Alberta in the early edwardian and 
World War one era. Constructed in 1917 during a time 
when construction and development was slow due to 
World War one, the Saunders Service Garage building 
represents the lasting effects of the unprecedented 
economic boom experienced in Lacombe from 1905 to 
1913. This boom was due to Lacombe’s access by rail and 
its rich agricultural lands, bringing workers, amenities 
and infrastructure into the area. Local businesses began 
to emerge as a result to support the population surge 
of successful agricultural and related industries. The 
Saunders Service Garage building was first built for 
William Sage, a local businessman who operated a gas 
station and repair service out of the building. Later, when 
Simpsons-Sears Limited began its operation as a small 
catalogue and retailer in 1952, the building was converted 
to a small clothing and goods store. Simpsons-Sears 
Limited was formed in 1952 when the Canadian robert 
Simpson Company joined with the American Sears, 
roebuck and Co. in order to enter previously untouched 
market areas. Throughout its early years as a gas station 
and repair service shop through to its long history as the 
Simpsons-Sears Limited Store, the building has maintained 
a continuous commercial presence in the Lacombe 
community. 

The Saunders Service Garage building is significant for its 
contribution to a distinct Lacombe style of architecture 
that dominates the downtown commercial core. The 
building is a unique commercial building in the Lacombe 
community, which, upon construction in 1917, most 
likely resembled the majority of masonry buildings 
in downtown Lacombe. The building serviced the 
automobile industry, then new to Lacombe and housed 
Frizzell’s electric on the north side. Automobile garages 
were an important business in Lacombe due to the city’s 
central positioning between Calgary and edmonton. 
many garages emerged during the early automobile age 
and housed both gas stations and garage shops. Due 
to its later role in the 1950s as the retail location of the 
Simpsons-Sears Limited chain, the building would have 
been an important local shopping spot, which provided 
the people of Lacombe with the most up-to-date fashions 
and merchandise. As one of the main local destinations 
for clothing, shoes, and other household goods in the 
1950s, the building would have been updated along with 
its merchandise; its current appearance reflects this trend 
of modernization. Characterized by its stuccoed façade 
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SAUNDerS ServICe GArAGe AND FrIzzeLL’S 
eLeCTrICAL SUppLIeS, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.903)

with black and green vitrolite storefront, the Saunders 
Service Garage building remains as an example of a 
unique, modernized commercial building in the Lacombe 
community. 

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS 
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Saunders Service Garage building include its:

• prominent location mid-block on 50 Street;

• setting among other historic brick structures in the 
downtown area in the City of Lacombe;

• commercial form, scale and massing including: its 
one-storey height with second storey suite at the 
rear and rectangular plan; 

• masonry construction beneath later stucco as part of 
the Saunders Service Garage building;

• Moderne architectural style features including: the 
black and green vitrolite storefront associated with 
the Simpsons-Sears building; 

• original windows and window openings; and 

• original interior features including fir floors and 
trim.

SAUNDerS ServICe GArAGe, oN rIGHT, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.907
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St. anDreW’S uniteD ChurCh

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
St. Andrew’s United Church, built 1908-09, is significant 
as a community institution that has served the spiritual 
needs of the Lacombe community for over a century. 
Lacombe’s presbyterian congregation was founded in 
November 1892, with the first church constructed in 
1895 by robert mcNaughton. As Lacombe’s population 
grew with the emigration of presbyterians from Scotland 
and Ireland, so too did this congregation, necessitating a 
larger place of worship. With funds raised by the church’s 
women’s group, construction of a new church began in 
1908 and it was dedicated on January 31, 1909, opening 
as St. Andrew’s presbyterian Church. In 1922 the town’s 
methodist and presbyterian congregations voted to join 
forces,  thereafter becoming St. Andrew’s United Church. 
The church continues to serve the religious needs of the 
community today.

St. Andrew’s United Church has additional significance 
as a key example of the high quality of Lacombe’s 
architecture, which displays Gothic revival-style 
references. Built at a cost of $12,315.93, it was 
constructed by local builder G.p. vickers. The Gothic 
revival style was one of the most favoured architectural 
expressions for religious structures in Alberta. Clad in 
red brick, this historic landmark features elegant Gothic 
pointed-arch windows, a steeply pitched front gabled roof 
and a corner belfry. Later additions provide evidence of 
the church’s evolution over time, including  modifications 
to the corner entry and additions at the rear and side 
elevations. Although changes have occurred, the building 
remains an important historic landmark in Lacombe. 

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of St. 
Andrew’s United Church include its:

• prominent corner location at 51 Avenue and 53 
Street in Lacombe;

• ecclesiastical form, scale, and massing as expressed 
by its two-storey height, plus basement; rectangular 
plan with basement; steeply-pitched front gabled 
roof; corner belfry topped with quadrilateral shaped 
steeple with pyramidal roof;

Original Name: St. Andrew’s presbyterian Church 
Contractor: G. p. vickers 
Date of Construction: 1908-09 
HS 32881

StateMent oF integritY
St. Andrew’s United Church is a key historic resource 
in Lacombe with many original elements including its 
brick cladding, steeple and windows.  The church has 
had several additions through the years that have caused 
stress fractures to the brick cladding on the west side of 
the original building.  An enclosed entryway was added 
on the front corner of the building at the steeple and a 
large extension was added in the 1980s at the rear of the 
church. Louvred vents were added to the church steeple 
to enclose the belfry. A 1950s addition was added on 
the east side including offices and a hall. The interior has 
been renovated extensively. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
St. Andrew’s United Church is a large red brick church 
with Gothic revival-style inspired architecture situated at 
the corner of 53 Street and 51 Avenue in Lacombe. The 
building is identifiable by its steeply pitched front-gabled 
roof, pointed Gothic-pointed-arch windows, and large 
corner belfry. 

St. anDrew’S uniteD cHurcH 5226 51 avenue 
(HaMilton avenue)
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• masonry construction with red-pressed brick with 
red mortar and concrete foundation; 

• Gothic Revival details such as: steeply-pitched roof; 
Gothic pointed-arch windows; and open belfry in 
the steeple; 

• additional decorative features such as shingle 
patterning and half-timbering in the gable ends; 
brick stringcourses; and horizontal brick patterning 
above windows;

• original windows including: Gothic pointed-arch 
wooden frame windows with diamond-leaded 
panes in single and triple assembly; 2-over-2 
single-hung windows; later additions of stained and 
patterned glass windows; and

• interior features such as wooden trim. 

	  ST. ANDreW’S CHUrCH AS IT AppeAreD IN THe 1910S 
(LDHS 90.1.294C)

INTerIor oF ST. ANDreW’S CHUrCH, 1940S (mICHeNer 
HoUSe mUSeUm AND ArCHIveS)

INTerIor oF SANCTUAry (2012)
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hay reSiDenCe

The Hay Residence is further significant for its high 
quality architecture, which demonstrates elements of the 
Craftsman style. The Craftsman style was popularized 
through periodicals and plan books, expressing both the 
traditional aspects of the Arts and Crafts movement as well 
as modern lifestyles. Efficient, rational floor plan, where 
small rooms were situated around central living rooms, 
reflected the reality that most families after the end of the 
First World War could no longer afford domestic help. 
elements of the Craftsman-style are evident in its one and 
one-half storey massing, its full width porch with open 
balustrade, and shed roof dormer. 

Further value is attained through this residence’s affiliation 
with first owners and occupants, David Hay and his wife. 
Hay was proprietor of Watt Hay’s Gents Furnishings in 
the mcLear Block located on 50 Avenue in downtown 
Lacombe. Hay was an active member of the community, 
serving on the volunteer Fire Department. This house is 
reflective of the success of commercial business owners 
during the Inter-war period in Lacombe in the 1920s.   

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Hay 
residence include its:

• location on a residential lot with a wide set back 
from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its one and one-half storey height; steeply-pitched 
side gabled roof; large shed dormer; and low-
pitched side-gabled roof addition at the rear;

• wood-frame construction with original wooden 
siding covered by later stucco and a cedar shingle 
roof; 

• Craftsman-style influences including full-width 
open verandah supported by square columns; and 
triangular eave brackets;

• original internal and external red-brick chimneys; 
and

• original windows such as 1-over-1 single-hung 
windows and 6-over-1 single-hung windows; three-
sided bay window; and casement windows.

Original Owner: David Hay 
Date of Construction: 1924 
HS 10590

StateMent oF integritY
The Hay residence has retained its original form, scale 
and massing and is in its original location.  The house 
was stuccoed at some point, covering the original half 
timbering on the sides of the main side gables on the 
house.   

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Hay residence is a one and one-half storey wood-
frame dwelling and is identifiable by its side-gabled roof 
with cedar shingles, shed dormer, stucco siding and 
full-width open verandah. This historic resource is located 
on 51 Avenue and is set amongst houses of similar age 
and scale in a residential neighbourhood just west of the 
downtown in the City of Lacombe. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built in 1924, the Hay residence is representative of 
the boom that occurred in Lacombe during the Interwar 
period as a result of an increased demand for agricultural 
goods.  This occurred at a time when rising food prices 
brought prosperity to many agricultural communities in 
Alberta in the 1920s.  

HaY reSiDence 5316 51 avenue
(HaMilton avenue)
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reAr oF HAy reSIDeNCe (2012)

1930S vIeW oF THe HAy reSIDeNCe (LACoMbe, THe 
fIRST CenTuRy. LAComBe AND DISTrICT CHAmBer oF 

CommerCe. 1982)
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morriSon reSiDenCe

valued as a symbol of the growth of Lacombe’s economy 
during the Inter-war period.  The morrison residence was 
the home of prominent local resident and entrepreneur, 
W. Norman morrison. In partnership with James Johnston, 
Morrison operated the community’s first general store and 
subsequently opened m&J Hardware in 1906 located in 
Lacombe’s commercial center on 50 Avenue downtown. 
The prosperity of this business enabled the addition of a 
Ford motorcar repair shop and garage at the back of the 
shop in 1912. morrison also owned Fox Farm between 
1912 and 1920. He was additionally active in political 
circles, serving as mayor of Lacombe between 1917 and 
1920, and was a founding member of the Board of Trade. 
The residence is a reflection of the success of Morrison in 
the Inter-war period.

The morrison residence is additionally valued as an 
outstanding example of Colonial revival architecture, 
and is a rare example of the style in Lacombe. Built by 
prominent local contractor Bert Newman, the house 
was built for a cost of $12,000;  it is likely that Newman 
adapted a pattern book design for the house. Typical 
of period revival houses, the Newman residence 
demonstrates the modern ideals of economy with solid 
design and quality materials. The symmetrical façade, 
eyebrow dormer, and front enclosed porch of the 
morrison residence is a demonstration of the popular 
recreation of vernacular period revival styles between the 
two World Wars; a time of entrenched traditionalism and 
nostalgia. The historic dwelling has been well-maintained 
and continues to contribute to the historic character of the 
neighbourhood. 

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
morrison residence include its:

• location on a residential lot with minimal set back 
from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its two-storey height; high-pitched gambrel roof 
with wall dormer and eyebrow dormer;

• wood-frame construction with wooden lapped 
siding;

• influences of Colonial Revival-style such as: 

Original Owner: W. Norman morrison 
Contractor: Bert Newman 
Date of Construction: 1919 
HS 10595

StateMent oF integritY
The morrison residence is in near original condition and 
has retained its original location, form, scale and massing, 
its wooden siding, and wooden-sash windows. The house 
is well maintained and is a key historic resource in the 
City of Lacombe.

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The morrison residence is an elaborate two-storey 
Colonial revival residence situated on 51 Avenue in a 
residential neighbourhood west of downtown in the City 
of Lacombe. This historic landmark is distinguishable 
by its symmetrical massing, high-pitched gambrel roof, 
prominent central eyebrow dormer, and central enclosed 
front entrance with balcony above.

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Constructed in 1919, the morrison residence is an 
important heritage landmark in the community and is 

MorriSon reSiDence 5331 51 avenue
(HaMilton avenue)
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gambrel roof; central projecting enclosed porch; 
closed cornice returns; dentil moulding; second 
storey balcony over central porch;

• original internal and external red-brick chimneys;

• original windows such 6-over-1 single-hung 
wooden windows in single assembly and multi-
paned wooden casement windows;

• original multi-paned front door; and

• associated landscape features including red-brick 
path.

reAr oF morrISoN reSIDeNCe (2012) eArLy 20TH CeNTUry WeDDING IN morrISoN 
reSIDeNCe BACkyArD (GLeNBoW ArCHIveS ND-2-298

vIeW oF morrISoN reSIDeNCe IN 1981 (LDHS 90.1.1773)

NorTHeAST CorNer oF morrISoN reSIDeNCe (2012)
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Dr. SteWart reSiDenCe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built 1927, the Dr. Stewart Residence is significant as 
part of a grouping of high-quality houses constructed in 
the 1920s on 51 Avenue during the Interwar period in 
Lacombe. Due to rising food prices, many agricultural 
communities like Lacombe, experienced a brief period 
of growth and prosperity in the Inter-war years.  The 
Dr. Stewart residence demonstrates this period of 
prosperity through its finely crafted Craftsman style and 
handsome detailing. The Craftsman style was popularized 
through periodicals and plan books, expressing both the 
traditional aspects of the Arts and Crafts movement as 
well as modern lifestyles. Efficient, rational floor plans, 
where small rooms were situated around central living 
rooms, reflected the reality that most families, especially 
after the end of the First World War, could no longer 
afford domestic help. The house features hallmarks of 
this popular residential style with a low-pitched roofline, 
triangular eave brackets and a front projecting entryway 
supported by wooden columns on tapered cobblestone 
piers. The house was one of many finely built houses 
constructed on this section of 51 Avenue in the 1920s.  

The Dr. Stewart residence is further valued for its 
affiliation with the house’s second owners, Dr. Frank 
S. Stewart, a local dentist, who lived here with his wife 
for many years.  The land was first owned by the Baptist 
Church, who subdivided the land in 1925.  Well-known 
local photographer, Ben S. Cameron purchased the lot in 
1925 and built the residence in 1927.  He sold it the same 
year to Dr. Stewart and his wife. The residence reflects the 
prosperity of the Stewart family in Lacombe.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Dr. 
Stewart residence include its:

• location on the north side of a residential lot on 51 
Avenue with minimal set back from the property 
lines;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one- storey height; low-pitched front gabled 
roof with corner inset entryway and front-projecting 
half-width porch;

Original Owner: Ben S. Cameron; Dr. Frank S. Stewart 
2nd owner  
Date of Construction: 1927 
HS 18770

StateMent oF integritY
The Dr. Stewart residence has some elements of its 
original design intact, including the original form 
and massing and the front porch.  The entire house 
has recently been clad in vinyl siding and aluminum 
bargeboards and soffits replaced the original wood 
elements.  A front gabled extension was added post 1940s 
on the east side of the house, but mimics the original 
design of the residence.  The cobblestone piers and stone 
wall are in good condition.  Windows have all been 
replaced and window openings have changed from their 
original design.  There are some original window openings 
on the front and rear façade. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
Located on the north side of 51 Avenue, west of 53 Street 
and downtown in the City of Lacombe, the Dr. Stewart 
residence is a one-storey, wooden-frame Craftsman 
Bungalow. Noteworthy features of this historic residence 
include its front-gabled low-pitched roof, inset corner 
entryway and projecting front gabled half-width porch 
with triangular eave brackets, supported by square 
columns set on tapered cobblestone piers.

Dr. Stewart reSiDence 5312 51 avenue
(HaMilton avenue)
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• construction materials such as: original wooden-
frame construction; wooden siding under later vinyl 
siding; wooden trim; masonry elements such as 
cobblestone tapered piers and stone wall;

• Craftsman influences including: half width 
porch with triangular brackets; closed balustrade 
supported by square wood columns on tapered 
cobblestone piers topped with parged concrete 
caps;

• original fenestration including some window 
openings and original wooden front door with 
mulitpane-lights; 

• original red-brick interior chimney; and

• spacious, open large lot. 
reAr oF Dr. STeWArT reSIDeNCe (2012)
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jaCKSon reSiDenCe

with many intact historical houses. 
 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built circa 1912, the Jackson residence is valued as 
reflective of the high quality residential architecture built 
in Lacombe in the 1910s and is a key example of the 
success and affluence of many of Lacombe’s residents at 
this time. Built during Lacombe’s primary period of growth 
from 1905 to 1913, the property was originally owned by 
G. Tom Jackson, a Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) agent 
in Lacombe. Jackson served as the primary Cpr agent 
in Lacombe for many years and was mayor from 1927 
to 1931. Jackson was an agent for the Cpr branch line 
completed in 1905 via Alix, which connected Lacombe 
to the main line of the Cpr. The completion of the railway 
and burgeoning agriculture and commercial expansion 
enticed ample  new settlement into the area. many of the 
larger, estate homes were built in this area and the quality 
and craftsmanship of this elegant residence reflects the 
success and prosperity of the Jackson family in Lacombe. 

The Jackson Residence is additionally significant as an 
intact example of Queen Anne revival-style, which was a 
ubiquitous style in Lacombe in the 1910s, particularly for 
larger residences. The residence, elaborated through the 
use of carpenter ornamentation and complex rooflines, 
demonstrated the introduction of new technology at a 
time when steam-driven band saws, drills and lathes 
had become readily available. Typical of the Queen 
Anne revival style is the complex, irregular form as 
expressed through its picturesque pyramidal roofline and 
projecting front and side bays with pent roofs accented by 
a partial-width front verandah. The verandah is detailed 
with Classical-inspired turned columns.  The elegant 
residence is situated set back from the road on one of 
Lacombe’s original large lots and continues to contribute 
to the character of this largely historical residential 
neighbourhood. 

Original Owner: G . Tom Jackson 
Date of Construction: c.1912 
HS 10597

StateMent oF integritY
The Jackson residence has maintained its original 
form, scale and massing and context including original 
pyramidal and projecting front and east façade rooflines.  
The residence has been re-clad in vinyl siding in the last 
10 years over original lapped siding and soffits have been 
replaced with aluminum.  The residence originally had a 
full-width wrap around open verandah.  By the 1980s, the 
middle portion of the verandah under the projecting gable 
was infilled.  The front and east sides of the verandah were 
infilled recently;  the porch columns are intact in the infill.  
In the early 1980s, a six-sided oriel at the projecting front 
gable was removed and replaced with a plain wall.  All of 
the windows and their openings have been changed since 
the 1980s.  The windows were originally multipane sash-
over-one, single-hung wooden-sash windows. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Jackson residence is a two-storey Queen Anne 
Revival-style residence with a pyramidal roofline and 
projecting pent roof extensions on the front and east 
facades.  The residence, which features a partial width 
open verandah with turned columns, is situated on a large 
lot on the north side of 51 Avenue, in a residential context 

JackSon reSiDence 5338 51 avenue
(HaMilton avenue)
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cHaracter DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Jackson residence include its:

•  location on the north side of a residential lot on 51 
Avenue with minimal set back from the property 
lines;

•  residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its two-storey height with pyramidal roofline and 
narrow overhanging eaves;

•  construction materials such as: original wooden-
frame construction; wooden siding under later vinyl 
siding; wooden trim;

•  Queen Anne Revival influences including: 
projecting pent roof gables on front and east 
façades; east façade gable with saw tooth wooden 
shingles in gable peak; half-width porch with 
turned columns;

•  an original window opening on rear façade; 
original front door opening;

•  original corbelled red-brick interior chimney in 
front and interior red brick chimney in back; and

•  siting on one of Lacombe’s original large property 
lots.

reAr oF Dr. JACkSoN reSIDeNCe (2012)

vIeW oF JACkSoN reSIDeNCe IN 1981 (LDHS 90.1.1772)
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parSonS reSiDenCe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Parsons Residence, built circa 1912, is significant as a 
superb and intact example of middle-class edwardian-era 
housing in Lacombe, and is valued as a reminder of the 
early development of the city’s middle class residential 
neighbourhoods. Lacombe’s population boomed with 
the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in 
1905, which connected Lacombe to Alix, a hub for the 
transcontinental CPR line, the Grand Trunk Pacific and 
the Canadian Northern railway.  As Lacombe emerged 
as a predominant commercial and agricultural centre in 
Alberta, suburban development in neighbourhoods such 
as these occurred rapidly, with residential houses built to 
house new middle class labourers and trades immigrating 
into Lacombe. 

Further value is attained through this house’s association 
with Lacombe’s success as a local commercial centre 
and for its first owner and local businessman, W.P. (Percy) 
parsons and his wife Ida (nee vickerson), who owned three 
lots (Lots 12 to 14) on this block. percy moved to Lacombe 
with his brother “Duke” and beginning in the 1920s, they 
operated a jewelry store called parsons Brothers located in 
the Denike Block, on 50 Avenue in downtown Lacombe, 
which they ran for several decades. The parsons residence 
reflects the success of the Parsons family, expressing a 
finely crafted modest home influenced by the Arts and 
Crafts style. The Arts and Crafts aesthetic is visible in the 
asymmetrical massing with dormers, exposed rafter tails 
and full-width open verandah. The parsons occupied the 
house until 1919, at which time it was sold to J.C. Schade.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
parsons residence include its:

• location on a prominent corner lot with minimal 
set back from the property line on 52 Avenue at 53 
Street;

• minimal setback to property lines on a small lot; 

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its one and one-half-storey height, plus basement; 
pyramidal roof with bellcast eaves; hipped dormers; 
and full-width open front verandah;

Original Owner: W. p. (percy) and Ida parsons 
Date of Construction: c.1912 
HS 24542

StateMent oF integritY
The parsons residence is well maintained and has a good 
concentration of original elements including many of its 
windows, siding and trim.  Form, scale and massing are 
also intact save for a shed roof addition at the rear of the 
house.  The closed balustrade siding was changed from 
shingle siding to vertical boards sometime in the 1970s.  
The pyramidal roof dormers were originally shed roof and 
the original five-over-one wooden sash windows were 
replaced with vinyl after the 1980s.  

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The parsons residence is a one and one-half-storey, 
wooden-frame dwelling situated on the north side of 
a prominent corner lot on 52 Avenue at 53 Street in a 
residential neighbourhood in the City of Lacombe. This 
historic residence is distinguished by its bellcast pyramidal 
roof, hipped roof dormers, and full-width open verandah 
supported by square porch columns.  The residence has 
lane access with a small garage at the back of the lot.

parSonS reSiDence 5226 52 avenue
(oliver avenue)
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• wooden-frame construction with original wooden 
lapped siding; wooden trim and details;

• Arts and Crafts influences including: full-width 
open verandah with closed balustrade supported by 
square columns; exposed rafters; and water table;

• original fenestration including: single assembly, 
single-hung multi-light windows; piano window; 
and three sided bay with windows on west and east 
elevations; asymmetrical door; and

• additional details such as original internal red-brick 
chimney with chimney pots. 

reAr oF pArSoNS reSIDeNCe (2012)

WeST FACADe oF pArSoNS reSIDeNCe (2012)

vIeW oF pArSoNS reSIDeNCe IN 1930 (LDHS 90.1.1779)vIeW oF pArSoNS reSIDeNCe IN 1981 (LDHS 90.1.1771)
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abLe / haLL reSiDenCe

in Lacombe, and is significant as an emblem of the early 
development of Lacombe’s residential neighbourhoods. 
At this time, Lacombe’s population began to grow rapidly 
as the town emerged as a primary commercial and 
agricultural centre in Alberta. Situated directly between 
Calgary and edmonton, Lacombe was an important stop 
along the C&e railway line, built in 1891. The arrival of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) branch line in 1905 
via Alix, connected Lacombe to the transcontinental Cpr 
rail line, the Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern 
railway, and many speculative houses were built prior to 
its completion in anticipation of the impending boom to 
the area. The Able/Hall residence is an example of the 
modest houses that were built on speculation to house the 
influx of middle class trades and labourers into Lacombe 
during the start of the edwardian boom.  The Able/Hall 
residence expresses this modest design through its small, 
square massing, pyramidal roof and full-width open 
verandah with central entryway.  The house is elegantly 
detailed with decorative wooden sash windows on the 
front elevation and lathe-turned columns and scroll-cut 
brackets on the verandah. 

The Able/Hall Residence is further significant for its 
vernacular architecture and association with its first owner 
and prominent local contractor and builder, Alex Able, 
partners in patton & Able. patton & Able built many homes 
in Lacombe in the early 1900s including this residence.  
Able lived in the residence until 1912 when it was sold 
to the William Hall family, who were among Lacombe’s 
earliest pioneers. The house is a clear expression of typical 
mid-class housing in the 1910s.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Able/Hall residence include its:

• location on the south side of 52 Avenue on a 
residential lot northwest of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe;

• minimal setback from the road on a large lot; 

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its rectangular plan; one-storey height; pyramidal 
roof and full-width open verandah;

• wood-frame construction with lapped siding; 

Original Owner, Designer & Contractor: Alex Able 
Date of Construction: 1904 
HS 31759

StateMent oF integritY
The Able/Hall residence is in good condition with many 
original features and elements.  The residence displays 
many original wooden sash windows and has retained 
its open full-width verandah.  The original lapped siding 
and trim are in good condition. Several additions have 
been made to the original residence, impacting its original 
form, scale and massing. A rear addition was constructed, 
and an enclosed carport addition was built onto the east 
side of the residence. A chimney on the west side of the 
residence was also added. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Able/Hall residence is a one-storey, wood-frame 
early edwardian era bungalow with a pyramidal roof, a 
full-width open verandah and enclosed carport on the 
east side. It is located on the south side of 52 Avenue in 
a residential neighbourhood northwest of the downtown 
core in the City of Lacombe.  

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Able/Hall residence, built in 1904, has heritage value 
as a good example of middle-class edwardian-era housing 

able / Hall reSiDence 5325 52 avenue
(oliver avenue)
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cornerboards; water table; and concrete 
foundation; 

• modest vernacular detailing such as: scroll-cut 
eaves and lathe-turned columns; 

• original fenestration including: single assembly, 
single-hung wooden sash windows with decorative 
wooden tracery in upper sash; and wooden 2-over-
2 external storm windows; and

• associated shed at the rear of the property.

reAr oF ABLe/HALL reSIDeNCe (2012)
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Watt reSiDenCe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Watt residence, built in 1904, is valued as an icon of 
the high quality middle class housing built at the start of 
Lacombe’s edwardian boom and for its association with 
J. Herbert Watt, the original owner of the house. At this 
time, Lacombe’s population began to grow rapidly as the 
town emerged as a primary commercial and agricultural 
centre in Alberta. Situated directly between Calgary 
and edmonton, Lacombe was an important stop along 
the C&e railway line, built in 1891. The arrival of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) branch line in 1905 via 
Alix, connected Lacombe to the transcontinental Cpr 
rail line, the Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern 
railway, and many speculative houses were built prior 
to its completion, in anticipation of the impending boom 
to the area. The Watt Residence is a fine example of the 
modest houses that were built on speculation to house the 
influx of middle class trades and labourers into Lacombe 
during the start of the Edwardian boom.  The first owner of 
the house, Watt, was a grocery clerk at F.e. mcLeod’s and 
later, David Hay’s menswear. Its residential use for more 
than a century is a testament to its robust construction 
and the house represents the then-young community of 
Lacombe after it was given official ‘Town’ status in 1902. 

The Watt residence is additionally valued for its unique 
edwardian-era architecture and for its association to Alex 
Able, a prominent local contractor who owned patton 
and Able. patton and Able built houses in Lacombe with 
particular stylistic elements including pyramidal roofs with 
full-width porches and large first storey windows with 
decorative tracery in the upper sash. The Dutch gable roof 
and decorative shingles at the gable peak are rare design 
elements in Lacombe. Decorative features, including 
exposed and notched rafter tails, lathe-turned columns on 
the full width verandah and dentil coursing on the lintels 
above the windows in the gable end, are reminders of the 
design elements that were popular during the edwardian 
era. The Watt residence is a good illustration of the design 
of the early residential development in the city.

Original Owner: J. Herbert Watt
Designer & Contractor: Alex Able 
Date of Construction: 1904 
HS 10604

StateMent oF integritY
The Watt residence is a gem of an historic resource with 
many intact historic elements including windows, doors, 
wood detailing, siding and trim.  The front elevation of 
the house is nearly original and in good condition.  An 
addition has been added at the rear and the house was 
re-sided on the east and west elevations in vinyl siding. 
Some of the original windows have been replaced with 
vinyl windows on the side and rear of the house. The 
original brick foundation is in good condition. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Watt residence is a unique one and one-half-storey 
edwardian-era wooden frame house with a Dutch gable 
roof with decorative shingles in the gable peak. The full-
width front verandah with open balustrade and turned 
columns has a ‘cropped’ gabled roof and decorative 
tracery in the upper sash of the first storey windows. The 
Watt residence is located on the south side of 52 Avenue, 
northwest of the downtown in the City of Lacombe.

watt reSiDence 5329 52 avenue
(oliver avenue)
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cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Watt residence include its:

• location on the south side of 52 Avenue northwest 
of downtown in the City of Lacombe;

• residential form, scale and massing, as expressed 
by its one and one-half storey height with Dutch 
gable roof with narrow closed eaves and ‘cropped’ 
gable roof over verandah;

• wooden-frame construction with lapped wooden 
siding and decorative shingles at gable peak; 
wooden trim and decorative elements; red brick 
foundation; 

• Edwardian-era style details including its: full-width 
front verandah with lathe-turned columns and 
balustrade; exposed and notched rafter tails on both 
the main body and verandah; decorative dentil 
coursing on the lintels;

reAr oF WATT reSIDeNCe (2012)

DeTAIL oF GABLe peAk (2012)

• original fenestration including: multi-light, tripartite 
casement assembly in the gable end; and original 
single assembly, one-over-one wooden sash 
windows with stained glass tracery work on upper 
sash with exterior wooden storms on the main floor 
front assemblies; original paneled wooden front 
door and screen door; and

• additional details such as tapered parged chimney.
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Dr. harrington reSiDenCe

Lacombe’s first veterinarian. At this time, Lacombe’s 
population began to grow rapidly as the town emerged 
as a primary commercial and agricultural centre in 
Alberta. Situated directly between Calgary and edmonton, 
Lacombe was an important stop along the C&e railway 
line, built in 1891. The arrival of the Canadian Pacific 
railway (Cpr) branch line in 1905 via Alix, connected 
Lacombe to the transcontinental Cpr rail line, the 
Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern Railway, 
and neighbourhoods began to develop based on the 
success of its location. Born in port Arthur, ontario, Dr. 
Harrington trained as a veterinarian before traveling 
westward in search of a new home and career. Harrington 
arrived in Lacombe around 1901 and, upon settling, 
soon established the community’s first veterinary clinic, 
where he specialized in the care of horses. Harrington’s 
practice was a much-needed service in Lacombe due 
to the community’s reliance on the horse for agriculture 
and transportation; he was soon running a successful 
livery stable and opened an office along Glass Street 
(now 49 Street). Dr. and mrs. Harrington welcomed a 
son in 1913 and by 1915 had begun the construction 
of their handsome Craftsman style residence on Burris 
Avenue (now 52 Avenue). Dr. Harrington was an 
active Lacombe citizen, transitioning eventually from 
veterinary work to the fuel business; he was also a 
valued member of the odd Fellows and an Inspector of 
meats for the municipality. Dr. Harrington passed away 
in 1919, only three years following the construction of 
his house, leaving his widow and four young children.  
The fine quality and grand scale of the house reflects Dr. 
Harrington’s success in Lacombe in the 1910s. 

The Dr. Harrington residence is further valued as an 
excellent example of Craftsman-style architecture, at the 
height of popularity in the 1910s. The Craftsman-style had 
been popularized through countless periodicals and plan 
books, expressing both the traditional aspects of the Arts & 
Crafts movement as well as modern lifestyles. The house 
includes many typical tenets of the style, including a front 
verandah with a tapered square porch column resting 
on a tapered wood-shingle pier and open soffits with 
exposed rafter tails. The home’s attractive design illustrates 
an adherence to traditional domestic styles, reflecting the 
social and economic consciousness during the 1910s. At 
the time, houses were also expected to display historical 
references in order to demonstrate the owner’s good taste; 

Original Owner: Dr. J. B. Harrington 
Date of Construction: 1915-16 
HS 21644

StateMent oF integritY
The Dr. Harrington residence is in superb condition, 
requiring regular maintenance and preservation. A few 
of the windows in the back of the house and at the gable 
peak on the front façade have been replaced with new in 
the last 10 years. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Dr. Harrington residence is an exquisite one and one-
half storey Craftsman style wooden-frame house featuring 
a front-gabled roof with one-storey projecting front-gabled 
bay, exposed rafter tails, and a partial-width front porch 
with closed balustrade and a tapered square column. The 
Dr. Harrington residence is located on the north side of 
historic 52 Avenue, northwest of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric place
The Dr. Harrington residence, built in 1915-16 is valued 
for its association to the early industry development in 
the Lacombe community at a prosperous time for the 
community in 1910s and for its association with Dr. 
J.B. Harrington, the original owner of the house and 

Dr. Harrington reSiDence 5526 52 avenue
(burriS avenue)
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the Dr. Harrington residence adheres to the Craftsman 
ideals and is a unique and well preserved home in the 
City of Lacombe.

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Dr. Harrington residence include its:

• location on a large residential lot on the north side 
of 52 Avenue, northwest of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe;

• set back from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing, including its: 
one and one-half storey height with front-gabled 
main roof structure; one-storey projecting front-
gable and partial-width front porch; gabled dormer; 

• wood-frame construction including: wooden 
lapped siding on main body; wood shingle siding 
with half-timbering detailing in the gable-ends;

• features of the Craftsman-style including: open 
soffits with exposed and pointed rafter tails; pointed 
bargeboards; corner boards; partial-width front 
porch with closed balustrade and arched detailing 
at roofline; tapered square column resting on a 
wood-shingled tapered pier; and front-gabled 
dormer; 

• original fenestration including: single assembly, 
two-over-four, wooden-sash windows with exterior 
multilight wooden storms; double and triple-
assembly casement wooden sash windows; original 
window openings; three-sided one-storey bay with 
windows on west elevation; multi-light wooden 
front door; and

• additional details such as exterior red brick 
chimney with corbelled brick cap.

reAr oF Dr. HArrINGToN reSIDeNCe (2012)

SoUTHWeST CorNer oF Dr. HArrINGToN reSIDeNCe 
(2012)
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johnSon Dairy reSiDenCe

directly between Calgary and edmonton, Lacombe was 
an important stop along the C&e railway line, built in 
1891. The arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) 
branch line in 1905 via Alix, connected Lacombe to the 
transcontinental CPR rail line, the Grand Trunk Pacific and 
Canadian Northern railway, and many speculative houses 
were built prior to its completion in anticipation of the 
impending boom to the area.  
 
The Johnson Dairy residence is also valued as a remnant 
of the early agricultural industry that dominated Lacombe. 
The property was originally owned by Johnson Dairies, 
a successful dairy in the downtown core, before it was 
sold to Charles raymond in 1907. raymond, a long-
time owner of the house, was a member of the modern 
Woodmen of America.  He rented the house to George 
Doherty, a long-time tenant, who was the proprietor of 
the rex Theatre on 50 Street in downtown Lacombe. Both 
raymond and Doherty remained in the house through at 
least the 1930s. The house is highly valued as the only 
reminder of early historic Lacombe on this block, as it is 
surrounded by contemporary commercial development. 
The Johnson Dairy residence is a testament to the early 
domestic life of Lacombe and its robust construction has 
helped it remain a part of the 52 Street landscape for more 
than a century.                             

The Johnson Dairy residence is additionally valued for 
its modest late victorian-era architecture. The house was 
constructed prior to 1900, and is a good example of the 
predominant style of vernacular residential architecture 
in Lacombe around the turn of the twentieth century. 
The front-gabled main roof structure with hipped-roof 
projected front entryway is a relatively rare design in 
Lacombe and the house maintains some of its original 
integrity, as evidenced by its variety of original wood-
frame windows and form, scale and massing.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Johnson Dairy residence include its:

• location on the east side of 52 Street just west of 
downtown in the City of Lacombe; set back on 
large lot;

• residential form, scale and massing, as expressed by 

Date of Construction: prior to 1900 
HS 24611

StateMent oF integritY
The Johnson Dairy residence contains many original 
elements including its wooden sash windows and form 
and scale.  The house was clad in stucco over earlier 
(assumed) wooden siding. This addition post-dates 1924. 
The front enclosed porch and rear hipped roof addition 
were added after its construction. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Johnson Dairy residence is a one and one-half storey 
late victorian-era wooden-frame front-gabled house 
with stucco cladding. The house is distinguished by its 
enclosed off-centre wrap around porch with hipped roof 
and ribbon assembly wooden-sash windows. The Johnson 
Dairy residence is located on the east side of 52 Street, 
west of downtown in the City of Lacombe, set back on a 
large property.

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Johnson Dairy residence, built pre 1900, is valued for 
its association with the early industry development of the 
Lacombe community. At this time, Lacombe’s population 
began to grow rapidly as the town emerged as a primary 
commercial and agricultural centre in Alberta. Situated 

JoHnSon DairY reSiDence 5029 52 Street
(StanleY Street)
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its one and one-half storey height with front-gabled 
main roof structure and hipped-roof projected front 
entryway, off centre and wrapping around the south 
side of house;

• wood-frame construction with stucco cladding; 

• late Victorian-era vernacular architecture as 
expressed by its front gabled narrow massing; and

• original fenestration, including: a variety of double 
and triple assembly four-over-one single-hung 
wooden sash windows; and original paneled 
wooden front door.

reAr oF JoHNSoN DAIry reSIDeNCe (2012)

eArLy vIeW oF JoHNSoN DAIry reSIDeNCe, CA.1900 (LDHS 90.1.814)
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reSiDenCe at 5430 53 avenue

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The residence at 5430 53 Avenue in Lacombe is 
valued as a good and intact example of Lacombe’s early 
residential architecture.  The residence, which dates to 
circa 1912 represents a time when Lacombe had emerged 
as an agricultural and transportation hub in central 
Alberta.  With the development of the Cpr branch line to 
Alix in 1905, Lacombe was transformed into an important 
commercial centre for agriculture and business.  many of 
the city’s earliest and finest homes were built northwest 
of the downtown core.  This residence is an excellent 
example of the success of this early development boom in 
the community. 

The Residence at 5430 53 Avenue is also significant as 
a rare example of vernacular Late victorian folk-house 
architectural style in Lacombe.  This style, prevalent 
in Lacombe in the early 1900s, retains many original 
elements of the style including its elegant narrow cross-
gabled plan, open porch with lathe-turned columns and 
decorative millwork including decorative gable screens 
at the gable peaks.  Typical of houses constructed in the 
early 1900s to 1910s in agricultural prairie communities, 
this house benefited from the arrival of the railway, which 
meant more machinery was available via rail access to 
create decorative details that would have otherwise been 
quite simple in appearance. 

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
residence at 5430 53 Avenue include its:

•  location on the north side of 53 Avenue at the 
Calgary & edmonton Trail northwest of downtown 
Lacombe; 

•  setback from the property lines on a large irregular 
corner lot;

•  residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one and one-half storey height with original 
T-shaped gabled plan;

•  construction materials such as original wooden-
frame construction; wooden siding under later vinyl 
siding; 

Date of Construction: c.1912 
HS 104533

 
StateMent oF integritY
The residence at 5430 53 Avenue has been largely altered 
from its original condition.  It has retained its original 
form, scale and massing from the public realm and is in 
its original location. The house has been re-sided with 
vinyl siding and the soffits and bargeboards replaced 
with aluminum.  All the windows apart from an original 
wooden sash decorative piano window on the first 
storey of the east façade have been replaced with vinyl 
windows.  The window openings are intact.  In the 1970s, 
a projecting gable was added to the rear of the house, 
changing the original plan from t-shaped to cross gable. 
The current wrap around porch was originally a partial 
width porch surrounding the front and east corner of the 
house. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The residence at 5430 53 Avenue is situated on a large 
irregular corner lot at 53 Avenue and the west side 
of Calgary & edmonton Trail northwest of downtown 
Lacombe. The house is distinguished by its cross-gabled 
plan with elegant late victorian period detailing including 
wrap-around porch and decorative shingles at the 
projecting front gable peak.  The house, which dates to 
circa 1912 is associated within a residential context of 
houses of similar age and style. 

reSiDence 5430 53 avenue
(triMble avenue)
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•  Late Victorian folk-house style influences including: 
open verandah with lathe-turned columns; widow’s 
walk on east façade at second storey; front-gabled 
wall dormer on east façade and decorative gable 
screens at the gable peaks; 

•  original window openings and original diamond-
patterned piano window on first storey of east 
façade;

•  interior concrete block chimney; and

•  siting on one of Lacombe’s original large property 
lots.

NorTHeAST vIeW oF reSIDeNCe (2012)

DeTAIL oF pIANo WINDoW (2012)
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aKey reSiDenCe

city’s principal period of growth in the early edwardian 
era. At this time, Lacombe emerged as one of central 
Alberta’s predominant commercial and agricultural 
centres and was located directly between Calgary and 
edmonton along the C&e railway line, built in 1891. 
Constructed in 1905, the Akey residence was one of 
the earlier homes in the area, built the same year the 
Cpr branch line to Alix had arrived, which connected 
Lacombe to the transcontinental Cpr rail line, the Grand 
Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern Railway. This railway 
line construction brought a boom to the Lacombe area 
and many early residences were constructed to house 
the dense population who moved to the area to take 
advantage of the agricultural and railroading expansion 
occurring at the time. The Akey residence exists today 
as a representation of Lacombe’s early expansion and its 
opening up to the rest of Canada via the railways. The 
Akey lot remains on its original large city lot, which was 
surveyed in 1904.

The Akey Residence, first owned by S. Akey, is further 
valued for its edwardian-era Foursquare architecture. 
Constructed at the advent of Lacombe’s development 
boom years, the Akey residence represents an early 
example of residential construction that was built as a 
grand and elegant residence for a new Lacombe settler. 
The distinctive two-storey Foursquare plan was a popular 
pattern book design featuring square massing and a 
rational, symmetrical design.  elegant details such as the 
original stained glass tracery work in the front windows, 
separate this house from other, more modest buildings 
constructed during the same time period. 

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements of that define the heritage character of the 
Akey residence include its:

• location on a large residential lot on the north side 
of 53 Avenue, northwest of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe;

• set back from the property lines on its original 1904 
lot;

• residential form, scale and massing including its: 
two-storey height with hipped main roof structure 
with narrow closed eaves;

Original Owner: C. S. Akey 
Date of Construction: 1905 
HS 24029

StateMent oF integritY
The Akey residence has retained its original form, scale 
and massing.  The residence is currently undergoing a 
renovation and many of the later additions have been 
removed.  The lapped wooden siding is intact and in fair 
condition under later aluminum siding.  The windows, 
apart from the two front windows at the first storey have 
been replaced.  The exterior chimney has been replaced 
with a metal flue. 

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Akey residence is a two-storey edwardian-era 
Foursquare wooden-frame house with a prominent hipped 
roof, symmetrical fenestration and coloured glass tracery 
in the upper sashes of the main storey, front elevation 
windows. The Akey residence is located on a large open 
lot on the north side of historic 53 Avenue northwest of 
the downtown core in the  City of Lacombe.  

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Akey residence is valued for its association with the 
early development of the Lacombe community during the 

akeY reSiDence 5456 53 avenue
(triMble avenue)
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• wood-frame construction including: original lapped 
wooden siding under later aluminum siding;

• Edwardian Foursquare style including its: hipped-
roof with flat top; symmetrical, and square massing; 
and

• original fenestration such as its: single assembly, 
single-hung, one-over-one wooden sash windows 
with stained glass tracery work in the upper sash; 
original window openings.

reAr oF Akey reSIDeNCe (2012)
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Cranna reSiDenCe

commercial and residential buildings in Lacombe were 
constructed.  The residence is associated to W.F. Cranna, 
who contributed to the local economic boom as one of 
only a few harness makers in the town.  Cranna purchased 
the property from miss mary mcDonald in 1914 and built 
this residence the same year.  The residence was sold to 
Bill Avery in 1926; he was one of Lacombe’s early bakers 
who owned and operated Avery’s Café downtown. The 
residence remains as an important icon of the success of 
W.F. Cranna and Avery.  

The Cranna residence gains further value as an example 
of the fine quality of architecture that dominated Lacombe 
during this boom period.  The residence features an 
eclectic blend of edwardian vernacular style through 
its L-shaped plan and elegant detailing visible in the 
prominent three sided bay, whalebone bargeboards and 
exquisite coloured glass windows in the upper sash of 
many of the windows on the front façade.  The residence 
contributes to the contemporaneous historic streetscape 
along 53 Street.   

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Cranna residence include its:

• location on a narrow residential lot set back from 
the property lines on the east side of 53 Street;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its one and one-half storey height; L-shaped plan; 
and three sided bay with windows at the first storey 
on the front facade;

• wood-frame construction with wooden lapped 
siding and brick foundation;

• style details of the Edwardian period including 
cornerboards; whalebone bargeboards; and boxed 
eaves;

• original exterior red-brick chimney;

• original multilight and coloured glass over one, 
single-hung wooden sash windows with decorative 
trims; multipane piano window at entryway; 
original doorway entry; and

• interior features such as original fireplace with 
vitreous clay tile; original wood trim; chamfered 
ceiling.

Original Owner: W. F. Cranna 
Date of Construction: 1914 
HS 23766

StateMent oF integritY
The Cranna residence is in near original condition 
and has retained its original siding and many original 
windows.  The front awning over the porch was added in 
the last 30 years.  The brick foundation is failing in many 
locations on this house. 

 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Cranna residence is a one and one-half storey 
L-shaped residence located on the east side of 53 Street 
in a grouping of contemporaneous historic houses.  The 
house is distinguished through its simple vernacular plan 
with offset front entryway with a simple shed roof and 
elegant detailing including whalebone bargeboards, a 
three-sided bay with windows and exquisite colour glass 
multilight wooden frame windows.  The house is located 
in a residential context west of the downtown core in 
Lacombe.  

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Constructed in 1914, the Cranna Residence is significant 
for its association to Lacombe’s greatest period of 
growth from 1905 to 1913, when many of the historic 

cranna reSiDence 5129 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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reAr oF CrANNA reSIDeNCe (2011)

DeTAIL oF THe GABLe peAk (2011)
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garLanD reSiDenCe

lot subdivided in 1912 and built in 1913.  Garland owned 
the house until 1923, after which it was sold to James 
richardson. 

The Garland Residence is further valued as a fine example 
of the quality and craftsmanship of many of the houses 
built during this period of substantial growth in Lacombe.  
The residence features the persistence in Lacombe of an 
eclectic Arts & Crafts style featuring a variety of siding 
types including a high level of detailing, a variety of siding 
including shingle, lapped and fishscales, a bellcast roof 
with whalebone bargeboards and saddle dormers. The 
Garland residence has a unique square bay window with 
triple assembly one-over-one single-hung windows at 
the gable peak on the front façade.  The home’s elegant 
design illustrates an adherence to traditional domestic 
styles, reflecting the social and economic consciousness 
during the 1910s. At the time, houses were also expected 
to display historical references in order to demonstrate the 
owner’s good taste. The house remains intact as one of the 
earlier extant houses in Lacombe.      

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Garland residence include its:

• location on a corner residential lot with minimal set 
back from the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its one and one-half storey rectangular plan with 
bellcast front gabled pent roof at the gable end; 
closed soffits; saddle dormers and full-width porch; 
and front gabled projection at rear of house; 

• wood-frame construction with wooden shingle 
siding at basement and dormers; lapped siding on 
main; and fishscale shingles at gable peaks; parged 
faux concrete block concrete foundation;

• influences of the Arts & Crafts style such as: variety 
of siding types; complex roofline; watertable and 
bargeboards; full width porch with square porch 
columns; 

• two original internal red-brick chimneys; and

• original window openings and double and triple 
assembly one-over-one single-hung wooden sash 
windows.

Original Owner: Delmar Garland 
Date of Construction: 1913 
HS 28745

StateMent oF integritY
The Garland residence has retained nearly all of its 
original elements as well as its form, scale and massing.  
The closed balustrade with shingle siding was removed at 
some point and replaced with an open balustrade. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Garland residence is an elegant eclectic Arts & Crafts 
one and one-half storey front gabled residence with a 
bellcast roofline, a variety of shingle types and a full-width 
porch. The residence is located on a corner lot on 53 
Street at  52 Avenue in a residential neighbourhood west 
of downtown Lacombe.     

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Garland residence is valued as symbolic of the high 
quality residences built during Lacombe’s major economic 
boom from 1905 to 1913.  The land was purchased from 
the presbyterian Church, who subdivided Lot 6, plan Ix in 
1912 into four lots.  Delmar Garland purchased one of the 
three lots for sale and constructed this residence in 1913.  
The house is one of four intact and original houses on this 

garlanD reSiDence 5204 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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reAr oF GArLAND reSIDeNCe (2012)

1910S vIeW oF GArLAND reSIDeNCe; LeFT (peeL’S prAIrIe provINCeS prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003854)

FroNT oF GArLAND reSIDeNCe (2012)
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preSbyterian manSe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The presbyterian manse is valued as a symbol of the 
early development of Lacombe.  The land was originally 
owned by some of Lacombe’s earliest settlers, Andrew and 
Caroline mary Glass, who established a farmstead on this 
land in 1895 (SW Section 30, Township 40, range 26, 
West of 4th meridian); the homestead was subdivided into 
33 lots in 1899.  William John Lowe purchased Lots 6 and 
7 in plan Ix in August 1901 and built this house on the 
property in 1902.  The house remains intact as one of the 
earlier extant houses in Lacombe.  

The presbyterian manse is also valued as a testament 
to the strong spiritual presence in Lacombe and for its 
association to St. Andrew’s presbyterian Church (now 
St. Andrew’s United Church).  Discussions for a new 
presbyterian Church to replace the original church built in 
1895 were initiated in 1902 with the creation of the Board 
of management of the Church and manse Building Fund 
of the presbyterian Church in Canada. Their mandate 
was to oversee the acquisition of a new lot and manse 
for the church. The church purchased Lots 6 and 7, plan 
xI at the corner of 53 Street (formally Day Street) and 54 
Avenue (formally oliver Avenue) in February 1903 from 
William John Lowe.  The existing house plus a barn and 
well were located on the lot. Debt from acquiring the 
lots and building the church in 1908-09 were reduced 
by subdividing Lot 6 into four lots and selling sections 
in 1912.  monies from the sale of three of these lots 
was used to pay off the mortgage from the church and 
repair the manse. They retained the fourth lot with the 
existing house which they continued to use as the manse. 
Reverend Matthew White was the first minister to live 
at the manse.  It was sold to J.C. Schade in 1922 when 
the manse was moved to a property at 5406 Calgary & 
edmonton Trail in Lacombe. 

The presbyterian manse is further valued as an intact 
example of early vernacular architecture, with victorian 
elements in Lacombe.  The house is distinguished by its 
L-shaped plan with open overhanging eaves and plain 
fascia, with a sweeping gable extending off the front 
projected gable over a half-width porch; curved brackets 
support the porch and front entryway roof.  Late victorian 
elements are visible in its scroll cut detailing at the gable 
peak.

Original Owner: William John Lowe 
Date of Construction: 1902 
HS 10582

StateMent oF integritY
The presbyterian manse is in good condition, with few 
alterations from its original massing, scale and design.  
many of its original elements such as lapped siding and 
red brick chimneys are intact and in good condition.  The 
house has also maintained its two front doors, which 
were utilized when the residential house was converted 
to a manse in 1903.  In more recent times, some of 
the windows have been changed out to new fixed and 
casement vinyl windows.  The curved extension on the 
front façade is not original but was added some time after 
1913.  A hipped roof open verandah over the front door 
was original to the building, and was replaced by the 
curved extension.

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The presbyterian manse is a well preserved one and 
one-half storey L-shaped house with a bellcast roof over 
a partial width porch, set back from the main projecting 
front gable. The house is located on a narrow lot, set back 
from 53 Street in a residential neighbourhood west of 
downtown in the City of Lacombe.     

preSbYterian ManSe 5214 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
presbyterian manse include its:

• location on a narrow residential lot set back from 
the property lines;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one and one-half storey height with L-shaped 
plan and overhanging open eaves;

• wood-frame construction with wooden lapped 
siding;

• vernacular style details associated with early 
edwardian and late victorian design such as: 
bargeboards; plain fascia; cornerboards and 
watertable; curved extension off front projecting 
gable over half-width porch; curved brackets on 
the porch and roof over front entryway; scroll cut 
detailing at gable peak;

• two original internal red-brick chimneys;

• original window openings with moulding on front 
façade; original one-over-one single-hung wooden 
sash windows on rear facade; and

•  original interior features including fir floors and 
trim.

reAr oF preSByTerIAN mANSe (2012)

1910S vIeW oF preSByTerIAN mANSe; CeNTre (peeL’S prAIrIe provINCeS prAIrIe poSTCArDS pC003854)
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Lothian / giLmour reSiDenCe

A. Lothian, born in 1879 in ontario.  He married Scottish-
born Christabel, born in 1884 in ontario; they were 
residing in Lacombe by circa 1911. Lothian was manager 
of the mcDermid Drugstore, located in the mcDermid 
Block (4913-4919 50 Avenue) before it was destroyed by 
a fire in 1918.  During this period from 1905 to 1914, 
Lacombe experienced a dramatic economic boom as a 
result of the extension of the Cpr branch line to Alix in 
1905 and an increased demand for agricultural goods 
- Lacombe’s primary industry.  Many of Lacombe’s fine 
homes and commercial buildings were constructed during 
this period, including the Lothian / Gilmour residence.  
The lot was purchased by Lothian on November 28, 1912.  
The home was constructed for $2,000, and completed in 
1913.  

The Lothian / Gilmour residence is further valued as a 
symbol of Lacombe’s development of local industries 
that helped to boost the growth and diversity of the city 
through time and for its association to John Gilmour, 
the second owner of the house.  Gilmour purchased 
the house from Lothian in 1920; Gilmour moved from 
east middlesex County, ontario to Lacombe to help 
manage his brother Andrew Gilmour’s abattoir and meat 
processing and ranching business.  Andrew arrived in 
Lacombe in 1897 and was a successful rancher on land 
he owned on the current Canadian University College 
site. He established the first abattoir in Lacombe in 1910; 
it was damaged by fire in 1917 and rebuilt shortly after.  
John, an accountant by trade, moved to Lacombe to 
manage the business, taking over entirely after Andrew 
died in 1938.  John expanded the business substantially, 
becoming a buyer for p. Burns & Company in Calgary, one 
of the world’s largest meat packing industries.  Gilmour 
built the first cold storage locker facility north of Calgary, 
known as Gilmour Lockers, in 1940. John passed away in 
1964, and his son Andrew James Gilmour and wife Betty 
(nee Nalder) held possession of the house until 1973. John 
was a well respected and successful Lacombe resident 
and served on Council and the Lacombe School District 
Board and was an elder and member of the Board of 
Stewards of St. Andrew’s United Church. This fine quality 
Lacombe home represents the success of the Lothian and 
Gilmour families in Lacombe.  

The Lothian / Gilmour Residence is also significant as 
an exquisitely preserved and well designed Craftsman 
Bungalow and demonstrates the high quality architecture 

Original Owner: Donald A. Lothian 
Date of Construction: 1913 
HS 10583

StateMent oF integritY
The Lothian / Gilmour residence is a remarkably intact 
historic resource in Lacombe. Form, scale and massing 
as well as multi-paned wooden sash windows are almost 
nearly intact.  The residence was re-clad in stucco post 
1980s over the original wooden lapped siding on the body 
and shingle siding on the closed full-width balustrade.  
The porch columns have been replaced with larger 
columns.  many of the original interior elements such as 
wooden trim, flooring and original fireplace are intact.    

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Lothian / Gilmour residence is a one and one-half 
storey picturesque Craftsman-influenced bungalow with 
a low pitched, bellcast roof, full width porch, exposed, 
notched rafter tails and beautifully detailed multilight 
wooden sash windows. The residence is located on a 
narrow lot on the west side of 53 Street in a residential 
neighbourhood in Lacombe.       

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lothian / Gilmour residence is valued as an icon of 
Lacombe’s development as a local commercial centre. The 
first owner of the Lothian / Gilmour residence was Donald 

lotHian / gilMour reSiDence 5218 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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that dominated Lacombe’s neighbourhood fabric. The 
residence displays elements of the Craftsman movement 
popularized through countless periodicals and plan 
books, expressing both the traditional aspects of the Arts 
& Crafts movement as well as modern domestic lifestyles. 
Efficient, rational floor plans combined with a modest 
design are reflected in the residence’s simple rectangular 
plan with bellcast side-gabled roof, overhanging closed 
eaves with exposed and notched rafters and purlins, 
and an inset full width verandah supported by tapered 
columns. The design is well balanced with a central door 
opening and symmetrical triple assembly multilight-over-
one single-hung wooden sash windows flanking each side 
of the door. The interior is remarkably intact with interior 
fir trim, a brick living room fireplace, wooden floors, 
wood paneled doors and original staircase with decorative 
newel post. 
 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lothian / Gilmour residence include its:

• location on a narrow residential, set back from the 
property lines;

• association as part of a grouping of historic 
residences on 53 Street in Lacombe; 

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its one and one-half-storey height; low-pitched 
side-gabled bellcast pent roof with closed eaves;

• wood-frame construction with wooden lapped 
siding (main) and shingle siding (porch columns 
and dormers) under later stucco-clad siding;

• Craftsman Bungalow-style details such as: shed 
dormer at front and back facades; exposed and 
notched rafter tails and purlins; full-width verandah 
supported by tapered columns and piers;

• original internal red-brick chimneys; 

• original windows such as multilight-over-1 single-
hung wooden sash windows in single to triple 
assembly with exterior wooden storms; three sided 
bay on south façade at first storey; piano casement 
windows at side facades; and

• interior features such as wooden trim and flooring; 
wood paneled doors; and original staircase with 
decorative newel post.

From Top: 
reAr oF LoTHIAN/GILmoUr reSIDeNCe (2011)

DINING room INTerIor (2011)

1930’S vIeW oF THe LoTHIAN/GILmoUr reSIDeNCe 
(LACoMbe, THe fIRST CenTuRy. LAComBe AND DISTrICT 

CHAmBer oF CommerCe. 1982)
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mair reSiDenCe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The mair residence is highly valued as an icon of the 
early settlement and pioneer families in Lacombe and is 
one of the oldest houses remaining in Lacombe.  Built  
circa 1899, the residence was built for mrs. Janet mair, 
widow of Lacombe pioneer James (Jim) mair.  James 
mair’s sister, Caroline (Carrie) Glass, was married to 
Andrew Glass; they were some of the earliest settlers into 
the Lacombe area in 1887 and established a farmstead 
on this land (SW Section 30, Township 40, range 26, 
West of 4th meridian). The homestead was subdivided 
into 33 lots in 1899. Like many of the first settlers into 
Lacombe, the mair’s were originally from Lanark, ontario. 
After Andrew’s death in 1893, Caroline opened the Glass 
General Store, located adjacent to the Post Office on 
Barnett Avenue (now 50 Avenue), and James assisted until 
his death after a short illness. James’ mother, mrs. John 
mair moved out from Lanark shortly after his death to 
assist Caroline in the operation of the store until 1900.  
mrs. Janet mair sold the house to e.k. Strathy and F.W. 
Graham in 1910. Graham was manager of the Union 
Bank of Canada on 50 Avenue in downtown Lacombe. 
From 1956 to 1982, the house was owned by William 
Jr. and Francis Burris, one of Lacombe’s most influential 
pioneer families; William Burris Senior was the town’s first 
mayor in 1902 and the longest running postmaster from 
1895 to 1925. William Jr. commissioned construction of 
the first purpose-built post office in the town on the north 
side of 50 Avenue in 1915. 

The mair residence is further valued as an intact 
example of Lacombe’s high quality local architecture. The 
residence expresses elements of the edwardian Foursquare 
style, popular in western Canada at the turn of the century 
through to the 1910s.  The residence represents Lacombe’s 
early settlement when the newly-fashionable Classical 
revival style was supplanting the picturesque eclecticism 
of the victorian era. In the mair residence, this is evident 
in the square massing with pyramidal roof, and original 
symmetrical window openings with a three-sided bay 
on the north facade. The residence is located on a large 
triangular lot with frontage on both 53 Street (formally 
Day Street) and Calgary & edmonton Trail.
 
 

Original Owner: Janet mair 
Date of Construction: c. 1899 
HS 29924

StateMent oF integritY
The mair residence is one of Lacombe’s oldest historic 
houses.  Form, scale and massing are intact, and the 
house is in its original location; however, many of the 
original exterior treatments have been replaced with 
newer materials.  The windows have been changed to 
vinyl sash windows and the original wooden siding has 
been covered with vinyl siding.  The enclosed porch was 
originally an open porch. The window openings have 
retained their original form. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
The mair residence is a two-storey, Foursquare residence 
situated on an irregular triangular lot.  Located in a 
grouping of contemporaneous historic houses on 53 Street 
in Lacombe, the residence is distinctive for its pyramidal 
roof, asymmetrical projecting front gable with fishscale 
shingles at the gable peak and cornerboards with vinyl 
siding.  The house is setback from the road on a large lot 
accessed on both 53 Street and Calgary & edmonton Trail.     

Mair reSiDence 5244 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Mair 
residence include its:

• location on a triangular residential lot with close set 
back from the property line and frontages on both 
53 Street and Calgary & edmonton Trail;

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its two-storey height with pyramidal roof and 
narrow, closed soffits;

• wood-frame construction with wooden siding 
under later vinyl cladding;

• influences of Edwardian Foursquare-style such as: 
square plan and symmetrical massing;

• original internal and external chimney locations 
replacing original brick with concrete block; and

• original window openings and three-sided bay with 
windows on first storey of north facade.

reAr oF mAIr reSIDeNCe (2012)

eArLy 20TH CeNTUry vIeW oF mAIr reSIDeNCe 
(GLeNBoW ArCHIveS ND-2-68)

eArLy vIeW oF mAIr reSIDeNCe, CA.1900 (LDHS 90.1.814)
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trimbLe reSiDenCe

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Trimble residence, built in 1904 for Henry 
morehouse Trimble, is highly valued as an icon of the 
early settlement of pioneer families in Lacombe. one of 
Lacombe’s original pioneer farmsteads was located on 
this land, owned by Carrie (nee Caroline mary mair) and 
Andrew Glass. They established a farmstead on this land 
in 1895 (SW Section 30, Township 40, range 26, West 
of 4th meridian); the homestead was subdivided into 33 
lots in 1899. Trimble purchased Lots 2 and 3 from the 
Glass’ and built this grand home shortly after the land 
was subdivided. The original house was constructed south 
and west of the current location in edwardian Foursquare 
style.  Trimble sold the house in the 1907 and repurchased 
it in 1911.  The house was moved to its current location 
and renovated and expanded post 1913, adding Queen 
Anne revival-style details such as the projecting front 
gable with pent roof and a variety of siding types. Trimble 
was a lawyer and prominent member of the Lacombe 
community in the first decades of the 20th century. With 
his sons max and Lee, Trimble founded H.m. Trimble & 
Sons  – a prominent trucking company that moved to 
Calgary and was later purchased by Trimac. Trimble was 
a member of the Lacombe Board of Trade and was on 
the committee to establish and attract an experimental 
farm to Lacombe.  Trimble was the mayor of Lacombe in 
1908 and was instrumental in executing the building of 
the electric railways to Bentley and was as well a board 
member of the first hospital in Lacombe. This home 
reflects Trimble’s prominence and success in Lacombe.  

The Trimble residence is also valued for its handsome 
edwardian Foursquare-style and is a rare remnant of 
Lacombe’s grand estates.  elements of the style are visible 
in the large, square plan and symmetrical massing.  The 
house is further valued for its later renovation, where 
Queen Anne Revival detailing such as multiple rooflines 
were added.  The additions are early, and would be 
considered part of the changing value of the residence 
over time.  

The Trimble residence is valued as a landmark within the 
community for its grand edwardian-era style and its large 
lot with frontage on both 53 Street and C & e Trail. 
 

Original Owner: Henry morehouse Trimble 
Date of Construction: 1904 (original); 1911 (moved) 
HS 10584

StateMent oF integritY
The Trimble residence has an interesting evolution 
that includes some early renovations.  The house was 
originally located to the south and west of its current 
location, and was built in the edwardian Foursquare style. 
The house was moved to its current location in 1911 and 
post 1913 the rear and north sides of the house were 
extended. During this renovation Queen Anne revival 
style details such as a projecting front gabled extension 
with pent roof and variety of siding types were added 
to the house. The turned columns on the porch were 
originally paired but were changed to single columns. The 
front door has been replaced with new but is sympathetic 
to its original design.  The Trimble residence was used 
as a boarding house in the 1920s and also as a school 
dormitory. The interior spaces were split into smaller suites 
at this time. 
 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Trimble residence is located on a large, 
long lot fronted by 53 Street with the rear facing 
Calgary & edmonton Trail. Located in a grouping of 
contemporaneous historic houses on 53 Street, this 
particular block holds some of the oldest, grandest 
buildings in the City of Lacombe.  The house represents 
a classic Queen Anne revival-style with an asymmetrical 
roof, wrap around porch and non-uniform walls.      

triMble reSiDence 5234 53 Street
(DaY Street)
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cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Trimble residence include its:

• set back from the road on a large, mostly 
rectangular lot with frontage on 53 Street with the 
rear facing Calgary edmonton Trail;

• location in a prominent area of Lacombe where 
many large estate houses were built;   

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed 
by its square layout, two and one-half-storey height 
and hipped roof with multiple rooflines;

• wooden-frame balloon construction with lapped 
wooden siding and wooden trim and details;  

• original Edwardian Foursquare style including: 

eArLy 20TH CeNTUry vIeW oF TrImBLe reSIDeNCe 
(GLeNBoW ArCHIveS ND-2-68)

reAr oF TrImBLe reSIDeNCe (2012)

	  

H. m. TrImBLe IN 1906 ToWN 
CoUNCIL pHoToGrApH 
(GLeNBoW ArCHIveS pB-
466-1)

evoLUTIoN oF THe TrImBLe reSIDeNCe (CHroNoLoGICALLy From LeFT To rIGHT). vIeW IS oF THe rooFLINeS. NorTH IS To THe rIGHT

square plan; hipped roof with flat top; wrap around 
porch with open balustrade; decorative mouldings 
on window trim; 

• post 1913 Queen Anne Revival style with steeply 
pitched hipped-roof of irregular shapes with lower 
large front and side gables; gabled dormers; turned 
classic columns on wrap around porch and iron 
railings;

• original fenestration including single assembly, one-
over-one single-hung wooden sash windows with 
exterior wooden storms; tripartite arched windows 
in the south, north and east gables; small hexagonal 
window on north side; and

• additional details such as one interior red brick 
chimney.
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development of Lacombe’s residential neighbourhoods. 
At this time, Lacombe’s population began to grow rapidly 
as the town emerged as a primary commercial and 
agricultural centre in Alberta. Situated directly between 
Calgary and edmonton, Lacombe was an important stop 
along the C&e railway line, built in 1891. The arrival of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) branch line in 1905 
via Alix, connected Lacombe to the transcontinental Cpr 
rail line, the Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern 
railway, and many speculative houses were built prior to 
its completion, in anticipation of the impending boom to 
the area. The Willis residence was owned by r. Shilletto, 
who operated the Comet Theatre in town.  He owned 
a majority of this block and subdivided the property in 
1912, selling off the property and the house in 1913. The 
Willis residence is an example of the modest houses that 
were built on speculation to house the influx of middle 
class trades and labourers into Lacombe during the start 
of the edwardian boom. The Willis residence expresses 
this modest design through its small, square massing 
with central entryway.  The house is detailed with large 
decorative wooden sash windows on the front elevation 
and lathe-turned columns and scroll-cut brackets on the 
verandah. 

The Willis Residence is further significant for its vernacular 
architecture built by local contractor patton & Able. patton 
& Able built many middle class homes in Lacombe in the 
early 1900s including this residence.  Hallmarks of patton 
& Able’s style are the small scale, pyramidal roof and full-
width open at-grade verandah. 
 
 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Willis residence include its:

• location on the south side of 55 Avenue on a 
residential lot northwest of downtown in the City of 
Lacombe;

• minimal setback from the road on a long, narrow 
lot; 

• residential form, scale and massing as expressed by 
its rectangular plan, one-storey height, pyramidal 
roof with narrow closed eaves and full-width open 
verandah;

Original Owner: r. Shilletto 
Designer & Contractor: Alex Able  
Date of Construction: c.1905 
HS 10625

StateMent oF integritY
The Willis residence has many original elements intact, 
including its large wooden sash multipane windows and 
full width verandah with turned columns.  The house was 
stuccoed some time in the 1950s and a new corrugated 
metal roof was added. A small pyramidal roof addition 
was added to the rear before 1924. The front door has 
been replaced.

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Willis residence is a one-storey residence located 
on a narrow lot on the south side of 55 Avenue northwest 
of downtown in the City of Lacombe.  The residence 
is distinguished by its symmetrical massing, pyramidal 
roofline and full width open verandah with decorative 
columns.     

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Willis residence, built circa 1905, is valued as an 
intact example of middle-class edwardian-era housing 
in Lacombe, and is significant as an emblem of the early 

williS reSiDence 5427 55 avenue
(lYle avenue)

WiLLiS reSiDenCe
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• wood-frame construction with stuccoed siding over 
later wooden siding; concrete foundation; 

• modest vernacular detailing such as: scroll-cut 
eaves and lathe-turned columns; and

• original fenestration including: single assembly, 
single-hung wooden sash windows with decorative 
wooden tracery in upper sash and exterior wooden 
multilight storms; casement windows on side 
elevation.

reAr oF WILLIS reSIDeNCe (2012)
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house, shed and a pump house. A pointed arch roof 
barn was built at the back of the property in 1934. The 
1917 construction date of the farm buildings represents a 
prosperous time for Lacombe when rising food prices and 
increased demand for agricultural goods during the First 
World War, coupled with successful crop years allowed 
for many farmers to expand their farms and construct new 
buildings. The site was first purchased from the Hudson’s 
Bay Company in 1915 by Adelbert and Hattic Henderson, 
who settled in the area from Iowa.  The Henderson’s raised 
dairy cattle and delivered milk by horse and wagon and 
later a milk truck until 1951, when they began selling to 
the local creamery.  They also raised and sold pure bred 
Holstein cows. 

The Henderson Farm buildings are additionally valued 
for their traditional vernacular architecture built by local 
trades.  The barns are very good examples of traditional 
barn architecture. The gambrel roofed barn built circa 
1917 features a hayhood, horizontal plank siding and 
multiple windows on the sides; the barn was built as a 
horse barn. The second smaller barn, built in 1934 as a 
pig barn, features a pointed arch roofline with central 
monitor. The farm also contains the original front gabled 
house with saltbox roof and a pump house that were both 
constructed in 1917. on the farm property is a milk house 
that was constructed in the 1920s. The farm has remained 
in the ownership of the Henderson family. 
 
 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Henderson Farm include its:

• location set back and north of 50 Avenue and east 
of Highway 2;

• siting on open, spacious farming site; 

• variety of historic outbuildings;

• original buildings such as:

Large Barn (circa 1917)

• agricultural form, scale and massing of two storey 
barn with rectangular plan; gambrel roofline and 
hayhood;

• wood-frame construction featuring horizontal wood 

Original Owner: Adelbert & Hattic Henderson 
Date of Construction: c.1917 
HS 97258

StateMent oF integritY
The Henderson Farm contains a variety of buildings 
constructed through time.  The two main barns are in 
fair condition with areas of missing siding and damaged 
windows. The main house has been added on to several 
times, including a large addition on the front (south). 
Stucco siding was added over the original shingle siding.

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Henderson Farm is located on the west boundary of 
Lacombe, just where 50 Avenue and Highway 2 meet.  It 
is located just north of the main street (50 Avenue).  The 
barns and house are set in from the road.  There are two 
historic barns on the site; one with a pointed arch roof 
line and the other with a gambrel roof as well as several 
outbuildings including a pump house and a milk house.    

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Henderson Farm is highly valued as an icon of 
Lacombe’s success as a centre for agriculture and 
commerce in southern Alberta.  The farm includes a 
house, and a barn built circa 1917 by the Henderson 
family as well as several out buildings such as a milk 

HenDerSon FarM 5180 76 Street

henDerSon farm
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plank siding; and metal roof; 

• fenestration including multipaned wooden sash 
windows; sliding wooden barn doors at north and 
south elevations; and

• interior layout including demarked space for dairy 
and farm storage at main floor and hayloft storage 
at upper storey.

Small Barn (1934)

• agricultural form, scale and massing of one storey 
barn with rectangular plan; pointed-arch roofline 
with narrow eaves and central monitor;

• wood-frame construction featuring wooden frame; 
horizontal wood plank siding, wood shingle roof; 

• fenestration including multipaned wooden sash 
windows; and

• interior red brick chimney.

Original House (circa 1917)

• residential form, scale and massing with front 
gabled roofline; 

• wood-frame construction with wooden shingle 
siding under later stucco cladding; and

• fenestration including original window openings.  

1934 poINTeD ArCH BArN oN THe HeNDerSoN FArm 
(2012)

GArAGe (orIGINALLy AN ICe HoUSe) oN THe 
HeNDerSoN FArm (2012)

orIGINAL HoUSe oN THe HeNDerSoN FArm (2012)
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arched window openings at the top storey, projecting 
low pitched front gabled bay at each end and central 
projecting bay featuring a prominent curved recessed 
door and central flagpole.  The building is the main 
administrative building for the campus and is situated in a 
paved circular plaza with surrounding open grounds. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The CJC Administration Building is highly valued as an 
icon of the strength and continuity of the Seventh Day 
Adventist community in Lacombe since the early 1900s 
and the realization of their educational goals from its 
inception in the early 1900s to the present day. In the 
early 1900s, the Seventh Day Adventists decided that 
an educational centre was needed in Alberta.  Several 
unsuccessful attempts were made to establish a school; 
however, it was not until they purchased a 80-hectare plot 
of land in 1909 overlooking Barnett Lake, northwest of 
Lacombe for use as a religious-based secondary school 
and sanitarium that this became a reality.  The land was 
originally owned by pioneer Andrew Gilmour, who had 
successfully ranched on this land since the late 1800s. 
The church subdivided the southern portion of the land 
into 46 lots to sell for residential development.  The 
school was constructed in the early 1900s; however, 
the sanitarium was never completed. The first buildings 
constructed on the site included a large barn, the girls’ 
dorm, east Hall (1909-1910), the boys’ dorm, West Hall 
(1910-1911), and an administration / classroom / chapel 
/ dining hall (1912-1913). The school was updated to 
a junior college in 1918 and was renamed Canadian 
Junior College offering courses in nursing, ministerial, 
and literary curricula. In 1930, a fire destroyed the 
administration building, West Hall and the woodwork / 
laundry building. The current CJC Administration building 
was constructed this same year. In 1947, the college 
was upgraded to a senior college and was able to grant 
degrees in theology; the school was renamed Canadian 
Union College at this juncture.  The CJC Building, built 
for $65,000, initially housed all of the campus’ functions 
including the administrative offices, a chapel, the library 
and several classrooms. The CJC Administration Building 
is an example of a successful education institution that 
has maintained its standards and presence at this site for 
over 100 years.

 
Current Name: Canadian University College 
Administration Building
Architect: Cecil mayor, Dean of men at CJC 
Contractors: James L. Webster and r.A. Sorensen 
(concrete work)  
Date of Construction: 1930 (original Building) 1958-59 
(Annex) 
HS 29965

StateMent oF integritY
The Canadian Junior College Administration Building 
has undergone several renovations and additions since it 
was built in 1930 but retains its original form, scale and 
massing.  The stucco siding has been replaced with new 
stucco sometime in the last 10 years and all windows 
have been replaced with vinyl; the window openings are, 
however, original. An external chimney at the rear of the 
building still retains the original stucco. The building had 
a one story addition on the east side added in the 1950s.

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Canadian Junior College Administration Building is 
a three-story educational building located in the centre 
of the Canadian University College, a Seventh Day 
Adventist college located on a hill northwest of downtown 
Lacombe. The building is distinguished by its imposing 
symmetrical stucco T-shaped massing with pent roof, 

canaDian Junior college 
aDMiniStration builDing

5415 college avenue

C.j.C. aDminiStration buiLDing
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The CJC Administration Building is also significant as a 
rare example of Spanish revival-style in Lacombe. This 
design demonstrated the enduring popularity of the period 
revival movement, which evoked a feeling of pleasant 
and comfortable nostalgia. The Inter-war period was 
a time of entrenched traditionalism in North America, 
and period revival styles - often used in eclectic blends 
- reached the height of their popularity.  The building 
was designed by Cecil mayor, Dean of men at CJC and 
built by James L. Webster who was based in California.  
Spanish revival, while relatively rare in Canada, was 
a popular style in the Inter-war period in southwestern 
United States. key elements of the Spanish revival style 
include its three-storey massing with symmetrical front 
façade and projecting gabled bays with pent roofline with 
Spanish tile, prominent banks of curved-arched window 
openings at the upper storey and dramatic recessed 
arched central entryway.  The stucco cladding, a hallmark 
of the Spanish revival-style was undertaken by r.A. 
Sorensen Construction, based in Wetaskiwin.  A small 
one-storey annex was built in 1958-59.    
 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Canadian Junior College Administration Building include 
its:

•  setting on top of the hill with views to the lake and 
lands below;

•  location as part of a campus of buildings in the 

HISTorICAL poSTCArD oF THe ADmINISTrATIoN 
BUILDING, N.D. (CArDCoW.Com SToCk# 283225)

Canadian University College; 

•  educational form, scale  and massing expressed 
by its: T-shaped plan with flat roof; symmetrical 
massing and three projecting front gabled bays with 
low-pitched roofline; 

•  masonry construction including reinforced concrete 
construction with stucco cladding; 

•  Spanish Revival influenced design elements 
including: stucco finish; flush eaves with narrow 
stepped parapet; arched window openings at third 
storey; hipped pressed metal tile roof, and curved 
arched and recessed central entryway;  

•  1958-59 addition on east façade featuring narrow 
inset door with angled flat awning and cast iron 
narrow column;  

•  windows such as single assembly curved arched 
window openings at third storey and single 
assembly rectangular window openings  on first 
and second storeys; 

•  additional details such as large conical stuccoed 
chimney at rear façade of building and central 
flagpole, wooden trim and wood paneled doors; 

•  interior details such as consistent use of arched 
detailing; and

•  landscape details such as wide expanse of sloped 
and grassed campus; original fountain in front of 
building.
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and the realization of their educational goals from its 
inception in the early 1900s to the present day. In the 
early 1900s, the Seventh Day Adventists decided that 
an educational centre was needed in Alberta.  Several 
unsuccessful attempts were made to establish a school; 
however, it was not until they purchased a 80-hectare plot 
of land in 1909 overlooking Barnett Lake, northwest of 
Lacombe for use as a religious-based secondary school 
and sanitarium that this became a reality.  The land was 
originally owned by pioneer Andrew Gilmour, who had 
successfully ranched on this land since the late 1800s. The 
church subdivided the southern portion of the land into 
46 lots to sell for residential development.  The school was 
constructed in the early 1900s; however, the sanitarium 
was never completed. The first buildings constructed on 
the site included a large barn, the girls’ dorm, east Hall 
(1909-1910), the boys’ dorm, West Hall (1910-1911), and 
an administration / classroom / chapel / dining hall (1912-
1913). The school was updated to a junior college in 
1918 and was renamed Canadian Junior College offering 
courses in nursing, ministerial and literary curricula. In 
1930, a fire destroyed the administration building, West 
Hall and the woodwork / laundry building. The Canadian 
Junior College Administration building was constructed 
this same year. maple Hall and an auditorium-gymnasium 
were completed in 1947.  In the same year, the college 
was upgraded to a senior college and was able to grant 
degrees in theology; the school was renamed Canadian 
Union College at this juncture.  The CUC maple Hall, 
built for $242,000, was initially used as a girl’s dormitory 
from 1948 to 1981 and a boy’s dormitory from 1981 to 
1991. The CUC maple Hall has is highly valued for its 
continued contribution to the campus as a residence for 
students for over 50 years. 

The CUC maple Hall is further valued as a late and rare 
example of Spanish revival style in Lacombe. This design 
demonstrated the enduring popularity of the period 
revival movement, which evoked a feeling of pleasant 
and comfortable nostalgia. The building was designed 
by builder mel Hallet who was charged with emulating 
the Spanish revival style of the main campus building, 
the CJC Administration Building.  Spanish revival, while 
relatively rare in Canada, was a popular style in the 
Inter-war period in southwestern United States, but was 
rare post-war. key elements of the Spanish revival style 
include its three-storey massing with stucco cladding, 

 
Current Name: Canadian University College maple Hall 
Designer: mel Hallet 
Date of Construction: 1947 
HS 22585

StateMent oF integritY
The Canadian Union College maple Hall displays many 
original elements including form, scale and massing and 
original stucco cladding.  The most dramatic change to the 
building was the removal and replacement with vinyl of 
all original wooden sash windows.  

 
DeScription oF HiStoric place
The Canadian Union College maple Hall is a grand 
three-story Spanish revival-style educational/commercial 
residence building with a central projecting bay with a 
narrow stepped parapet, symmetrical fenestration and 
stucco cladding with brick detailing.  It is located on the 
Canadian University College grounds and has served as 
a residence since its construction.  The campus sits atop 
the highest hill north of Lacombe and creates an imposing 
impression from the highway below. 

 
Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
Built in 1947, the  CUC maple Hall is highly valued as 
an icon of the strength and continuity of the Seventh Day 
Adventist community in Lacombe since the early 1900s 

canaDian union college 
Maple Hall

5403 college avenue

C.u.C. mapLe haLL
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symmetrical front façade and rear facades with pent roof 
with Spanish tile, a projecting central bay with narrow 
stepped parapet roof, brick detailing and a central 
decorative entryway.      

 
cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Canadian Union College maple Hall include its:

•  setting on top of the hill with views to the lake and 
lands below;

•  location as part of a campus of buildings in the 
Canadian University College; 

•  educational-residential form, scale  and massing 
expressed by its: long rectangular plan; symmetrical 
fenestration and central projecting bays on front 
and rear elevations; projecting bays at each end of 
west elevation; 

•  masonry construction including stucco cladding 
and brick details;

•  elements of the Spanish Revival influenced design 
including: symmetrical design; stucco finish; brick 
detailing around windows; pent roofline with 
Spanish tile; central stepped narrow parapet and 
low relief detailing surrounding central doors; 

•  original window openings including single 
assembly rectangular window openings; 

•  additional details such as parged signboard above 
central entryway engraved with ‘maple Hall’; and

•  interior details such as stucco-clad walls.

SoUTHWeST CorNer oF mApLe HALL (2012)

WeST FACADe oF mApLe HALL (2012)
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Historic Name: Lacombe Cemetery 
Date of Construction: First burial 1892, Under jurisdic-
tion of town, 1914
HS 52131

StateMent oF integritY
This cemetery is well landscaped and maintained.  older 
gravestones are cared for and appear to be in good 
condition. 

DeScription oF HiStoric place
Lacombe Fairview Cemetery occupies a picturesque 
rectangular site northeast of downtown Lacombe on 
Woodland Drive. The cemetery consists of grassed terrain, 
with raised markers and lawn markers oriented on an 
east-west axis, with many mature trees and plantings 
connected by a series of trails and a main road. The main 
road is delineated with mature coniferous trees. 

Heritage value oF HiStoric 
place
The Lacombe Fairview Cemetery is valued as a regional 
cemetery and is a testament to the early settlers strong 
ties to the church. These settlers were drawn to the area 
from eastern Canada, the United States, the United 
kingdom and europe because of the rich agricultural 
industries in the area. The first interment occurred in 
1892. The cemetery came under the ownership of the 

LaCombe fairvieW Cemetery

lacoMbe Fairview ceMeterY 4420 wooDlanD Drive

City of Lacombe in 1914. As a physical testament to the 
strength and continuity of the people of Lacombe, the 
cemetery embodies a collective memory and spirit of the 
people of Lacombe which has adapted to shifts in the 
population and community through time. A wide variety 
of people are interred at the cemetery including different 
ethnic, secular and religious groups and many community 
members who reflect the history, development, heroics 
and tragedies of Lacombe, with local and provincial 
associations. There is a direct connection to pioneer 
families, including those affiliated with the Methodist, 
Anglican and presbyterian, roman Catholic, and Christian 
reformed churches and other denominations, noted local 
figures and a cenotaph to commemorate First and Second 
World War veterans. The cemetery continues to be an 
important part of community life, with connections to 
many local families.

The cemetery features many decorative and unique 
monuments and headstones, ranging in materials from 
wood, stone and metal, which illustrate the changing 
nature of memorialization through time. The headstones 
and markers display a variety of materials such as 
roughcast and polished granite, sandstone, and cement, in 
styles such as upright and ledger stones, including many 
personal and hand-made personal memorials. The markers 
are arranged on an east-west axis and display a variety of 
ties to different churches within the community.

cHaracter-DeFining eleMentS
Key elements that define the heritage character of the 
Lacombe Fairview Cemetery include its:

• location northeast of the City’s downtown, on flat 
topography with an open expanse of lawn and many 
mature trees and plantings;

• orderly and open spatial qualities with the plots 
along an east-west axis;

• variety of headstone styles such as shouldered and 
screen headstones, and flat plaque markers;

•  variety of headstone materials such as carved 
granite, cement, limestone, sandstone, and metal;

•  variety of gravestone symbols such as epitaphs, 
religious or animal symbolism, body symbolism, 
and fraternal and social organizations;
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•  commemoration area and cenotaph to war veterans 
from the First and Second World War; and

• different methods of commemoration over time, 
including vertical monuments; horizontal lawn 
markers used after the 1960s, and family plots.
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provincial HiStoric reSource integritY 
StateMentS

M&J HarDware
4910 & 4912 50 Avenue

Date of Construction: 1906

m&J Hardware is a well preserved historic resource for 
the City of Lacombe and is a provincial Historic resource.  
The exterior of the building is well preserved containing 
many original elements in excellent condition such as 
the cornice and the central parapet, the storefront and 
the brick cladding.  Interior elements are intact in some 
areas and include an original freight elevator, pressed tin 
ceiling, fireplaces and wooden floors and trim.

tHe caMpbell block
4918-4922 50 Avenue

Date of Construction: 1920

The Campbell Block is in good condition and is a 
provincial Historic resource.  The building features many 
original and intact elements including brick cladding and 
wooden sash windows.  A door opening has been infilled 
on the west side of the building.  The interior space is 
occupied by an appliance store, and has many unique 
and original elements including an open span design with 
mezzanine, high ceilings with a skylight and pressed tin 
ceiling.  many of the pressed tin panels require repair 
and/or replacement as they are damaged.  A balustrade 
accessing the second storey is original as well. 

LeFT: CAmpBeLL BLoCk (LDHS 90.1.910)
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tHe MercHantS bank oF canaDa
5005 50 Avenue

Date of Construction: 1903-04

The merchants Bank of Canada is in excellent condition on 
the exterior with many original elements such as its brick 
cladding, sandstone block foundation and cornice.  The 
windows have been replaced with new wooden windows 
and are period appropriate to the building. The corner 
entryway was altered in an earlier unsympathetic alteration; 
however, the current owners restored the entryway to its 
original design.  The interior has some original elements 
including columns and coved ceilings at the first storey 
of the building. The upper storeys have been updated to 
function as residential and office space. The building is a 
provincial Historic resource.

tHe urquHart block
4923 50 Avenue

Date of Construction: 1907

The Urquhart Block is in good condition and has many 
original elements including tan brick cladding with red 
mortar, wooden windows and pressed metal cornice.  
The building requires some basic maintenance including 
painting of wooden and cornice elements. The building is 
a provincial Historic resource. 

LeFT: UrQUHArT BLoCk (LDHS 90.1.914)
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future reCommenDationS

Future recoMMenDationS For lacoMbe

recoMMenDation action bY FunDing

provide educational opportunities to 
train local or regionally based heritage 
consultants or heritage trades

heritage Consultant or heritage 
tradesperson to provide training  

Municipal Heritage partnership 
program  
(Management Plan funding up to 
$20,000 per year)

bob etherington Heritage trades 
Scholarship

begin process of creating networks 
between communities in the area 
that have established heritage 
management programs to work 
towards more regionally based 
cultural tourism and granting heritage 
initiatives 

City Staff and heritage Steering 
Committee

Heritage awareness funding through 
the alberta historical resources 
foundation  
(up to $5,000 per project) 

explore potential of establishing 
benjamin moore Community 
restoration program with benjamin 
moore at a more regional level for 
exterior paint restoration of resources 
on the municipal heritage inventory

City Staff Contact: Sabiha Schram-Smith 
Telephone: 613-236-2664 ext: 226 
sschramsmith@cfc-fcc.ca 

explore funding options for providing 
educational courses for municipal 
heritage inventory property owners. 
provide knowledge on how to restore 
and maintain historic features such 
as window restoration, siding repair, 
masonry conservation, Standards & 
Guidelines, and improving energy 
efficiency in historic homes etc.

heritage Conservation advisor with 
the province and heritage Consultant  

Municipal Heritage partnership 
program  
(Management Plan funding up to 
$20,000 per year)

undertake heritage management plan 
to plan for management of historic 
resources on heritage inventory

City Staff and heritage Steering 
Committee 

Municipal Heritage partnership 
program  
(Management Plan funding up to 
$20,000 per year)
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MeaSureS oF SucceSS For 
lacoMbe’S Municipal Heritage 
prograM

• Increased public and volunteer participation in city 

• City policies and programs well linked to Municipal 
Heritage Inventory, including using Statements of 
Significance as management tool 

• Increased legal protection for more heritage 
resources 

• Community pride in restored heritage sites 

• Improved synergy between City departments and 
the Heritage Steering Committee

• Improved understanding and appreciation of local 
heritage resources

• More information available about local history and 
heritage

• Local media engaged in heritage issues 

• Better coordination among community groups with 
similar mandates 

• Increased emotional attachment and pride in 
community 

• Improved information for tourists about local history 
and heritage sites 

• Increased cultural tourism 

• Increased coordination among community groups 
with similar mandates 

• New fields of employment and economic 
opportunities for development of heritage sectors in 
community 

LAComBe Cpr STATIoN, N.D. (LDHS 90.1.862)
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SourceS

print reSourceS
Alberta Culture and multiculturalism Historic Sites Service 
and the maski-pitoon Historical Society of Lacombe (ACmH)  
nd Historical Walking And Driving Tour: Lacombe.   
 Available online: http://culture.alberta.ca/   
 heritage/resourcemanagement/    
 historicplacesstewardship/heritagesurvey/   
 pdf/Lacombe.pdf

Alberta municipal Affairs 
2009 2009 Official Population List. Municipal Affairs,   
 municipal Services Branch. Available online: http:// 
 www.municipalaffairs.alberta.ca/    
 documents/ms/1009pop.pdf 

Fredeen, Howard 
1984 Lacombe research Station 1907-1982. Agriculture  
 Canada.

Jenkins, robert 
2007 evolution of the Sweet Spot: Spatial Development  
 of the Town of Lacombe 1985-2007 (more or   
 Less). power point presentation given to the rotary  
 Club of Lacombe upon Jenkins’ retirement.

Lacombe and District Board of Trade (LDBT) 
1967 The Lacombe Story: our Heritage. published at the  
 Lacombe Globe.

Lacombe and District Chamber of Commerce (LDCC) 
1982 Lacombe: The first Century. Lacombe, AB.

Lacombe rural History Club (LrHC) 
1972 Wagon Trails to Hard Top: History of Lacombe and  
 Area. Friessen & Sons, Ltd, Calgary, AB.

Luxton Heritage 
2010 Town of Lacombe municipal Heritage Survey 2010  
 Final Report. On file with the Town of Lacombe.

richardson, Gillian 
2007 Henry Kelsey. Weigl educational publishers Ltd,   
 Calgary, AB.

rusk, maj-Britt 
2007 “The Hilltop Story”. In Canadian Campus, vol.   
 17, No. 2 – newsletter for alumni and friends   
 of Canadian University College and    
 parkview Adventist Academy.

Town of Lacombe 
2003 Town of Lacombe Airport Development plan.

 

internet reSourceS
www.ansi.okstate.edu/breeds/swine/lacombe/index.htm 
www.biographi.ca 
www.cachs.ca  
www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/databases/census-1911/
index-e.html  
http://ejsm.wolfcreek.ab.ca  
http://elue.wolfcreek.ab.ca  
www.forthjunction.com/ce-railway-reddeer.htm 
www.lacombe.ca  
www.lacombeglobe.com 
www.lacs.ca  
www.mta.ca/about_canada/multimedia/explorers/kelsey.
html  
www.municipalaffairs.gov.ab.ca  
www.paulpettypiece.com/rail_history_central_alberta.htm 
www.qp.alberta.ca  
www.town.lacombe.ab.ca  
www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com 
www.ainc-inac.gc.ca 
http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/index.html

perSonal coMMunicationS
• Carol-Lynn Gilchrist, Former Manager of Planning & 

Development Services, City of Lacombe

• Lawrence Henderson, long time resident and 
business owner, Lacombe

• Robert Jenkins, Town of Lacombe past CAO

• Lisa Joy, Lacombe Globe Editor

arcHival reSourceS
michener House museum & Archives

City of Lacombe Tax rolls

Glenbow museum
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1896
Lacombe 
petitioned 
to become a 
Village

1902
Lacombe incorp.
as a Town

1871
Homestead Act Passed

1880
Land survey in 
Lacombe region 
begins

1891
C&E Railway established 
at “Siding No. 12”

1876
Treaty 6 signed

1883
Ed Barnett arrived in 
the future locale of 
Lacombe and builds 
homestead

1894
Victoria Hotel built (est.)
First resident Doctor arrived
First Methodist Church built

1903
Telephone service began
First St. Stephen’s Catholic 
Church built

1905
CPR branch line 
from Lacombe in Alix

1908
Lacombe Hotel Built
Nelson School built
Lacombe Cottage Hospital est.

1911
Large fire destroys Victoria 
Hotel and other businesses 
in town

1906
Electricity 
arrives in 
Lacombe
Fire destroys 
Flatiron Block
Fire brigade est.

1913
Rail line started from 
Lacombe to Gull Lake

1915
Blindman River Dam 
destroyed by flood

1924
Statue unveiled at Lest We 
Forget Park
First fire hydrant installed

1945
School cairn 
erected

1949
Highway 12 constructed
Christian Reformed Church opens

1953
Memorial Recreation Centre 
burns down

1967
Lacombe Highschool opens
New hospital built
Michener Park officially opens
Provincial Building constructed

1968
Highway 2A constructed
Old General Hospital converted to nursing home
Town office opened
New Arena destroyed by fire

1970
Lacombe Ice Centre opens

1988
Main Street Program adopted by Town

1989
Lacombe Globe sold to Sun Media
Lacombe Nurseries closes
Lacombe Junior High School opens

2007
Lacombe Memorial Centre 
renovated and added onto

1937
Lacombe General 
Hospital constructed

1893
First school built

1900
Highway 12 
established.
Lacombe 
Advertiser 
and 
Western 
Globe start

1904
Blacksmith shop built
Creamery established
Lacombe and District 
Board of Trade est.

1895
First St. Andrews 
Presbyterian Church 
built

1907
Lacombe Brick, Tile and Cement 
Comp. est.
Opera House est.
Experimental Farm in Lacombe 
begins

1909
First building of Canadian Junior College
Second St. Andrews church built

1910
First Abattoir built
Lacombe nurseries started
Lacombe hospital open

1923
Baptiste Church 
built

1930
Major fire at CUC 
destroyed three buildings 
Lacombe Public Library founded

1948
Highway 2 (now 2A) 
constructed
Arena collapses
CBC Radio broadcasts 
from Lacombe

1938
Lacombe Globe won 
Pulitzer Prize

1950
New Arena opens

1952
The Rex Theatre becomes 
the Lux

1972
Police and Fire Hall 
buildings are built

1975
Lacombe’s first large apartment 
block, Cambrige Arms, is built

1978
416 hectares to the 
North and East of 
town are annexed

2005
Highway 2 
named “Queen 
Elizabeth II High-
way” in honour 
of her visit to the 
Province1981

253 more hecares are annexed
Police and Firehall building enlarged
New covered skating rink built
Restoration of Michener House as historical

1962
Flying club purchases 10 hect-
ares of land to build airport
Swimming Pool constructed
Post office building opened

1912
Arena built

1914
Royal Bank opens

1892
First burial in 
Lacombe Cemetery 
First known church 
service conducted

2010
Lacombe becomes a City
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